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Little Temperature
Change Tonight,
Colder Wednesday

Kennedy,MacmillanOpenBahamas Talks
Leaders Will
Examine Split
In Allied Camp

Christmas Holiday Accidents Recount Starts
May Take 650 -700 Lives Wednesday in

CHICAGO ( AP)—Traffic accidents during the long Christmas
holiday, the National Safety Council estimates, may kill between
650 and TX persons and cause disabling injuries to between 27,000
and 33,000 others.
The council's. ' . estimates " cover
the 102-hour holiday period from 6

p.m., local time, Friday, Dec. 21 706 persons lost their lives in highto midnight Dec. 25.
way accidents. In last year's
The council said Monday that three-day Christmas holiday, trafduring a comparable nonhoiiday
period at this time of year,. 470 fic deaths totaled 524.
persons are killed and 20,000 suf- The nation's traffic death toll in
the first 10 months this year, avfer disabling injuries.
The record traffic death toil for eraged 110 a day for a total of
any holiday period was the four- 33,430, a record high for any sinday Christmas period of 1356 when gle 10-month period.

KENNEDY REVIEWS WORK

Cuban

^

Khrushchev a Lesson

Chinese and Soviet determination
to
make a Communist w«rfd in a
WASHINGTON (AP) — Presiage that "makes the sixdent Kennedy believes the Cuban nuclear
crisis taugh t Soviet Premier ties so dangerous."
Khrushchev "how dangerous a However, in a chatty interview
world we live in" but that it will that set a television "first" Monbe some time before the United day night , the President said "we
States will "come to any rear un- ought W be rather pleased with
derstanding" with him.
ourselves this Christmas" for
If "the Communists would devote thwarting the threat of Comtheir energies to demonstrating munist domination.
how their system works instead The President made no effort to
of trying to change the balance of paint a rosy picture of U.S.
power "we could have a long Soviet relations in the interview
period of peace," Kennedy said. which was also carried on radio.
But , It is, he said , the Red The Cuban crisis, he said, has
By DOUGLAS B. CORNELL

4 Feared Dead in
Rocket Test Hole

TULLAHOMA, Tenn. (AP) Rescue workers dug through .. a
mass of concrete and steel at the
bottom of a 250-foot deep rocket
test cell today, searching for four
men believed killed in the collapse of a 304-ton pie-shaped
wedge of concrete.
The freshly poured concrete,
which set off a chain-reaction col-

lapse Monday, was the first of six
segments designed to cap the $10million test cell. It crashed
throu gh floors placed about 50
feet apart in the huge hole, carrying additional tons of concrete and
steel to the bottom.
The 150-foot diameter hole was

Imm 's statement came after the
j .roposal had provided some sharp
exxhanges at the Monday meeting
of the State College Board, They
centered on F. Kelton Gage, Mankato board member who also is
legislative chairman for the
group.
Gage was asked whether , in
view of the university status talk
for Mankato , he felt he could work
wholeheartedly In behalf of all five
colleges with the legislature.
Herbert

Olson, Bemid|l,

cited

that , should Mnnkato 's status be
altered it would adversely .affect
the colleges' bond and other programs.
"My responsibility is to urge the
program of the five colleges and
1 can do nothing else," Gnge replied . "Mow , I can 't say thnt if
the legisUiliire changes that situation , I'm going to do something
drastic about it, "
Gngo said that he had told
President C. L. Crawford of the
Mankato school that it wns not
the college 's business to advocate
universitv status, He snld that
should b« the job of the Unison
Committee on Nifih er Education.
he
But Caoo did say that ¦
couldn 't suppress all .the talk
"that is going on in Mankato , "
It was indicated (hat this included
a vastly steppcd-iip campaign by
civic groups to gn in the university
label.
Mnnltn to has n current enrollment of 0,2112 full- and parttime
students.

And he saw no advantage in a

summit meeting soon.
"I don 't think there is a need for
us to meet now," he said. "I
think probably he feels the same
way ."
Kennedy said, though, that the
Soviet premier's speech to the
Supreme Soviet (parliament) last
week shows that he realizes perils
of the nuclear age.
Khrushchev knows , he said ,, that
if Russia ever fires its missiles
the United States will haye
enough to' "fire back at him to
destroy the Soviet Union ."
The chief executive covered
much of the world in an hourlong : question-and-answer session
with William H. Lawrence of ABC,
George Herman of CBS and Sander Vanocur of NBC.
The verbal tour brought out evidence that Kennedy has all but
written off the possibility of opening Cuba—or any Communist territory—to inspection. Yet his administration has laid down a fundamental policy that inspection is
vital in Cuba and necessary to
any disarmament pact with Russia.

blasted through Tennessee limestone for a . facility to simulate
the atmospheric condition s . at
10,000 feet for a rocket booster engine with a half-million-pound
thrust. The cell with its three-footthick concrete walls was to be
modi fied later to test the 1.5-miln
lion-pound thrust of the Saturn It brought out word, too, thai
booster.
Kennedy still thinks he was right
in forcing a rollback of steel
prices and In ordering troops onto
the University of Mississippi campus to protect Negro James H.
Meredith .
It was a calm , poised President
in an informal , relaxed manner
talking with three men who cover
the White House for television and
radio.
The interview was filmed Sun:
WASHINGTON (AP)-The A3, day afternoon in Kennedy 's oval
an advanced model of the Polaris office at the White House. It lastsubmarine-launched missile has ed 90 minutes and then was consuffered six consecutive test fail- densed to 60 by the networks.
ures but the Navy said its future
prospects are excellent.
The A3 Polaris is designed to
carry a nuclear warhead 2 ,875
miles after being fired from a
submerged submarine. This is
more than 1,000 miles beyond the
range , of models now in the tubes
of U.S. missile-firing subs on patrol in the North Atlantic.

Mankato Stale
Seeks Status
As University Advanced Polaris

ST. PAUL (AP) - Mankato ,
largest of the five state colleges,
would gain university status and
have Its own governing board
under a proposal to go before the
1963 legislature.
"It would be a definite advantage for the young people of populous southern Minnesota to have
an institution with university
status," said State Sen. Val I mm ,
Mankato , announcing Monday
night that he would introduce such
legislation.

made successful negotiations with
the Kremlin more difficult because the Russians — through deception — tried to change the balance of power by sneaking
missiles, into Cuba.
"So it is going to be sometime
before it is possible for us to
come to . any real understanding
with Mr. Khrushchev."

Missile Suffers
Six Tesl Failures

Governor Race

Another

three days after that

was allowed for similar protests
on any alleged irregularities noted
in connection with the recount itself.
To insure that inspectors make
no undetectable marks on ballots ,
the panel of judges instructed that
the teams use red pencils only in
pointing up any discrepancies in
the markings. Only black pencils
were used in the voting.
Only the inspection teams and
county auditors or their deputies
¦will be allowed in the rooms where
the recounting is carried out.

WEATHER
FEDERAL FORECAST

WINONA. AND VICINITY - Increasing cloudiness with little temperature change tonight, becoming
mostly cloudy with chance of scattered s n o w flurries and turning
colder Wednesday, Low tonight 2232, high Wednesday 40.
LOCAL WEATHER

Official observations for the 24
hours ending at 12 m. today: Maximum, 48; minimum , 28; noon , 33;
precipitation , none.
AIRPORT WEATHER
(North Central Observations)

Max. temp. 46 at 3 p.m, Monday, min . 28 at 7 a.m., noon 35,
sky clear , visibility 4 miles, wind
5 M.P.H. from southeast , barometer 29.94 and falling, humidity 74
percent.

The most recent failure came

Total to Date
Clothing, Lou, B.P.

5.

¦

500.

5.
$3,072.21

KENNEDY WELCOMED TO THE BAHAMAS

.-"¦. . . President John F. Kennedy was greeted
with a handshake by British Prime Minister Harold Macmillan on his arrival in Nassau from
Washington today for their summit meeting in

9 Minnesota
Orphans at
New Home

the Bahama Islands. Between them is Lord Home,
Britain's foreign minister. Kennedy and Macmillan open their two-day meeting tomorrow. (AP
photofax )

Communist Party
Convicted, Fined
By STANLEY MEISLER

WASHINGTON UPV-The Communist party has been convicted and
CHARLOTTE, N. C 'API - fined $120,000 for failing to regisMr. and Mrs. Donald W. Meyers ter as an agent of the Soviet Union. But the 12-year legal wrangle
will fill 13 stockings next week — goes on.
'
'
nine more than last year — ' on Joseph Forer and John J. Abt ,
the first Christmas of what Mrs. lawyers for the Communist party,
Meyers described as "the great- said they plan to appeal the deest adventure a family can have." cision to the U.S. Court of Appeals
and , if necessary, lo the Supreme
Early this year Meyers read a Court.
news account of the traffic ac- A federal jury of eight women
cident that claimed the lives of and four men took only 35 minMr. and Mrs. Walter Baker near utes Monday to find the party
Battle Lake, Minn,, last Jan , 13,
leaving their nine children orphans.

Meyers telephoned the pastor of
his Roman Catholic church here
and said , "I want to adopt those
children. "
The mass adoption was arranged by Catholic charities.
Monday, the children arrived
here by airliner. . The youngsters,
ranging in age from 13 to 2, could
be seen grinning and Waving even
before the airliner came to a halt.
Then the Meyers , who already
have two adopted children and two
of their own , met their new children.
Moments later, Meyers emerged
from the plane with 2-year-old
Phillip in his arms. Karen Meyers.
11, came down the plane ramp
arm-in-arm with a ' new sister,
Pauline Ray Baker , 13.

Army Won't
Get Funds for
Nike Zeus
By FRED S. HOFFMAN

WASHINGTON l/P> - President
Kennedy has given a clear signal
that he will again deny the Army
money to start production of the
Nike Zeus antimissile missile despite its two intercepts of Atlas
ICBM target warheads, the latest
on Dec. 12.
"There , is no sense going ahead
until that system is perfected ,"
Kenned y said Monday night during an hour-long Interview on television and radio.
The Army hoped the two successful intercept tests over the Pacific this year would induce the
President to budget money to
start tooling up for production of
the missile-killer project ,
"We hope to develop a system
which will permit us to fire a
missile at a missile coming towards us and destroy it. and
thereby prevent an atomic attack
on the United States ," Kennedy
said.
"But it will cost billions ," he
added , and should be perfected
before going ahead with it on a
production basis.
Nike Zeus production last year—
as the Eisenhower administration
had done before him.
The President's remarks Indicated he probably will allow funds
to push ahead with development
of the missile-killer, probably on
the order of this year 's $235 million.
Since 1057. nearly $1.5 million
has been spent on the missile, but
tho Army still has not heen able
to dispel doubts, as to its effectiveness against a saturation nttack by enemy missiles equipped
with decoys.

Contributions to Date $2,386.21
Santa Clans
' 20,
Northern States Power
Company and Northern
States Power Company
125.
Employe's
e.
The Brldg* Croup . . . .
Mr. and Mrs. Warren
Scheevel
10.
iVr. and Mrs. A. C.
Rasmussen
5.
In memory of
5,
Marllynn
John J. Salsman,
5.

The/ also plan to survey tha

Kennedy also denied money for

GOODFELLOWS

Galesviile , Wis

NASSAU, BAHAMAS . (AP)
President Kennedy and British
Prime Minister Harold Macmillan
stressed close U.S.-British friendship — overriding various differences—in a meeting today under
a brilliant subtropical sun.
In a series o£ little summit talks
ending late Thursday, they are
expected to discuss such diverse
matters as a formula for ending
their split over the Skybolt missiles and plans for joint military
aid to India.

The count will be undertaken in

auditors' offices of the state 's 87
counties on petition of DFL Lt.
G-ov. Karl Rolvaag, a 142-vote
loser to i-ncumbent Republican
G-ov. Elmer L. Andersen.
District judge s supervising the
procedures are Sidney Kaner,
Duluth; J.H. Sylvestre, Crookston ,
and Leonard Keyes, St. Paul. The
panel Monday issued detailed instructions to the counting teams.
Following completion of the last
county recheck, the panel gave
attorneys for both sides three days
in which to lay down specifications on any irregularities charged
in connection with the voting on
Nov. 6.

on Dec. 6 when the missile' shot
out of control and was destroyed
intentionally by a range safety officer at Cape Canaveral , Fla.
All six tests were launched from
land pads. The Navy said the fa ilures resulted from a different
cause each time.

J. D. Keyes, M.D
J. R. Wat kins
Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. H. C.
Hymes, In Loving
Memory of their
parents

By WILLIAM L. RYAN

ST. PAUL m — Basic recount
of the gubernatorial vote by. 100
three-member teams gets under
way Wednesday and is expected
to he completed by Dec. 29.
But after that, starts the debate
over disputed ballots of which
there may be as many as 30,000*
according to preliminary estimates,
But the individual teams, one
member representing each party
and the thhrd a neutral, probably
will pare the disputed number to
about 6,000. These, then, will be
sent to St. Paul for a final determination by the three-member
panel of judges supervising the
recount. It was expected that
check probably would start about
Jan. 7.

%0 *.*mmmmmmmmmmm awmmmmmmmmm
vmmw^mmmmmmmum i ¦

FLY TO NEW LIFE . . , Nine Minnesota
children , orphaned a year ago when (heir parents were killed in a highway crash, huddle nt
the Minneapolis airport with Rev. Val Klimck ,
St. Cloud , Minn., Catholic social worker , as tlicy
wait for the plane that will enrry them to Chnrlotle, N. C. for a new life with their adoptive

Kennedy said protection «0aint1
¦ !
¦
¦
¦
' wf ^rr^^mm^mm^mmmmm ^^mmmmmn^mmm ^mmmm ^mmma saturation attack was ""a terriparents. Fr, Klimek , who accompanied the chilbly difficult task which wo have
not mastered yet ."
dren , holds Phillip, 2, youngest of the nine. Others
Asked about Russian capabilileft lo right are: Susan, 1); Lorelta, 9; Monica ,
ties in tho anti-missile field , Ken3, (In front of Lorcttn ) ; Gerald , 4; Timothy, 12, nedy
said ho doesn't think tho So(behind Gerald ) ; Jeffrey, 7; Theresa , 12, and
viets have mastered this problem
Pauline , 13. (AP Photofax )
of coping with a flood of missile
warheads nnd decoys.

guilty on all 12 counts of the Indictment. U.S. Dist Judge Alexander Holtzoff then imposed th»
maximum fine — $10,000 for each
count.
Imposition of the maximum -fine
led to speculation about whether
the Communist party has the money to pay it. If the fine is not
paid, the Justice Department could
seize the party's assets. A Justice Department attorney said he
expected the fine will be suspended pending the party's appeal.
The defense made pleaded the
party 's right to use the Fifth
Amendment during the trial,
which began a week ago, but
Judge Holtzoff said onl y a living
person, not an organization, could
invoke die Fifth v. Amendment,
which protects a person against
self-incrimination.

world situation, in the wake of the
Cuban crisis and try to figure but
whether there is any profit to be
made by the West in the Soviet
retreat from Cuba and the. Russian-Bed China division.
The prime minister, wearing a
light grayish tan suit, said he had
met 16 times with American presidents and he had found that "the
most important and vital element
of all such conferences was the
close association between , our two
countries."
He reminded Kennedy that Britain and the United States have
been through "much together in
the past," and said thej ; looked
forward with high hopes' to the
future.
Kennedy responded warmly H

Macmillan's welcome, recalling
that this is their sixth meeting
during his own two years in the
presidency.
The President quipped that hu
was not sure the world was much
better off after each of their
meetings, but that he had benefited greatly from "the counsel
and friendship you have shewn
to me."
Kennedy also said he believed
they did better with their talis
when they had met in a warm
climate' and he described New
Providence Island, site of the Bahama capital of Nassau, as a fitting place for this conference, "an
island in the sun."
The temperature was in the low
70s. Breezes fluttered the Union
Jack and the Stars and Stripes on
poles beside the landing strip.
Flags of the Commonwealth nations decorated the airport terminal building. White-helmeted Bahaman police formed an honor
guard.

Congress passed the Subversive

Kennedy touched on world problems in a filmed radio-television
interview broadcast Monday night
in the United States.
The President said it will be
some time before the United
States can "come to any real understandings" with Soviet Pre
mier Khrushchev. He said that
while the Cuban showdown taught
Khrushchev something about U.S.
determination , great dangers still
exist and the West cannot let
down its guard.
"One mistake can make this
The Supreme Court found the
whole
thing blow up," he said.
McCarran act constitutional: in
1951,
Without minimizing the danger
The Justice Department set Nov. of the Soviet's goal of world com20, 1961 as the deadline for the munism, the President said "We
party to register.
would be far worse off—the world
The party was indicted on 11 would be—if the Chinese dominate
counts for failing to register on ed the Communist movement."
each of the days between No-v. 20 As for the Skybolts, a still unand Nov. 30 and on a 12th count proved ' American missile with
for failing to file a registration which Britain wants to arm its
statement listing information about bombers, the President discounted
its lenders, members and finances. the need for such a weapon. His
¦
administration proposes tb junk
production plans.
"When we start talking about
this $2.5-billion program ," ho said,
"we do not think we are going to
get $2.5 billion worth of national
security. "
Activities Control Act, bet ter
known then as the McCarran Act.
in 1950.
Under the Act , the Subversive
Activities Control Board f o u n d
that the Communist party w a s
acting as an agent of the Soviet
Union. The act required such organizations to register with the attorney general.
But the party refused , contending that the act was unconstitutional.

Big 3 Admit
Failure to
Win Test Ban

GENEVA (AP) - The United
States , Britain and the Soviet Union abandoned their efforts today
to negotiate an . end to nuclear
testing by Jan, 1.
The three-power test ban subcommittee of the 17-nation disarmament conference hold its last
meeting before tho conference
goes into a Christmas recess.
The subcommittee meeting was
the 50th sinco the disarmament
conference opened March 14. It
covered tho same ground ns most
recent meetings of Ihe deadlocked
talks.
Tho three powers wero under
instruction s from the U.N. General Assembly to negotiate a controlled test ban heforc the end ol
the year. They admitted failure in
their report lo tho General Assembly last week, but continued
their talks here.

Th* original plan for tho conference of Macmillan and Kennedy
was for a generalized survey of
the world after the Cuban crisis.
But that crisis lias since been
overshadowed by the Skybolt issue, a crucial one in Britain 's
budgetary planning; and divisions
within the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization such as European
resistance to the American idea
that ground forces should be built
up to levels adequate for defense
in conventional warfare.
Macmillan 's jet plane came in
from London Monday night.
The President is stnyinp at tbe
(Continued on Page IT , Column 6)
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Vote Recount
Set to Begin
On Wednesday

The recount of Winona' County 's
gubernatorial votes will start at
9 a.m. Wednesday at the office
of County Auditor "Richard Schoonover.
Apparently nobtxdy involved in
the County here bias yet received
mailed instructions from the Itamsey County District Court which
is supervising th.e recount. Instructions may arrive tills afternoon.
Duane M. Peterson, county DEL
chairman, said bethteatlocal team of
inspector^ will
Schoonover's
office at 9 a.m. Wednesday to
start the count. Representing the
DFL will be Hollis Larsen. Representing the : Republicans will be
John R. Breitlow. A selection for
this team has .not yet been made
of previously appointed neutral inspectors. They are Van H, Kahl,
George E. Kellej and the ftev.
Harold Rekstad -who is an alternate.. . - .
William P. Theurer, " county Republican chairman, , was out of
town today arid could not be reached for comment.
County residents cast 15,102 votes
in the race for govejnor-8,272 for
the Republican incumbent, Gov.
L. Andersen; 6,791 for the DFL
candidate, Lt. Gov. Karl Rolvaag,
and 129 for WiLliam Braatz, Industrial Government Party — according to the county canvassing
board .

NO ASSESSMENT

Hurried Trip
Gets Contract
For Shell Oil

Co uncil Passes
Tree Ordinance

Passage of the city 's first comprehensive tree ordinance was accomplis!ed Monday night by the
City Council 'after an hour of debate.
Three aldermen could not
agree tbat the city should not assess a tree maintenance program
against abutting property, even
though the ord inance deals primarily with city-owned trees.
VOTIN G FOR. passage were
Council President Harold Briesath, Add. Henry Parks, Mrs. Muriel Ollom. Lloy d Deilke, James
Stoltman and D aniel Bambenek.
Holding out for assessments and
opposing the ordinance on that
ground were Aid, Howard Baumann, Mrs. Mary Masyga and
Clarence Tribell.
In a concurrent action, the
Council voted to repeal the city 's
ordinance prohi biting planting or
keeping of cottonwood trees by
citizens on city streets. Provisions
against such planting and mainte-

nance are written into the new
ordinance.
Also included is a section forbidding the oWner of a cottonwood tree to allow his tree to
shed its seeds on surrounding
property to the discomfort and
annoyance of hJs neighbors.
JOIN ING IN the discussion at
various times Were three members of the Park-Recreation
Board and Mike Eischen , 1725
Gilmore Ave.
Eischen said be favored letting
private tree trimmers do tree
work ort contract rather than assigning work tc city crews. Private operators, he said, _vork faster and more efficiently. Aldermen noted that the proposed ordinance, which sets up a main tenance crew un<ler supervision of
the park-recreation department,
deals with, city trees on public
property and does not seek to
drive private operators out of
business. Eischen conceded that
these provisions answere d his obj ections.

MRS. MASVGA, who favored

pruning the tree program costs
out of the general budget , said
she heard objections to the requirement that a permit be secured for every tree planting or
removal. Chinese elms, which
are forbidden by the ordinance,
are popular in new additions, she
said, because they grow rapidly.
They're a messy, fast-growing
nuisance, said Dr. C. A . Rohrer ,
president of the Park-Recreation
Board , but the ordinance controls
trees on city property only, except for cottonwoods and trees
infected with Dutch elm disease.
City Attorney George M. Robertson Jr. read additions he had
written into the ordinance , since
its first draft was submitted to
the Council Dec. 3. Tliese included a clause stating the purpose
TREE'S OK . . . This car was jaunmed tight- Baker stre*ts after an auto went out of conwas the promotion of "public
ly against * a tree -at West "Wabasha and South • trol. (Daily;' News photo)
•
safety, comfort and general -welfare" as well as to protect property values by regulating "planting, maintenance and protection
of shade and orn amental trees
along city streets, roads and alleys."
Oth er provisions iix enforcement responsibility with the tree
superintendent, an office created
Mrs. Harry Schultz, 62, 253 Jackin conjunction with passage of
son St., suffered facial cuts and
the ordinance, and permit probruises when her car struck a
perty owners to maintain trees
tree at West Wabasha and South
on abutting city land if they
Balcer streets at 8:35 p.m. MonThree grants totaling $69,500.00 imenfais of radiation per se as choose.
for summer institutes in radiation well as radiation's effects on all
Winona State College will build ice would be financed 75 percent day.
biology and ecology for high school levels of biological organizations. ANSWERING a previous obtwo 200-bed dormitories, a food by a revenue [ bond issue :and 25 She was treated in the emerbiology teachers have been award- Secondary objectives include giv- j ection raised by: Aid. Baumann,
service facility and a student un- percent by a legislative appro- gency room of Community Memoed to St. Mary's College for the ing high school biology teachers the ordinance incorporates the
ion within the next few years if priation , if the legislature ap- rial Hospital following the accisummer of 196S, Biother 1. Basil , the background in mathematics, requiremen t that property ownthe legislature approves a propos- proves the plan. 'Dr. Minne? said dent and later released. She was
, president , announced. .
,
FSC
physics and chemistry needed to ers plant and maintain grass on
Board,
Dr
the
student
center
would
be
al of the State College
fi- not seriously .hurt , but had to
understand the essentials of mod- city boulevards adjoining their
Nels Mintie, Winona State presi- nanced entirely by revenue bonds. have stitches on ber nose.
The
radiation
biology
course
wilt
PRESTON, Mann. — Sentencing dent, announced : today.
Last September Winona State stu- Mrs. Schultz was driving south
be
a
repeat
of the institute held ern biology and radiation biology; lands;
of the Toledo, 0-hio, man implicatdents
started
paying
a
$15 annual
at St. Mary 's last summer. The to give high school biology teach- Edward Allen, Park-Recreation
ed in the kidnaping pf a Roches- Under the plan , which the board levy—$5 a quarter—to help fi- on South Baker Street and started
commissioner, said the board felt
St,
1963 institute is for 20 high school ers training Jit the handling of ra- responsibility
at
a
Paul
Monday
approved
to
make
a
left
turn
onto
Waba
sha
ter salesman im 1959, a divorce
for assessment or
dioisotopes
and
nance
the
bond
issue
radiation
for
instruthe
centeachers.
It
is
Sponsored join tly
Street. She lost control of the
case and action to quiet title meeting, the first dormitory would ter. • '.
mentation as tools for teaching and general fund financing lay with
,, .
$35,500
in
grants
from
the
second
in
the
National
be
ready
in
1964,
which
then
went
over
the
car,
were handled by Judge "Warren
Science Foundation ($19,000) and research ; and to give ah appre- the Council. It was the board 's
F. Plunkett in Fillmore County 1965 and the food service and stu- Dr. Minne said one of the pro- northeast curb and hit the tree.
the Atomic Energy Commission ciation of the values as well as feeling, he said , that general revposed
dormitories
would be for Damage to the car was more
dent union sometime in the next
District Court h.ere Mondky.
($16,500) . The institute will be di- the dangers in the many applica- enue should be employed because
men and the other for women. than $200. She" has been charged
few years.
in today 's soci- the money already has been voted
Gilbert E. Lafountaine, 29, was The dormitories and food servrected
by Brother L. George, FSC, tions of¦ ¦radiation
Monday the State College Board with careless driving, but has not
' • ¦ '.
in next year's budget . Also, he
ety. . .
sentenced to an indeterminate
new
Ph.D.,
chairman
of
the
biagreed to ask the jegislatuT e for appeared in court.
said, it would mean a cost of $2
term up to five years at the state
ology
department.
a total of $13 million more in rev- A few minutes after the first
OBJECTIVES for the high school or $3 a year for the individual
prison at Stillwater on a charge
NSF
funds
defray
participants
'
enue bonding authority—$4 million accident another occurred at
teachers in the ecology institute taxpayer,
an assessment
reduced from lkidnaping to secexpenses in travel , living and de- follow: Present the basic princi- might fall whereas
to finance student unions al each Orrin Street and Highway '61.
heavily
on some perond degree robftery, to w__ich he
of the fire state colleges, and $9 This one was at 8:39 p.m. and Twenty-four freshmen are par- pendents' care. AEC funds are for ples of ecology. (Few high school sons who could , ill afford the
had pleaded gruilty. Sen tencing
operational
expenses
such
as
staff
teachers
have
training
million
for
the
dormitory
in
ecology
and food involved Ralph D. Quails, 23, 1660 ticipating in the new honors proamount,
followed an investigation,
service program. The dormitory Kraemer
gram at St. Mary 's College, Broth- stipends, supplies and field trips. and it is becoming progressively Costs after the first year of opand
Donald
E.
LarDr.,
Lafountaine was represented
more important in the newer bi- eration would drop from $39,000
and food service, program would
23, 519 AV. Mill St. Larson er L. Michael , FSC, program di- THE ECOLOGY institute is ology texts.) Give teachers pracby Clem SnydeT, eourt-ap-pbinted
cost a total of $12 million with son,
,
rector
announced.
charged with following too
counsel. Lauritz Peterson, Bissponsored by a $34,000 NSF grant tice in various ecological and lirri- to around $20,000 a year, Allen
$3 million as a legislative appro- w-as
The group includes Thomas B. to Brother II. Charles, FSC, Ph.D., nologi.cal (study of fresh waters ) said , because of initial purchases
closely.
marck , N.D., previously was sen- An off- and on-sade beer license priation.
tenced for his part in tying J. L. was granted by the City Council
who will direct a course in ecology procedures suitable for use in high of equipment that would not
Both' cars were going north, on Boland , 463 Harriet St.
Wood to a chair in a deserted Monday might to Robert A. Mayer Attending the board meeting Orrin Street. Quails stopped for The freshmen were chosen, on for high school biology teachers school , Present certain phases of have to be repeated. When cost
shack near Fountain , and. taking at 315 Steuben St. It was his third with Dr. Minne was Harol d O. the stop sign; Larson struck the the basis of high school records from July 1 through Aug. 9, 1963. urban ecology. Give high school figures are determined in a year
Murck , Winona State B"usinfess
two, he said, the city may wish
his -wallet.
end of Quails' car. No one an-d college entrance examination The course is aimed at teachers teachers the opportunity of con- or
tavern, license.
for
the
try
manager.
S. J. Kryzsko is on the rear inj
to change the assessment methwhose
background
in
ecology
is
Grace Metzg«r was granted a
scores.
During
the
first
semester
tinuing
on
an
organized
sequence
ured.
was
Aid. Henry Parks, who had sid- board.
divorce , from Eli Metsger on
Damage was more than $50 to the freshmen are taking honors belovr average in terms of today 's of summer programs leading to a od.
with a 5-4 majority against isAid Baumann said he couldn't
grounds of cruel and inhuman ed
Quails' car and $25 to Larson 's sections in logic and 18th century forward look in science. Six se- master 's degree.
occasions ,
mester - hours of graduate credit Faculty in the ecology courses go along with general revenue fitreatment. She was given custody suance on two previous
honors
literature.
Future
English
car.
Larson
forfeited
$15
bail
in
because
he
said
of their two manor children. Sup- switched his vote
sections will include Old Testa- may be earned in this, course; will include Brother L. Charles , nancing first , then changing to
municipal court today.
he did not like to see a property
port money was stipulated.
ment
studies, speech, economics, Ecology concerns mutual relations FSC, Ph.D. ; Eugene McArdle, Ph. assessments. This could get "poan empty
between organisms and their en- D.; Ramon Swisher, M S . , Ph.D. litical," he said , adding a nomMrs. Metzge r, Chatfie Id, was owner pay taxes on helped.
philosophy
and religion.
vironment.
represented by Snyder & Joerg, building if it could be
candidate; "Brother John Paul, inal charge should be made for
Honors
students
are
counseled
Voting to grant tne request were
Preston.
FSC,
B.S.; Harold Arneman , Ph; any removal of trees or dead
Principal
objectives
of
the
instito
broaden
and
deepen
their
forBambenek ,
limbs..
A. clear deed, was awarded Nor- Aid. .Parks, D a n i e lClarence
D.,
and
Davio" French , Ph.D.
tute
in
radiation
and
modern
bimal
course
work
and
are
encourTrival Morse, Preston , from Earl Mrs. Mary Masyga,
The
radiation
and
modern
bioloology
for
wh
ich
eight
semester
aged to educate themselves
COMMISSIONER Robert Stefbell and James Stoltman. Opposed
Pooler and othiers.
through reading, reflection and hours in graduate credit may be gy staff will include Brother L. fen said it will take five years to
Richard J. Harwood , 19.. ChatMrs.
were
Aid.
Harold
Briesath
.
When the regular term of Diseventually planned independent obtained follow : To give compre- George, FSC, Ph.D. ; Sister Ael- completely cover the city and by
field, Minn., was bound over to
trict Court will resume is uncer- Muriel Cllom, Howard Baumann District Court following his appearhensive coverage of biological red Pottingeir, Ph.D.; B r o th er then experience should
study. 1
demonprinciples needed for a proper un- James Bernard , FSC, M.Ed.; strate the
tain , Clerk of Court Kerrceth Hall and Lloyd Deilke.
A
faculty-student
committee
is
ance
in
a
special
session
of
muleast objectionable
There had been opposition bePh.D.
;
Edward,
Brother
L.
FSC,
derstanding
of
said. Two jury cases remain. Next
the
effects
of
radiproworking
out
a
formal
honors
method of payment. A mountain
cause Mayer holds a job in addi- nicipa l court Monday afternoon.
special term will be Jan. 21.
gram for the college. Brother Mi- ation on biological systems, and Dr. Eugene Ackerrnan; Albert is being made of a molehill,
He waived preliminary hearing
tion to proposing to operating the
he
Ph.IX;
Marvin
Williams,
Linck,
to
give
high
school
biology
teach,
Luedtke 19, Winona Rt. chael said that even before this
said, because of the worry that
on a charge of unauthorized use 3, Dianne
tavern ,
ers an understandin g of the fund- Ph.D.; and Alan Orvis, Ph.D.
received
serious
facial
cuts
prostart
of
the
honors
year's
many people will rush to have
Winona Theatre Co. was grant- of a motor vehicle. Judge S. D. J. when her car went out of control gram , elements of honors work
trees removed by city crews. He
Bruski set bail 'at $1,000. Duane and. overturned five miles south ol
ed a license for" 1963.
going on at . the college
said:
Cigarette licenses w e r e issued Peterson represented Harwood and Winona on County State Aid High- had been
many years through independent
Richard Darby, assistant county •way' 17 at 5:40 p.m. Monday.
'I question whether there are
to:
study, high standard s, individual
-Hal Rod Bowling Uanes, «3 W. 3rd attorney, represented the
state.
two dozen 'trees in the city that
Miss
Luedtke
was
taken
to
Com410
Confectionery,
&
Lloyd's
St.; Leon a
counseling and research.
have to be removed, We're tryCenter St.; Prank Breaa, 700 W. 5Hi St.;
HARWOOD WAS released from munity Memorial Hospital , where
ing to save them , not remove
Erlckson Oil Products, 217 Johnson St.;
Sf.i Warnkcn's Community Memorial Hos-piinl nt her condition today was satisfacDale P. Johnson, 20, address un- tbem. We're trying to keep the
ALMA, Wis-. — Trempeaieau Herb Bran9/ 501 W. rth
Market, «7M79 W. 5th* St.; Roy S. Chris- 2 p.m. and was arraigned about tory. However, she had 54 stitches
County Judge A. L. Twesme will tenseh, 1 . 4 E. 3rd St.; -Sylvia Palblckl,
known , waived preliminary hear- city from becoming treeless.
her face , all of them on her
A.RCADIA, "Wis. (Special . — ing in municipal court Monday "You're missing the emphasis.
preside over tne first jury trial li- 767 E, SMl St.; Winona Hotels, Inc., 151 4 p.m. He had been in the hos- in
,
other
rose
or
above.
She
had
no
St,; Kindt Grocery, 477 W. Wa- pital since Nov. 28.
the new Buffalo County court Johnson
Sale of three school properties morning and was bound over to Removal is incidental only to savbasha St.; Plelke Grocery, 113 E. 3rd
According to police-Karwood , injuries.
room here be-gining Thursday at St.; Mrs. C. J. McVey, 451 Hulf St.;
ing other trees; only where a
was voted Monday night by the District Court on $1,000 bail.
driving
south
on
Miss
Luedtke.
Florence Slkorskl, 157 E. 3rd St. ; Dorn's who at that time was a Winona
10 a.m.
tree is diseased ^vill it be rewas
goValley
road,
the
Pleasant
500
Huff
St;
QualHy
Food
board
of
education
of
Arcadia
IGA Store,
College stuident , led tthem on
Dominic an<l Gertrude Wozney, Stores,
Johnson , • was arraigned Satur- moved . "We're not in free com76 E, 5th St.; John H. Mlchalow- State
around
slight
ing
a
curve
whan
Joint School District 1.
Town of Buff alo farmers, are su- skl, 571 E. 3rd St.; Winona General a chase through Winona at high it skidded sideways across the
day morning, is charged with petition with tree services but
Drivers, Helpers & Warehousemen, Local speed, He had started the chase
The American Valley School
ing State Farm Mutual Insurance 799,
(AP
highway
for
102
feet
and
then
)-For
208 E. 3rd St.; -M. Libera Sons Co.
,
Mass.
CAMBRIDGE
larceny by check. He was charged will only remove trees where we
Co. for $5,000 damage to the Inc., «82-69& W. 5lh St.; Bernie _ DX with a car he had stolen En Foun- alon g the left or east shoulder for "Peewee," 7, and "Fatty, " 9, it east of Arcadia and the John Reshave to."
wiLh forgery in court Saturday.
Station, 50 W. 4th St.; Mr. and tain City early
the morning of 31 feet .
bridge on their private road Service
sel buildings adjacent to the high
Christmas.
Mri. Robert Mueller, 79 E. 3nd St.; Nov. 28, they said.
was
like
Aid. Tribell said some pro.
That charge was dismissed Monwhich they aLlege collapsed after Blanche Lewlnskl, 416 Buchanan St.; SherThe car then rolled over and They spent 11 hours alone in a
He crossed the interstate bridge down a 20-foot embankment , over- closed department store-a store scbool will be sold on bids the day and the second charge was perly owners who can well afLorry Wieczorek drove over it man Gro-cery, 91S W. 5th St.;
Mayan's Grocery, 628 E. King 51.i Rayford the cast have neglected
and police gave chase. Harwood turned 2!_ times while going 54 with lots of toys, cameras, shoes, early part of February.
wi th a truck.
mond H. thorn, 477 Mankato Av«.; LeonThe Matt Teltes School in the made.
to maintain their trees for
Buffalo Coiinty Judge Gary B. ard Tschumper, 119 Main SI,; Mr. and drove south on. Huff Street at feet and landed on the pa ssengers watches—even a soda fountain.
Town of Glencoe will be sold Johnson had asked for a pre- many years and the city as
John Meyers, 133 Main St.; Rup- b eeds of more than 10O m.p.h
Schlosstein is not trying the case Mrs.
side with the front of the car fac- During
escapade—they
pert Grocery, 467 E„ Sanborn St.; Stertheir
later. The Feltcs and American liminary hearing Saturday, but
a whole should not pay for
because of his .acquaintance with ling Mot-el, 1450 Gllrnore Ave., -and Win- and turned right into the wrong ing the highway.
said they were locked in the store Valley schools are closed oneona Tool Co. employes, 1430 W. 6lh St.
lane of traffic on Highway 14-61,
the parties.
According to sheriff' s deputies Saturday night—the kids sampled room buildings , while the Rcssel waived it Monday. He is charged this.
they said.
the road was slippery at that practically everything edible in property was purcfiased by the with cashing a check for $64 at
Mrs. Masyga objected that genThey continued (heir chase until point. They said that it was prob- tlie store, and each chose an ex- school board to provide a site for (he First National Bank of Wieral revenue financing adds anHarwood lost control of the car ably the reason she lost control of pensive camera and a wrist expansion of the high school nona April 21.
other tax load and the next cry
on Stockton Hill on Highway J4,
tbe car.
watch. "Fatty " was clomping plant ,
to arise will be that industry
on
occurred
two-car
accident
A
The American, Valley school
won 't come to the city because
ACCORDING TO Chief ef Police Highway 61 in Minnesota City at around in size 10 shoes and "Peeand the land on which it's located
taxes are too higli.
George Savord , Harwood has ad- K;„fl a.m. today. The accident oc- wee" had a fountain pen,
Allen said has taken 15 years
mitted taking a number of ve- curred near the Cieminski' s Ga- Judge M". Edward Viola of Ju- will be sold. Buildings will have
venile Court let them off "with a to bo removed by purchasers of
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Ohioan Sentenced
In Fillmore C».

Two Dormitories,
Student Center
Slated at WSC

Gar Hity Tree;
Woman Injured

In an action that had some of
the 'elements of an old time melodrama, the City Council accepted
a bid for city gasoline Monday
night after two previously unsuccessful attempts.
Tripped up twice by misunderstandings w hi c h voided agreements with prospective supplier.,
the Council voted to take the bid
of Shell Oil Co. . for 13.65 cents
per gallon of 99.5-octane gasoline
—the lowest offer it has had in
three bid openings.
Three other bidders were represented : M o b i l Oil Co., 15.25
cents ; American Oil Co., 15.35
cents, and Midland Cooperatives,
Inc., 15.5 cents. Shell will supply
gasoline to city departments for
a year.
A motion to accept tbe bid was
passed. Then it was discovered the
required certified check for $375
had not been'enclosed with the bid.
Aldermen groaned as they saw
themselves facing the late worse
than death—in this case , the possible necessity to advertise for bids
for the fourth time. '
In the nick of time, like the
hero dashing in from the snowstorm to pay the mortgage,. R. F.
Stover, Shell Oil Co.. representative, strode into the Council meeting, cash in hand. The contract
was saved. About the only things
lacking were a piano player and
a whistling, cheering audience.
Stover explained that through a
clerical , oversight the check liad
not been inducted with the bid. Notified by telephone, he hurried
downtown , secured $400 in c ash
and deposited it with the Council
in time to validate the company 's
bid.

St. Mary 's Awarded
Three Science Grants

24 Freshmen

In St. Mary's
Honors Program

Tavern Gets
License on
3rd Attempt

Youth Charged
In Car Theft 54 Stitches Taken
In Face of Girl
After Car Rolls

First Jury Trial
Scheduled in New
Courtroom at Alma

2 Boys Locked
Up in Store

Arcadia District
Sells Buildings

It 'll Be Christmas
A Week From Now

Charge Reduced
In Check Case

Some of Highway
Work Shut Down

Tree Trimmin g Tower
Purchased ior $11390

Two Mandovians
(mured Iby Train

Four Shoplifters
Arrested by Police;
Yule Lights Stolen
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Veterans of
World War I

They'l! Do It Every Time

Bv Jimmy Hatlo

Kennedy Plays
Cupid for
Young Marine

Voice of the Outdoolii

¦

_ 4EW . YORK (AP ) — President
Kennedy has played Cupid for a
19-year-old U.S. Marine and a 17year-old Elronx girl.
The two are Lance Cpl . Bernard Richardson of Brooklyn,
N.Y. who had been stationed at
Guantanamo in Cuba, and Gloria
Kassof.
Because of tha Cuban crisis,

Rare Prescription
For Robbing Patients
NEW : YOHK (AP)
—Three
thieves figured out this prescription for mass robbery in a doctor's office:
They tied tip the physician , his
nurse and receptionist, then forced
the receptionist to call out the
names of patients seated in ihe
waiting room. All 11 patients were
bound and robbed, one by one, as
they entered the inner office.
The Negro robbers: two with
guns and one with a knife, got
about $600 in cash and $300 in jewelry from Dr. Thomas H. Amos,
his nurse , the receptionist and the
patients in the physician 's Harlem
office Monday.
TREMPEALEAU BREEDERS

WHITEHALL , Wis. ( Special)The Trempealeau County Guernsey Breeders Association will
meet In the Mutual Insurance Co.
office at Ettrick Thursday at
1:30 p.m. They will discuss the
milk market and also plan for
the annual meeting Jan. 7.
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Sinatra Gains
On Al Jolson
By EARL WILSON

NEW YORK — We've finally been consulting the experts in our
effort to pick the Hall of Fame of Show Business — and notice that
Frank Sinatra's now getting almost as many votes as Al Jolson.
It's a. difficult job . We wanted to choose five — so already we've
jot 10. In approximately this order:
1. Jolson.
6. Frank Sinatra.
2. Bob Hope.
7. Sammy Davis, felt that Sinatra is the greatest
8. Red Skelton.
Jr.
commercial entertainer today.
.. Bing Crosby. 8. Milton Berle. Jessel mentioned that Sinatra can"
5. Danny Kaye. 9. Jack Benny.
sing, act, make you cry,
also
10. Eddie Cantor. pull the people into theand
theatre
¦
¦
That was the vote turned in . ' . -. "and he also knows some
by hundreds of readers. But dis- girls."
cussing It on a panel with George Sinatra surely moves up into the
Jessel, Horace McMahon, Toots first
five.
Short and Comedian Joey Forman — all really experts on the It was Joey Forman—now at
matter — I found that they each the L a t i n Quarter—who said ,
"Hey, all you panelists.' You forgot somebody ! "What about Troy
Donahue?"

MY B.W/S dieted away so much
GIVE THEATER TICKETS |weight
that when she went into
E l M o r o c c o , Proprietor Edwin
THIS CHRISTMAS!
gasped , "Why Hosemary,
J Perona
you're so thin—I didn't even see

you " . . . Montomery Clift, so
i SEE OUR ATTRACTIVE FOIDER OF GIFT TICKETS TO |
they reported at the big "Freud"
I" YOUR FAVORITE THEATER — ESPECIALIY PRICED FOR
|
premiere which he attended, now
I
CHRISrVlAS GIVING!
has an eye problem . . .' Gore ViI
dal was in the c r o w d asking
friends , "Do you wish to be anI Buy Now at Your Winona Theatre
§ alyzed now or later?" . . . N.Y.
Newspaper Strike Tale : A woman
said concerning her husband, "It's
the first time in 25 years he's
ENDS TONIGHT AT 7:15 9:IB
spoken to me across the breakCTTlTPTal'f _i
*
"LOVES OF SA.LAMMBO"
fast table."
1k _UM__4__/ A1
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MUIH »c — jumort »c—ctnidrtn u«
Diana Lynn, the TV and movie
star , is coming to Broadway as a
replacement for Barbara Bel Geddes in "Mary, Mary," about Jan.
20. Diana , mother of three, and
lovely wife of Mortimer tfallj reports for rehearsals right after
New "Year's ' ..- , . They were having a beautiful reception at the
French E m b a s a y for ' Ludmilla Tcherina -who's exquisitely
shapely, when a woman swung up
and said, "My dear, don't ever
dress like that ! We know what
you look like. Be chicl DON'T look
like Sophia "Loren!" Ludmilla, happy indeed to resemble Sophia ,
didn 't clobber her.

STARTS WEDNESDAY AT 7:15
Tha Ung,The Hilarloui ¦^^*£-=
}j

FROM TEACHER TO
TO»* I
tiTYCOON IN TEN
,/
1«RX. I
LIGHT-FINGEREDLESSONS! IHHM J^J ] l"

TONY PERKINS, a big movie

star in America but perhaps even
bigger in Europe , is going back to
Paris to lick his wound after quite
a kicking-around he took on B'way.
Tony's show, "Harold," closed after a feeble 2V_ -week run. It was
a big blow to Tony, who invested
money in the show, and rehearsed
tei_ mi M MUM»iU.s moeveri(M
______ _¦
so energetically for it in Washington that he passed up an opportunity to have lunch with President Kennedy. Tony's got world
premieres of two movies schedulSCOPE
¦ Extra
Vl_«_P ONIEMA
ed soon in Europe — "The Trial"
0_
?»
COL<>K
IUXC
„, ' ,„
. , ....
^lir
which Orson Welles produced , and
"Let Down v
Your Aeri al" VL^^
"Five Miles Till Midnight , " with
and
§ mm\.\
Sophia
Loren, which he'll see in
"GIDDYAP"
V
^^P*
Berlin. Considering how rough the
Broadway critics were on Tony,
when Europcs loves him so much ,
it 's a good gu ess that Tony won't
be doing any stage acting around
New York for a , long, long time.
Ray Bolger popped Into NY to
do the Perry Como show—then he
1 ' ¦¦ '
, «__ hops down to Houston to star for
^mmummmm\
^MmmmmMtm*^
'
~
tho Amos Brothers who are opening a luxury spot In Houston. The
STARTS
ir^-t- m • j » Mat. .:15-25c.50«.65<
¦Vmes Brothers wanted to open the
club New Year 's Eve. But Bfilger
said: "On New Year 's Eve! Why ,
nnbody 'd remember you had opened!" So they 're opening Dec. 28—
hut with these 5-day weekends
we're going to be having Christmns and New Year's, nobod y may
remember much, anyway.
wdtnenl
¦¦|P^Mfcl |H
EARL'S PEARLS: "A Chicago
bakery report , an exciting now
product—unsliced bread ." ( J a c k
Herbert)
TODAY'S BEST LAUGH : "Arrogant? Of course we aro all ar_______¦" ^i!_!_S^3[______________________________r^**
rogant , and getting more so! Wlio
___
____ HH"eV' % 'fl_________^_^i_
ll_9_____________________________
would want t. stay meek and _n________________
!
¦
___________ i
MHB]
V __IH______l _il_b^^_
herit the e a r t h , the way it is
1___________ BPE_K^HS^_P*^__-^_____-________I now?" (Corbln . Ky„ Tribune).
mmW \ _L
WISH I'D SAID THAT: "The
speed of light never ceases to
me," taya ex-schoolteacher
_MW^-______H___________________ ^P^^^_______ H amaze
*V-____
HS___37'
^^___ H
__ I^^___P_______________________________>_^%^P'-________
Cannonball Adderley, "and it' a always n little ahead of timo . . ,
Especially early In the morning. "
A certain Texan, according to
Paul Taubman , is nearsighted but
drives without glasses. He merely
has all his windshields ground to
his prescription . .. That's earl,
brother.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Richardson had been unable to
get leave to come home and
marry Gloria this Saturday.
Miss Kassof said she wrote
President Kenaedy Dec. 3 asking
his help.
She said "Monday night she got
a reply last week from Under
Secretary of ihe Navy Paul B.
Fay Jr., stating tbat Kichardson
could be transferred from GuaJitanamo to Camp Lejeune N.C.,
and would be allowed to go home
to be married.
Richardson "telephoned her from
Camp Lej eune Sunday night that
he would be home Wednesday.
The wedding is to be held Sat
urday.

President of
Senegal Wins
Power Struggle

DAKAR, Senegal l/FI ' "— The
National Assembly was expected
to put its formal endorsement today on President -Leopold Senghor 's victory in a power strUggle with left-leaning Premier Wamadou Dia.
Informed sources predicted the
assembly would amend the constitution to abolish the office of
premier and would tlien make the
Paris-educated Senghor, a philosopher-poet .and a Roman Catholic,
head of the government as well
as chief of state.
Troops loyal to Senghor blocked

an attempted coup by Dia Monday.
Dia , a Moslem but with strong
support among Christian factions,
fiad been quarreling with Senghor
over the premier's leftist1 orieaitation in economic matters. Senghor and Dia are members of the
same party, the Senegal Progressist Union, which holds 79 of the
80 seats in the Assembly.
A motion to censure Dia was to
eome before the Assembly Monday.
Dia sent police to^-occupy the

Assembly building, and they arrested four members. But 48 other deputies met at the home of
the Assembly president and voted
Dia out of office. Seven members
of the premier's cabinet joined in
tbe revolt.
Senghor then invoked temporary emergency powers. The
President said Dia and his backers were prisoners and would be
prosecuted for abuse of authority.
Senegal, on Africa's west coast,
became independent from France
in I960.

Family of 8 Franks

ROCHESTER , N.Y. (AP>-It
probably was coniusing Monday
for any guest at the Carnevale
birthday party Monday who was
not either a member of the family
or a close friend.
The special guests were Frank
Carnevale, Frank Carnevale, Frank
Carnevale and Frank Carnevale.
Specifically Frank Carnevale
was celebrating his 90th birthday,
and his great-grandson , Frank,
was celebrating his first. Also attending as special guests were the
elder Carnevale's son, Frank and
grandson , Frank.

Winter fishing fever spread to
State College students here Monday after glowing reports of the
big catches oE the past weekend.
The group hit a popular spot along
the Prairie Island Dike near the
big stump. They don't have any
fish on the ice, perhaps indicating
that fishing was not so good Monday. Prom left to right they aie
Amerett Austin , Mabel , William
Rexford, Rushford i and Thomas
Stendall. St. Paul.
Hot Ice Flihing
Jumbo panfish , the largest In
years, were being caught through
uncertain ice over the weekend on
Spring Lake below Buffalo City,
Wis. Limits were common and
fishermen were plenty. In fact ,
there was so "many cars on the
ice Sunday afternoon that weight
was causing the water to seep to
the surface. To our knowledge no
one broke through. The ice averages about eight inches! thick.
This was the "hot spot" of
the weekend, although good
fishing for panfish Was reported from Onalaska, Stoddard,
Pritchards ^Lake and the Weaver area. Locally crappiea
made up the bulk of the catch.

Bethany Store Ovyne re
Mcive to St. Charles
BETHANY, Minn. — Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Eoda, who lost their
store, tavern and home by lire
here Dec. 8 have moved to St.
Charles where they have rented
a furnished home. They had been
staying with% Mrs. Bertha Geasmer.
Two of their grandsons, David
and Paul , who have been staying
at Mrs. Orville Denzer's, plan to
remain this week arid the other,
Harold , is at a home in ' Altura.
Students at Lewiston High School;
they plan to transfer to St. Charles next week.

They were running large along
the Prairie Island dike and in
parts of Straight Slough on
, Sunday. Cars were being, driven on the ice Sundiay and fish
houses put in place,
There were scattered groups of
fishermen on the .lower end of
slough and on Sam Gordies. Fishing in most of these nearby spots
was spotty. It depended pretty
much on the fishermen , the lure
and how hard they worked for
their fish. The ice was a bit wet
in places Monday.
Clean River
The biggest single sewage treatment plant bond issue ever to be
approved by a community's voters
—a £95 million issue—was passed
by St, Louis, Mo., -voters Nov. 6
by a 5-to-l margin. As a result, St.
Louis, which has alw ays dumped
its raw sewage into the Mississippi River untreated , will have a
model treatment plant in operation possibly by 1964. Not only will
the St. Louis treatment plant protect the health of downstream river water users, but it will help restore populations
¦ of game fish and
waterfowl. '¦ ¦ " ¦ . ' ' . .' ¦, ¦¦
It will be interesting to see
what this move to. clean up
the river will have on boating
and fishing on the Upper Kiver. There has been an area of
the river below St, Louis that
has been none too attractive to
boating. This area could ' in :
years to come produce quite a
tourist movement upriver into
this sector.
As to fishing, fish culturists nave
classed the area pretty much of a
biological desert. It will take years
to bring back good game . fish
fishing there with a migration of
perhaps some lower river fish
nort-iward through the series of
darns. We hope not the skipjack.

'Report Time
The annual notice from the
Minnesota Conservation Department to urge hunters to
mail in their report cards on
game harvested in 1962 reached our desk today. This is the
report that comes with your
hunting license. If y&u have
put up your gun for the year,
why not do it noWi They would
also like your report with comments if you failed to bag any
game.

I

Clarissa Boy, 7,
Shot Accidentally
(AP)

-Tim.
CLARISSA, Minn.
my Bland, 7, was accidentally shot
and killed Monday as he and a
companion played with a loaded
rifle they found in the back seat
of a car in' which they were to
have ridden home from school.
Tirnmy, son of Mrs. Beverly
Thompson who operates a steakhouse here, got into the car with
Alan Kotval , also' 7, as they
awaited the Iatter's older brother,
Larry, 17.
While waiting, the boys started
playing with the rifle and Timmy
was killed when it discharged and
he was struck in the chest. The
accident happened just outside
thie Clarissa school.
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"When he refused to take me
to the Coffee Shop in the Hotel
Winona for dinner, I lost my
head and shot him!"

: .BSlqOFFEE* SHOP

We Will Be Closed
CHRISTMAS DAY
to allow our employe* to anioy the holiday with their

'
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SUPPH. CI.UB
Fountain City, Wt* .

Wake your reservations now
¦ua c _& I
¦for
New Year 's Eve
U
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PHONE 8 MU 7-4221
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Naw Auortmant — All Sliet
FLANNEL and SPORT SHIRTS

___

J

19.91 i
910.95
I
$9.95 l- J
$10.95
18.M
$9.95-$10.9>5
$».S»5

Smoked Elk Bowling Oxfords
4^J«w3
Bowling Bat*«
$4.95-$5,95
Official Bob Couay Baakatball
$6,95
Basketball Knee Guard* . .
|1.98 and $2,45
Women'i White Chlcano Roller Skatei — Ctoaeout
$H.95
Dacron filled 5-ox . Inaulated Underwear, ¦real good suit $11,95
Seacloud Insulated Underwear
$10,95
Imulated Jacket*
$7.95 to $11.v5
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The season's most beautiful decanter
holds the world's most welcome whiskey
i

All Wool Shirt*
$3.95 ]
Heavy Parka, for hood
$1S,v5 r
Extra long langtK Park a
$211.50
Korean typo- imulated Booti, kaep feet warm at 20 b«low $13.95
Car Coatt , good afiorlrnent of colon and alra* . . . , $I5.95-$1 8.95
Swadlih Ice Auger*, till- one raally cuts
f9.95
Heavy Ice Fl»hlrtg Pants, wool linad with sutpendari .. . .$1 0.95
Good aiiortmerrt Man's Billfolds
M.50, $2.98, $^.95

OUT-DOR STORE

¦
163 East Third St,
Illinois has had 1$ All-Event.,
Phono 4962
champions in the Woman's Inter- |
OPEN MON0AY.WBDNE5DAY-FRIDAY NIGHTS
national Bowling! Congress. Olilo I
ranks second with nine ,

Every sculptured facet says
this glass is a gift. And every drop of the
contents rightly echoes the thought
For this savory triumph,this
tribute to taste,this rare,rich pleasure,
is whiskey in all its glory.
Give 7 Crown and know that it is
bound to be cherished,for among all those
th at you could choose,this is the one that
every dayr every year,every holiday season,
is Ihe world's most welcome whiskey.

Cive Seagram's and be Sure

#
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State School
Aid Increases
Recommended

ST. PAUL (AP ) - •'Minimum "
increases in state school aids
should be adopted by the 1P63
legislature, says the Co-ordinating
Committee on Public Education.
Meeting Monday, the group
called for adoption of aa advisory
committee proposal which would
boost present $285 per pupil aids
to $321 next year and $333 in 1964.
In each case, state payments
would be adjusted in accordance
with what funds were raised
through a .l9-mill levy on equalized
property values at local levels.
Formula B, affecting schools in
larger -cities, including Minneapolis, would rise to $97 from $90 the
first year, go to $101 in 1964.
. Adoption of the minimum would
boost overall cost of . aids to $354
million against the present $306
million.
The co-ordinating committee
also called for more funds and
staff for the State Education Department, elimination of ungraded
districts by 1965, upgrading of
teacher pensions, and spoke again
in opposition to transportation aids
for non-public school pupils.
At rtte sartio time, the Minnesota Federation of Teachers called
for adoption of a considerably
higher state aid program, one
called "desirable" by the advisory
group.
The AFL-CIO affiliate sent letters to both Gov . Elmer L.: Andersen and Lt. Gov. Karl Rolvaag,
who was addressed as "our potential governor," in vie-v of the
recount starting "Wednesday, calling for support of Ihe higher
formulas.

$10 Bill Smiles at
Cleric, It's Phoney

! WINONA CLEANING WORKS !

LEBANON, Pa. <AP)-The face
of Alexander Hamilton on a $10
bill seemed to be smirking, so
a variety store clerk called police.
Lt. John Feather of the Lebanon police confirmed Monday that
the bill -was indeed phoney, "one
of the poorest counterfeiting jobs
in circulation." Four off them
have been passed here since Saturday.
Feather said the bills '- . were
printed with faded green in|f on
cheap paper.
¦
'

;

Bulk Dry Cleaning

¦ ^^
¦*!

.-

Centerville Co-op
To Hear County Agent

^

^«SjiHg<_m .

Appearing in the current issue
of Business Topics, a publication
of Michigan State Ujj i_ersity's
Graduate School of Business Artministration, is an article written by Dr. J. H. Foegen, associate
professor of business at Winona
State College.
Entitled "Toward Job-Situation
Homogeneity," the article shows
how similarities are fast replacing the . traditional differences between the office and the plant as
places to work.
Dr. Foegen writes that because
of better working conditions,
more concern for the individual,
and equalization of non-wage
benefits, the plant is . becoming
more like the office; on the other
hand, because workers are becoming proportionately more numerous and increasingly work in
large complexes of . desks equips
ped "with mechanical and electronic business machines, and because of a possible increase in
unionization , the office is becoming more like the plant.
He says some causes of the
change are: Union agitation ,
technological change and higher
levels of education. Some possible results: A. more flexibl e labor
force, a greater sense of unity
among the whole work force, and
a disappearance of the physical
distinction between plant and office/
Dr. Foegen has been at Winona
Stale since 195R. He is a member
of the Industrial Relations Research Association and the Academy of Management.
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SArVTA VISITS ETTRICK

ETTRICK , Wis . (SpeciaD-Wore
than 300 children shook hands
with Santa, Clau s at Ettrick Community Hall Saturday. Each child
was given candy and nuts, Santa 's visit was sponsored by the
Lions Club, of which Oscar Strand
is president.
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RECLINER CHAIR
comfort angle you like. Cornfortable spring construction.Tweed and plastic cover.
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.Used
Y .
as space-saving
? double decker «r two
« separate beds. Willi 2

King

s
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_
lowest-priced qij nl ; ^Sii_ <r
itv l i g h t w e i g h t !
Schwinn dinmowl tvpo frnmn . Tubu- $|?|*95
1'nr rini H , 3-ij pecd flll
w—
senrs nnd hnn< l
brakes. Soo it now!

KOLTER'S "S6

Sales 8, Servica
Phon« 56»
. .02 Manknto Ave.
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FRESH CAPONS, 8-9 lb. avg. . . . . . . . . . . lb. 39* —FRESH MARYLAND OYSTERS —
" •'^^
^ ~^
SPECIAL LARD for Pie Crust . . . . . . . . . . .lb. 25< .^^
¦ __ ' _._» ¦ I Sexton s Whole Spiced Crab- . 1 ! .
.. „_.
.
.
»
„
.
_nn.
PORK SAUSAGE for Dressing . . . . . . . .lb." 50*
,e$f "
j. ,,,., ^z. jar
aw : WW"
° I - 59*
.; ;
' >•
U.S. CHOICE STANDING RIB ROAST . . . . Ifa. 83(f
Sexton's
Corn
Relish
—CHOICE SPRING LAMB —
I
j
9-pz, jar . . . 39?
;
—WILSON'S PATIO HAMS—

I

FREE DELIVERY — DIAL 2851
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MERRY CHRISTMAS TO EVERYONE I
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End - ^amp, cocktail table.
in moder
Cn. ice °,f 0
?
T finish,
^- '_ ,.
lime oak
spice walnut

HOUYWOOD BEDS

1
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. _ '¦¦ ¦ ' . s
King Koil. Attractive, washable
headboard.
Headboard , C M ft
plas'ic
S
mnerspring mattress, boxed spring *r/|X
»
and steel frame on casters. Full 39"' ; "_FV
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LOUHSiER

By Pearl-Wick! Adjustable
tilt-top, foam rubber padded' Vinyl Plastic 'cover-
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in brass pulls and ferrules. C j |
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Sturdy, matching chair - *
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table 2 matcllin8 steP end tables, 2 table
'

lamps.
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Every turkey we handle Is Grade A , FRESH, perfectly cleaned, ready for the pan. Treat
/our family and guests to the juicy, flavorsome goodness found only in a FRESH
turkey. There i» a difference.

ICing Koil sofa opens into. <* J| #%
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PLEASE ORDER BY THURSDAY TO INSURE DELIVERY!
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Fine for TV <len or fireplace
Sagproof spring seat for coml $*% A ¦.
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SAVE $1.05 ON EACH $4.00 BUNDLE
j
Phone 2175
201 E. 3rd St. I
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Plant and Office
Distinction Blurs
Professor Writes

"
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I 4-DRAWER CHEST
1 r^h. °sl«r* ,»a ' r*L".

These would boost the $285 figure, first to $342 and then $354;
with the larger schools,, now at
$90, getting $104 and §108 in successive steps.
. Implementation of the desirable w ' ¦ ¦
formula would cost an added S63 *' ' ¦¦ "
million for the ensuing two years $•
8
against a $48 million increase
under the minimum plan
«
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I BUY NOW-PAY NEXT YEAR
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•00 BUNDLE $T.95
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WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)Trempealeau County Agent Peter
Bieri will be principal speaker at
the meeting of the Centerville Cooperative Creamery at Centerville
Town Hall at 8:30 p.m. ¦today.
Bieri will discuss the new tax law
as it affects patronage dividends.
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deluxe 2-pc. Living Room Suite
Dig lull size sofa and large matching lounge
*«r in- newest modern design. Comfortnble spring construction , handsome tufted
l)ncfcs revcrslble foam seat cusn lo^s with
' decorator nylon cover.
beaxitlful
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ROBERT C. RUARK

Thoughts at Random -—
From Editor 's Notebook

1. Resolve to forget everything but
your job. Just ignore your family.
Who cares if they don't understand
and appreciate what you 're doing for
them ?
¦ 2. Work at the office on weekends
arid holidays. Let the family go to the
cabin by themselves,
3. Make it a rule to always have
your brief case with you. This way
you can review completely the troubles and worries of the day—and also
impress people.
4. Learn to never say "no" to any
request that might in any way assist
your career. Go "to every banquet,
club and committee meeting you can.
Be chairman of every club and committee possible.
5. Remember that all forms of recreation are a waste of time unless
done with business associates or customers. Forget about playing cards,
going to movies, or fishing—unless it
¦will help you out in business,
6. Garry all the responsibility for
everything yourself. Never share any
responsibility at the office. Distrust
everyone. After all, they might want
your job.
7. If you travel in your job, make
sure you work all day and drive all
night to keep the next appointment.
Take a few pep pills so you'll be
bright and fresh in the morning. (But
if you want to have that ulcer or
heart problem, make sure you don't
get killed on the highway first!)
8. Remember that two or three
quick martinis before supper will help
your appetite. There's 'no reason to sit
down, relax and talk to your family
for half an hour or so. tt you've been
following the other rules, you have
nothing in common with them anyway.9. Ignore your doctor's advice.
Don't slow down. And remember that
plenty of potatoes and gravy are what
you need—those height-weight charts
don 't apply to you, and your doctor
is probably just an alarmist.
If you follow these suggestions the association says that you'll probably have
your ulcer by the end of 1963, and a little high blood pressure and other "complications to go with it. However, the association warns that when you get that first
stab of pain you may wonder if it was
ail really worth it.
¦
,¦ * ." ¦ "• '
*
LAST SPRING the Tokyo Medical University undertook a survey embracing
2,340 young Japanese women and inquiring into their attitude toward marriage.
The results have recently been released
showing only 3 percent willing to marry
for love alone. Ninety percent said that
money is what makes a marriage go. To
them, financial stability is the most desirable quality in a future husband.
Eighty percent said they would prefer
to marry graduates of first class universities working for first class companies.
Diplomats, junior executives, bankers, engineers and doctors were among the most
popular types of husbands sought. Least
desirable were salesmen, shop owners,
employes of small companies and newspaper reporters. Hm-m-m ; about that last
one, maybe they are right.

* • •

WE USED THE wrong word tho other

day in discussing those five-minute parking meters in front of the Merchants National Bank on East 3rd St. We described
them as "hideous. " "Atrocious" probably
would have been better.
¦
•
•
*
ALL THE COLD weaflier they 've been
having in Florida has caused a lot of residents of that state to catch colds, says the
Miami Herald. So, as a public service,
that newspaper tells how to treat a cold:
—BATHE in hot water, drink a glass of
hot lemonade or warm milk and go to
bed.
—WATCH your diet, . .you should not
overeat or starve yourself.
—DRINKING lots of liquid* won't help
or hurt you.

—LAXATIVES should be avoided unless prescribed by a doctor.
'
—BLOW your nose gently.
—COVER your coughs or sneezes with
a handkerchief , don 't share glasses, towels, dishes and utensils and slay out of
crowds.

Try and Stop Me
By BENNETT CERP

An nnxious young suitor Inquired ol
the proverbial younger brother the whereabouts of his beloved. "Keep your shirt
on ," counseled s a i d younger brother ,
"She's upstairs working on her acceptance speech."
Herb Stein maintains that behind every
great man there 's a woman—and If he
keeps running it will stay that way.
•
Then Phili p opened Mi mouth, and began at
tfte seme scripture , and preached unto him Jams.
(Act. 8:35)

Whole Story
Not Yet Told

Formal Goodbye
To Bobo Newsom

IF YOU WOULD like, to develop a fine

ulcer, or perhaps a few heart problems,
the Minnesota State Medical Association
suggests that you make the following New
Year's Resolutions:

Today In National Affairs

AND WHEN YOU FIND HIM --

NEW YORK—It is necessary for me to bid a
formal goodbye to old Bobo Newsom, who died
the other day in Orlando, Fla., at the age of
55. Buck Newsom and I had at least one thing
in common—a punch in the jaw . It was the
first time, in my tender youth , that I was ever
subject of a news story.
The facts of this epic battle have been written and rewritten, and generally distorted, as
any account of fisticuffs is apt to ripen with
time. The true story is that old Bobo called
me a

HUCK

By DAV1B LAWREMCE

tii ixgmuig utuiics,

: over a piece I'd written when
he was pitching (and very well>
for the Tigers in 1940, and I
took a swing at the blue-jowly
Newsom jaw.
That swing forever "convinced
me that , although I was big and
I was young, I was a real
powder-puff puncher. Bobo was
drinking a Coke when I tagged
him, and . he never even dropped
the bottle !To say my heart sank
was an understatement. It stopRuark
ed.
I was clearly in the wrong- because I had
gone looking for Bobo in the visitors' dressing
room, after the word had spread that Buck was
going to dismember hie for a column of the
day before. Newsom was in great shape, winning something like 13 straight and pitching the
Tigers to a pennant. My dainty 'fist didn't damage him ; he won 21 and lost only five that
year, and won two of his three starts in the
World Series.
BUT AT THE time of my indignant swing,
he was a pearl of great price to the Tigers,
and the boys did not wish to see old Bobo
damaged, even by a sports writer. I was set
upon by the staff , and was _aved from evisceration by the formidable team ol Hank Greenberg and Birdie . Tebbetts.. .- . . . ¦
The most serious damage inflicted that day
was to a Mr. Shirley Povich, the physically
rather slight columnist /Of the Washington Post.
What Povich lacked in size he made up in ferocity, and dived into the battle. A Mr. Dizzy
Trout, I think it was, picked up Shirley and
pitched him into a locker, where he stuck, with
both arms and both legs sticking straight out
in front of him. Shirley's back devils him slightly to this day, nearly 23 years later.
IT WAS A funny day, come to think of It.

Newsom pitched that afternoon , beating the Senators, 1-0, as I Tecall, and struck a triple that
drove in the winning run. At the end of the
game, a disenchanted Washington fan stopped
by the press box, and belted me over the head
with my own portable typewriter. "Next time,
Ruark ," the fan snarled , ."why don't you try
taking a punch at one of our bums?"
The Tigers need not hav e been upset by any
roundhouse swing of mine. Newsom was neaxly
indestructible. He once pitched a whole game
with a broken jaw, and several innings of another with a smashed knee. He survived an accident when his auto hurtled over a mountain,
and they stuck him together with spit and
string. He actually did pitch a no-hit game once
for nine full innings, and then lost the game
1-0, in the 10th.
BEFORE AND after that dim day of

our

short combat, I was very fond of old Buck, and
I think he was pretty fond of me, because I
was a Carolina boy, too, and Bobo . had a distrust for damn Yankees. Much later he told me,
over a beer: "Why, hell, Bobo, Old Bobo never
would of called you all them names if he bad
of knowed you was a Carolina boy. Old Bobo
was just kind of funnin', anyhow. "

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago . . . 1952

The Salvation Army again this year plan s to
distribute Christmas baskets to the homes of the
needy Dec, 24.
Lloyd Deilke caught the walleye of the ¦year
and it tipped the Hurry Back scales at nine
pounds, two ounces.

Twenty-Five Years Ago .. . 1937

The Christmas cantata , "Holy Night" by E.
L. Ashford, will be presented under the direction of John R. Duel at the-McKinley Methodist
Church.
John Reiland. vice president of the First National Bank of St. Charles was elected president
of the Winona County Bankers Association .

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1912

County Auditor Joseph Winczewski fixed the
tax rate that will prevail in Winona for the
taxes to be paid in 1913 on the 1912 assessment.
The rate is 30 mills compared with 40 for last
year.
The Altura bank which was erected during
the past summer , is now completed and the
offices have been opened in the new building.

Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1887
The Wmona Jobbers ' Association will hold its
first meeting in its new rooms in the Gerdtzen 'a
block.
Several of the prominent railroad officials
from Chicago are in Winona in conferences with
city fathcra relative lo the opening of certain
street s beyond the Milwaukee tracks.

Certain
Drug
Allergies

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

Newsmen Investigated
Under Kennedy Regime
By DREW PEARSON

"WASHINGTON ~ The press
corps of Washington, many of
whom have been more investigated in the nation's capital
than if they worked in Moscow, have been waiting expectantly to see whether President Kennedy's two press cronies will also be investigated
for leaking news from the National Security Council.
The inside story of the newspaper probes under the Kennedy administration , plus other administrations, has never
been written.
B u t th er e
have been
m a n y . And
t h i s writer,
having been
under investigation himself for certain n e w s
leaks, can rep o r t part of
the story.
renia _ _ ine

Pearson
g r i mmest
news probe under Kennedy
was 'that of v Hanson Baldwin,
military expert of the New
York Times, for reporting that
the Russians were beginning
to harden their missile sites.
What disturbed the security
off icers was the hint in Baldwin's column that the United
States had secured this information f r o m its reconnaissance satellites.
The most investigated reporters, barring possibly this
writer, have been Dick Fryklund and Earl "Voss of ' the
"Washington Star.
They were first investigated
for revealing that Secretary
of State Ftusk had written n
memo to Secretary of Defense
McNamara discussing th e
shift of emphasis from nuclear
to non-nuclear defense. The investigators even stole Earl
Voss's notes from his desk and
used them to question his news
sources.
Secretary McNamara was ,io
pleased with this gumshoe
work that he transferred two
generals and promoted the Air
Force lieutenant general in
charge of the probe to conduct
a Pentagon-wide investigation

to plug up all. military leaks.
FRYKLUND and Vets were
investigated again for publishing the gist of the Atomic
Energy Commission's report
on Russian nuclear, tests, even
though they were careful . >o
leave out details that might
violate security. Their story
was investigated not only by
the FBI but by the joint Congressional A to mi c Energy
Committee.
On- another occasion, FrykIund. was investigated for writing an article, which he never
published but did show around
the Pentagon, that the military planners had set up an
optional target system. Secretary McNamara immediately
ordered a tail on Fry klund's
movements, and, at a meeting
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff ,
reported the gumshoes had
discovered that the reporter ,
in distributing copies Of his
new book, had called chiefly
on Air Force officers.
This got Gen. Curtis L.e
M,ay, chief of the Air Force,
sore. He accused McNamara 's
office of being responsible for
the news leak.
'All right," offered McNamara , "You investigate my
office."

it was calling a grand jury
to consider a story written by
this , columnist giving the size
of the Chinese army when
Gen. Douglas MacArthur advanced toward the Yalu River during the Korean "War.
MacArthur had claimed he
was forced to retreat because
he faced a Chinese army of
a million. "A bottomless well
of Chinese Communist manpower," was what he called it.
But his own intelligence estimates, which I published after
the retreat , showed he faced
<>nly 96,000 Chinese.
I WAS also investigated for

writing the story, Oct. 23, 1950,
of w h at happened between
President Truman and General MacArthur , when they met
on Wake Island during the
Korean War. I didn't mind
being investigated for this, but
it did seem ironic that, one
year later, the New York
Times got the Pulitzer Prize
for publishing e x a c tl y the
same story—for which it was
not investigated.
In view of the' long pattern
of investigating newsmen , it
it will be interesting to see
whether JTK orders a probe
of his press cronies. Let it
be said that , knowing the
President's f o n d n e s s f or
friends, no newspa perman is
holding his breath until JFK
makes ' a decision.
Cronyism is not new around
the White House. President
Harding had his poker-playing
cronies, Hoover his volleyball
cronies, Truman his cronies
from Battery D of .World War
I. and Eisenhower his bridgeplaying cronies. Kennedy haa
now made it clear that lie intends to hang on to his cronies
of the press . . . Richard Nixon is almost certain to move
to New "York to join a big
Wall Street law firm . He Is
ju st as sore at the California
electorate as he was at the
California press. The Russians
are getting more capitalistic
every day. Conrad Hilton , the
hotel tycoon, is expected to
build a capitalistic hotel xjg h t
in the heart of communism—
the Moscow Hilton . . . Retireing Gov. David Lawrence of
Pennsylvania won't go to Israel ns ambassador after all.
He expects to get a job with
tho Mellons in Pittsburgh . . .
T.ew Gov. Bill Scranton of
Pennsylvania is having a hard
time picking a cabinet. . . .
¦George Lincoln Rockwell , the
American fuehrer, haa been
receiving secret contributions
from a beautiful blonde New
York socialite . . . J a m e s
Donovan , nogotlntor for the release of Cuban freedom fighters, has appealed to Dictator
Castro to rekmse the prisoners ns a Christmas gesture, Tn
return , Donovan has offered
$O2,00O,»0O worth pf medicine
and baby food , the money to
be raised from the American
public . . , Sen, Tower of Texas has lent his fihost writer,
Horace Clny, to write a book
for Sen. Thurmond of South
Carolina. Tower is n Republican , Thurmond a Democrat ,
but both preach from the same
soapbox:.

ANOTHER Pentagon newsman called in by the FBI was
Newsweek 's Lloyd Norman ,
who wrote about the Joint
Chiefs of Staff alternate plans
for dealing with the Berlin
crisis last year.
News investigations have
not been confined to the Kennedy administration. Joe Alsop, brother of Stewart Alsop,
one of the authors of the headline-making Saturday Evening
Post article, was investigated
during the Eisenhower administration; and a .grand jury
was called under Roosevelt to
consider the indictment of the
Chicago Tribune for publishing
the names of the Japaneso
ships in the Battle of Midway,
which, it was believed , would
let the Japanese know we had
broken their secret code.
During the Eisenhower administration, the Justice Department let it be known that
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One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1862
The number of horses stolen from various individuals in this vicinity within the past five or
six weeks is extraordinaril y great, as our advertising columns can testify, nnd yet the number increases.
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"IN THE eight years, fiscal

1954 throiigh 1961, the level of
national defense expenditures
remained virtually unchanged
but the non-defense budget in
that time increased $13,470,000,
000—and that does not include
the highway program, erroneously labeled as a 'trust' fund
and therefore no longer counted in general, .'budget' totals,
"Again when fiscal year 1962
closed on June 30 last, budget expenditures had risen $6,153,000,000 above 1961 — $3,575,000,000 for national defense
and $2,578,000,000 for non-defense. "
And who has been in power
in Congress for practically all
of the last 32 years? Who has
been in the majority in Congress in the last eight years?
In both cases it is the Democratic party. And who holds
the purse strings? Not the
President , but the Congress.
THE President tried to shift

the blame for the big deficits
to the preceding administration, but Mr. Cannon's speech
tells why this can't be so. Mr.
Kennedy now promises—as he
has done in many speeches before—to hold down the expenses of government. He said
last Friday night :
"I can tell you now that the
total of all other expenditures
combined (besides defense )
will be held at approximately
its current level."
• But the trouble with that
promise is that current expenses are not to be reduced and
the tax revenues, of <ourse,
will not overcome the deficits.
The promise of a "top to bottom " tax reduction makes the
headlines, but business cannot
expand and Ihe tax receipts
will not grow if there is a lack
of confidence on the port of
business in the economic outlook. For labor is getting ready to d e m a n d that business
pay higher and higher wages,
which , of course, would absorb
most of the benefits of tax reduction.

,

Call "Remp" Shealy
8-1521 Appointment
^

It never was
:,
approved for
. Molnar
sale here. The Food and Drug
Administration (s p e c i fically
one courageous woman scientist) didn't feel that sufficient
testing had been done. So the
U.S. didn't see much of the
drug except what was permitted for experimental use, or
was "boo 11 eg g ed" from
abroad.
However, remember that
any drug that is powerful is
potentially dangerous, I don 't
know a single one which can't
be harmful to someone who
happens to be sensitive to it.
SUCH crdinarily predictable

things such as Vitamin B, sulphur, penicillin, aspirin, codeine and a host of others can't
ibe given to some people without making them ill, There '
are cases of such useful drugs
such as penicillin c a u s i n g
death , and every year we lose
<j uite a number of babies because they eat a handful of
aspirin tablets which parents
"didn't know were dangerous."
Babies die from gnawing
lead-laden paint from . a window sill. Some adults die
from a single bee sting. A
field of ragweed can be fatal
to a hay fever sufferer. Not
often—but it can happen.
Let's face it. The world we
live in isn't a fictional place
where right always triumphs.
_ M-M--M_--M-«-MMm__-«_ ___-_M__MMM_«

Meet Me

FACE TO FACE

THE newspaper itrlkas in

four health In Difficult to R»o«ln, Buy te Maintain
MASSAGE — INFRA-RED — ULTRA-VIOUET — STEAM

"That' s the trouble with real-life problems—you nevci
get Gary Grant at the end."

TTnited States:

New York and Cleveland are
significant examples of the system of extortion practiced by
the labor-union monopoly in
industries generally, The administrat ion refuses to curb
these excesses, though it does
interfere with the making of
proper prices and profits, as
happened in the steel Industry
earlier this year.
The President expects the
tax reduction to produce a
boom in consumer spending.
In his speech he revealed that
"consumers are still spending
between 92 and 94 percent of
their after-tax income, as they
have every year since 1050."
But ho declares that the "after-lax income could and should
be greater." This Is the erroneous philosophy of New Deal
days, and it never solved the
problem of big unemployment.

Y.M.C.A. HEALTH SERVICE

MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIA TED PEES*

Tho Associated Press Is entitled exclusively
to the use for republication of all the local
news printed in this newspaper as well as all
AP. netvn dispatches ,

WASHINGTON ' . — President Kennedy didn 't tell aH of the
story to the American people Friday night when he claimed in
^his speech before the Economic Club in New York City that "the
economic health o£ this nation has been and is now fundamentally
sound."
Even in the same speech later ox Mr. Kennedy said exactly tne opposite as follows:
"Surely the lesson of tbe
Tn Your Good Health
last decade is that budget deficits are not caused by wildeyed spenders but by slow
economic growth and periodic
recessions — and any new recession would break all deficit records."
The President endeavored,
moreover, to give the impression that the rises in government expenditures which have
By JOSEPH G. MOLNER, M.D
unbalanced his budget have
been due entirely to national
Dear Dr. Molner : A lot
has been written a b ou t
defense and space projects or
drugs that are harmful to"to fight the recession -we
many people, but I have
found in industry and agriculnever read anything about
ture."
a drug dentists use in exRep. Clarence Cannon of
Here's what haptractions.
Missouri, Democrat, chairman
me. The dentist
pened
to
of the House Appropriations
shot some into my gunr
Committee, however, in a
axd my head started spincourageous speech on the day
ning. My heart was pound- .
Congress adjourned in Octoing
so loud I just _ knew
ber, gave a different version.
anyone could hear it in the
Unfortunately it didn 't get the
next room, and I blacked
publicity a presidential address
out. Why do dentists use
does. Mr. Cannon said:
that kind of drug?—A. P. I.
"This year we added another year to the long string of
I left out the name of the
years oi jivdrug you mentioned. Using its
ing b e y o n d
naane would worry millions of
national revepeople for whom it would be
nues—in 26 of
completely harmless.
t h e l a s t 32
Let's get this on the record:
y e a r s we
I'm totally dedicated to the
haven't balprinciple that any new drug
anced the
should be adequately studied
budget. N o t
before it is put on the market.
even in times
There's no argument about
o f unprecethat.
dented nationAs a matter of fact , the drug
al prosperity
(thalidomide) which recently
nave we been
Lawrenc.
*<•£/
OL, 1 11 C U
willing to pay
such a r oa ras we go along. We have yet
ing controverto demonstrate any determin- ,
sy, • is one of
ation to do so." /
the few that
Mr. Cannon emphasized that
has slipped by
"It is rising non-defense exwithout i t s
penditures that have unbalancdangers being
ed the budgets and expanded
found. It slipthe national debt. " He proved
ped by in Euhis point as follows:
rope. It didn't
sLip by in the
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Insurance Problems
• CAR and TRUCK

• COMPREHENSIVE
PERSONAL
• HOME FREEZER and
CONTENTS
• FARM LIABILITY
• BURGLARY
• THEFT

• POLIO
f GLASS

STENEHJEM
Insurance Agency
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industrial Output
At Record Level
By SAM DAWSON
AP Business News Analyst

Little Hope for
Compromise in
Rules Dispute

ETTRICK PATIENT

ETTRICK ,Wis. (Special*— Robert Wall is a hospital patient at
La Crosse.
DR. WEBSTER NAMED

WHITEHALL , Wis . (Special)—
Dr. Carl Webster , Whitehall , was
elected president of the Northwest
District , Wisconsin Chiropractic
Association , at the district meeting at Chippewa Falls Saturday
cvenina.
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BUSINESS MIRROR

all but unchanged. The more personal figures—employment, indiNEW YORK (AP) — The cold vidual incomes and consumption,
figures stay all but frozen but saying and spending—hold at their
business confidence is warming up high level. But they don 't rise as
notably .
many would like to see .
The statistics show industrial
output at the same record level Still business sentiment has imfor four months now and total proved in recent weeks. And so
production of goods . and services have the forecasts for the corhin g
year.
Belief that the economy would
turn up rather than down showed
up first in the stock market. Rising prices represented manv things
—belief that the Cuban crisis held
promise of better days on the
international political scene; prospect of more spending for defense,
nonetheless; interpretation of administration tax cutting and
spending plans as meaning a
larger federal deficit and perhaps
another round of inflation ; and the
expectation that both the consumBy WILLIAM F. ARBOGAST
WASHINGTON (AP) - Talk of er and the businessman would
a compromise in the threatened loosen their purse strings, with the
liberal - conservative fight over Cuban war scare out of the way.
the House Eules Committee ap- Rising stock prices bolstered
parently has fallen on deaf ears.' confidence generally. But the
Rep. . Howard W. Smith. D-Va: , same factors back of the market
chairman . of the committee and boom made many businessmen
leaders of conservative Demo- decide that 1963 was less likely
crats , said he was not "bargain- to see a downturn in the economy
ing" irt his position that the com- than they had thought a few weeks
mittee membership return to 12 back.
a. scheduled next month.
Those who still look for an easAnd President Kennedy said ing in the business pace in the
night
that
if
the
commitMonday
early weeks of the new year now
tee does revert to 12 members the expect it to be along normal seaadministration 's program "would sonal lines, with an upswing to
be emasculated."
follow- Only a few nay-savers still
Smith ied the fight against en- expect a recession by midyear;
largement of the committee to 15 Much of the new confidence is
members in January 1961. He lost based on the belief that the adby a 217. — 212 vote to a liberal ministration and the Congress will
group led by the late Sam Ray- work out some form of tax relief—
burn of Texas. The increase , de- and reasonably early in the upsigned to give committee liberals coming session.
an edge of 8 to 7, was for a two- A cut in the corporate income
year period ; only. Prior to 1961,
the committee was dominated by tax rate would give companies
-for
a conservative group of four Re- more net income to spendbigger
new
equipment
or
for
Democrats.
publicans and two
House leaders have said they dividends. New rules for depreci.i:
will renew the fight next month , tion write-offs for tax purposes
when the new House convenes, to work toward the same end.
on personal inenlarge the committee. They Lower rates give
individuals
woul d
claim they have enough: votes to comes
money to spend—to the
win, but their claims are disputed. more.'
more monThey have suggested a "com- benefit of business—or
thus
building
up instisave,
ey
to
promise" that would restore the
membership to 15 but not clip if s tutional funds that business can
powers as some liberals have sug- tap when it wants to borrow.
So, at the end of this year, busigested. .
ness is iooking ahead to another
House year of at least modest growthKennedy
gave
the
leaders strong backing Monday far better than the recession many
night in his nationally televised feared after the stock market
review of his first two years : in break at the end of May.
the White House.
"I hope that the Rules Committee is kept at its present number * because we cai\£. function if
it isn 't, We are through if we
lose — if they try to change the
rules. Nothing controversial in
that case would come to the floor
of the Congress. Our whole progran in my. opinion would be
emasculated ."
The committee controls the flow
of legislation to the House floor
and often has bottled up legislation its members have felt was
A. R, (Art) KNAPP
too liberal- Much of the legislaTAILOR — OVER SIEBRECHT'S
by
to
be
proposed
expected
tion
Kennedy to the new Congress is
in the liberal category and nwy ^_M____-___-_-MM__--MH____k
face tough sledding in the Rules
,
Committee.
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Fate of Sales
Tax Resting on
Governor Race

Kaiser,USW
Unveil New
Labor Pact

FONTAN7., Calif. CAP) - Kaiser Steel Corp. and the United
Steelworkers have unveiled a
unique new labor agreement designed to ease the pinch of automation; '
The plan , announced Monday,
was developed in three years of
meetings by a special , nine-man
committee.
The agreement provides for retraining employ es who lose Iheir
job s because of automation.
And . as production costs per
item decrease, worker pay ehecks
will get larger. So also will tax
payments to the government and ,
of course, company profits. This
portion of the pact ig called a
"cost savings" plan.
The agreement is, lubjeet

to

worker approval , but Davi 1 J.
McDonald , president of the AFLCIO United Steelworkers of America , predicted at the joint news
conference here Monday , that it
will pass handily.
The election probably will be
held in January, he added.
Affected will be all the 7,000
Kaiser workers here.
The pact includes a pledge that
employes will receive at least the
wage level of the steel Industry.
"There has to be a floor ," said
a company spokesman, "nnd it
will be the Big Steel floor,' But we
never expect it to be considered
because this plan wfll provide a
higher income than the minimum."
McDonald called the agreement

"a great step forward toward iridustry peace." He declined to say
vhether the plan will be pushed
for adoption elsewhere.
The contract is to be four years
in effect and subject to annual
revision and review.
The cost savings plan works like
this: '
The year 1961 was selected as
a base to determine the costs of
labor and materiad for each ton
of finished steel;
As technology increases output ,
unit costs are expected to decrease. It is tbis savings wrrch
will go into the special fund for
monthl y distribution. The employes will get 32.5 per cent Of
ihe total.
Officials pointed out that the

plan is different from most incentive and profit-sharing plans
because it is based on production
costs instead of on an individual
employe's output.
The spokesmen would make no
estimate of the actual Worker
benefits possible through
the
'
agreement.

I
I
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I
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IVflrfNEAPOLlS (AP) — State
Sen, Donald 0. Wright says the
fate of a sales tax bill in Minnesota, as part of a general tax reform, Will depend oh the outcome
of the governor 's race.
The Minneapolis Conservative
said t-iat if Ii. Gov. Karl F, Rolvaag, Deiiiocratic - Farmer - Labor candidate , is declared victor
in the refc-unt , "we might as well
fold up the program." Wright said
he thinks the Conservative dominated legislature would not have
votes in tbe next session
enoug-i
'
COMMANDER VISITS . . . . A visit by Col. the reserve program , and the future of the Army
to override a governor 's Veto,
Col.
,
Reserve
program.
A
West
Point
graduate,
second
from
left
Minnesota
Clifford G. Simenson,
Incumbent Republican Goy. ElSimenson was assigned to XIV Corps in Sep- mer L. Andersen was declared
sector commander , XIV U. S. Army Corps, hightember. Left to right , Lt. Col. Joseph P. Em- winner by a 142-vote margin over
lighted the . multiple drill of the ,19th Civil
anuel, commanding officer of the 419 c A. Rolvaag in the Nov. 6 election, but
Affairs Company Sunday,
Company, Col; Simenson , Major Harry J. Hyman , Rolvaag has asked for the recount
Col. Simenson, who recently returned to the
Rochester, retiring unit adviser, and Capt. Mar- which gets underway Wednesday.
United States from 33onn, Germany, where he
Rolvaag, in line with DFL thinkvin D. Chrlstensen, new unit adviser who will
was U. S. military attache in the U. S. embassy,
ing oil the matter , would be exwork out of the USAR Center in Rochester. pected to veto a sales tax.
spoke to the reserve unit on the role of civil
(Daily News photo)
Wright , who was chairman of
affairs , the reorganization and realignment of
the Senate Tax Committee in the
last session , said in an interview
Monday that the personal property
tax ought to be eliminated so business and industry would be encouraged to expand and create
more jobs. He added that a sales
tax would be needed as a replacement.
The veteran of 28 years legisla^
tive service said he favors a tax
on virtually all goods including
Students in Winona 's public and St. Matthew 's Lutheran School,
groceries. He explained it would
Catholic and Lutheran parochial which also dismisses Friday afbe difficult to exempt groceries
SchodlS this year hav e a Christ- ternoon , will be back j n session
was vacation that begins at the Jan! 3. The shorter vacation per- City Engineer James Baird- was because so many supermarkets
end of the class day Friday and , iod was scheduled to compensate authorized "Monday night by the sell other merchandise, and many
with one exception , continues un- for three days of teachers' con- City Council to actively assist the department stores sell groceries.
vention time during the coming Peerless Chain Co. in planning a
til Jan . 7.
.
St. Mary 's College, meanwhile , term.
dismissed for the holidays last St. Martin 's Lutheran School hookup with the storm sewer sys
Friday with students required to will follow the Friday to Jan. 7 tern at Center Street.
be back on carnpus Jan. 2 for a holiday schedule. Students, how- Baird told aldermen the firm
resumption of classes the morning ever, will return to school for a expects to install acid vats to
time Monday to rehearse for the clean steei wire in the former
of Jan. 3.
Classes at the College of Saint traditional Christmas Eye service Chicago & North "Western Railway
Teresa will be dismissed at noon in which they will participate freight house now used by the
Wednesday and students will re- Monday.
Peerless firm. The solul ions
turn to school the morning of
woul d later be neutralized and
Jan.. 7.
discharged info the storm se-wer
With the staggered dismissal Police Fine Box Hits
Possible complications and intimes, college officials anticipated
spection difficulties can be avoidno transportation difficulties ex- JaclcDOt in Joliet
ed, Baird said, if he acts as a
cept for the usual heavy traff ic
consultant during construction of
(_V-The
JOLIET,
police
staIII.
the facility, State Board of Health
on carriers during the holiday sea- .
tion fine box provided a bumper authorities also will assist in the
son.
planning and installation as a
Winona State College has class- yield. :
es • through Friday afternoon. Collector "Walter Osman made water pollution control measuie ,
School will be resumed Jan. 7. the -weekly withdrawal Monday he said.
Phelps Laboratory School on the from the box into which motorists Baird will advise construction
Winona State campus observes drop their 50-cent
¦¦ fines for over- engineers relative to location ,
depth , grade , size and outlet of
the same vacation schedule/ Stu- time parking. *
dents will present their annual Checking tickets and receipts , the sewer and location of a tank
Christmas program for parents Osman opened a package which and sump . which will be part of
Wednesday evening and a pro- contained $4,400 in old $100, $20 the installation .
gram for junior high school stu- and $10 bills. There was no ex- Officials at Peerless Chain said
dents has been arranged for Fri- planation enclosed with the mon- the work is planned for compleday evening. .
ey—not even a parking ticket. :- tion in 1963.

Long Yule Holiday Peerless Chain
Begins at Schools To Operate in
Freight House
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SHOP THE EASY WAV — READ THE ADS FIRST
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WNNgJ. .j|GIFTS FOR GIRLS

ChristmasSpecials
WE'RE OVERSTOCKED

I

BALLETOMANES
i PAJAMAW ^ J^ SLEEP
WARM
^"fe^
DOLL
SPECIAL
SLEEP PRETTY
1
¦' ' ' '
_

~~

I

1
|

j

•

|
Boy or girl pajama dolls come
i in many different bright cot1 ton flannel prints ! All v/lth
§ soft latex: body and cob voice.
¦
_

Sport Shirts, reduced from $3.95 and $7.95 to $2.98 to $5.98
Sweaters, reduced from $8.95^18.95 to $7.95 to $13.95

$1
*r*

•

¦

„ ;,

.

K-SSpXith'eS

making print or striped cotton
flannelette. Sizes 4 to 16.
** '£**%
2
9
8
"«
w
.
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, ' , _ . ,,
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¦

QUILTED DUSTERS
PHR
film Q
0R B,RUS

t0 printed
Hand washable, cotton

GIRLS' HOLIDAY
DRESSES . . . . . . •
unt»fcy

|
!
j
al

Wide array of easy-tocare-for
¦
*™
J
«**». *?«r P"«ts in all I
*
*
*7
• her
ffor ^
TV, bathtime, bedtime ,
favorite colors. Sizes 3-6x,
night time or snack time.
__» _ *_«
«^ _*_.«*
ond %
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7-14.
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Gloves, reduced from S3.45-J10.95 to $2.28 to $7.95

§

1 White Dress Shirts . . . . . . 2.98 1
REGULAR $4.00 AND $4.50 VALUES

NATIONALIY ADVERTISED VAN HEUSEN, EXCELLO & HALLMARK

Robes, reduced from $9.95-510.95 to $7.95
!

g
I

I
I
I

1

Felt Hats, reduced from $6.95 & $12.95 to $4.95 to $9.95
Slacks, one lot, regular $9.95, now $6.88
Slacks, reduced f rom $12.95-$18.95 to $9.95 to $13.95
Top Coats, reduced from $49.95 & $65.00 to $19.95to $49.95
Pajamas $4.25 to $5.00 values, now $3.95

jl J AYBEE'S
Third and Main

I
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OPEN EVERY NIGHT THIS WEEK
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TIME OUT FOR \ A SOFT ORLOH*
I . ._, c, «¦-« ¦_
a F4ro"ITE
_^._,T_ "l
^# *BBYL ®
.t,«, «¦»«*«
STYLESI
|
GIRLS' BULKIES
TAPER PANTSI
I
li Pleated-full , slim or ilare
l| skirts of washabl e fabrics.
Solid, prints or plaids to de|
|i| llfiht every girl on your list.
;| | Size.i 3 to fix and 7 to 14 .

|
|
1 2.98 4.98
| SUPPL0N JACKETS
|
;! Pile lined soft , supple
;! luxurious vinyl that

1

:$*
|j

wipes clean.
Si-c.^ 5 to 14

<t _ 9
J AC*

1 m V0YACE
I DOLL & CLOTHES

I Curly haired doll
JL
U. with extra clothes
II and hair care
? Qft
,e1,
| ' _^gtiM-l----_

I

1

mmWW
^3$*

™P lc.dy c,olt ™

corduroyjakes
*
Jeg t^MSS wash able.
3 to 6_<
7 t 14

WINTER CAPS, HATS

favorite colors
ghc'U ndoro

chine wash at medium set.
Sizes 4 to hi. Scoop at the /
l» rico '

STRETCH TIGHTS

PINAFORE SLIPS

Ncn-run pin point
tights of 100%

slretchablo nylon.
* AQ
JUqO > S-M-L

SINK-REFRIGERATOR
OR STOVE

Copper colored of sturdy metal
Sivn so much
QQ
j oyl
*ac h *
J.-JO

""" "

Fashion fun for girls. Easy-

Give her a snug chib-collared
neater this Cli|rstnnas ! White ,
rfld dee P bluc! Blg " m*
'
8tKCS 3'° 6X 7 to a '1'
"

1.98 2.98 | 2.98 3.98

Orion pile lints or
knit caps in

__ ¦« ~. „ »
_tr_ _,cS
SS _T _C0TTO

4 7Q
JL-lif

^
77^
TEA
SETS

Durable plastic dl shea
and table ware that
last nnd l&st.
\ 7Q
X»I
V
"Wnsh easily

ST0RE 0PEN DAILY
9 A.M. TO 9 P.P4.

car e. for motlicr. These ma-

49c

Hand washable pinafore
slips in pink, rod or

blue with white .
Si/cs 2 to fix

TOY

4 QO {,
" Xi90 I

ASSORTMENT
T0Y ASS0RTMENT

$

r

Nurse or doctor kits , washing ,
sets, cooking sets , dish
washing sets or
fiftf* "
00*»
cleaning sets

'
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now Recount :
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Driver Charged
After Accident
At Galesviile

ST. PAUL (AP) - Here are the ic-Farmer-Labor parties have set
steefs prescribed by the three- up machinery to receive day-byjudge recount panel for the con- day reports from their recount
duct of the recount of votes in team members, to compile cumuthe Minnesota ' governorship race: lative totals as long a. the recount
1. The county auditor is direc- goes oh and to make them availted to produce the ballot contain- able to press,¦ television and ra.' • ers, one precinct at a time, in dio.
the order designated in the official county' tally sheets.
2. The county auditor shall remove any election register from
the container and inspectors shall
. count the names on the register to
determine how many persons apparently v oted. If there is permanent registration, voters' certificates shall be counted.
:
3. The auditor shall give the ap- I __HBS__H^_
parently voted white (party) ballots to the neutral inspector , who
will place them face down in front
of him and turn them one at a
time.

; GALESVTLLE, Wis. (Special)
The driver was charged after a
one-car accident Saturday at 6:30
p.m.
Driving south on \Highway 53
into Galesviile was. Gary Lee Poulin who lost control of the vehicle
at the corner turn to the fairgrounds. "William "Weverstad, ar-

resting officer, said the car turned broadside and slid 175 feet
down the middle of the highway
before .jumping the curb, crossing
the sidewalk and plunging down
the embankmen t to the bottom of
the gully, across the . street from
the Robert Longwell residence.
Riding with Pollin was Robert
Vatter. Weverstad estimated
atout $200 damage to the car.
The driver was charged with
careless driving
and was fined
¦
$15. • ¦ ¦ • "

Cardinal Spellman
Arrives in Tokyo
TOKYO (AP ) - Francis Cardinal Spellman arrived in Tokyo
today for the first stop of his annual Christ mas visit to military
forces overseas. Cardinal Spellman, the Roman Catholic archbishop of New York , is Catholic
vicar to the U.S. armed forces.
He will fly to South Korea
Wednesday.
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4. At rthis time the partisan
counters ¦will be given an opportunity to challenge ballots; This
done, the neutral inspector will
make separate piles of disputed
ballots for Andersen and disputed
ballots for Rolvaag. !No challenges
may be made thereafter.
¦ 5. All unchallenged ballots shall
he placed in appropriate piles,
and undisputed Rolvaag ballots in
front of the Andersen inspector
and the undisputed Andersen ballots in front of the Rolvaag inspec
tor. . '
-6. Each pile then will be counted
separately by each of the three
inspectors and the results reconciled and recorded. The inspec
tors will note any discrepancies
between their ballot totals and the
totals shown in the election regis
ters or voters' certificates or duplicate registration files. Disputed
ballots will be marked with a spe
cial stamp.
7. Inspectors will handle absan
tee ballots in the same way. And
then examine spoiled, rejected and
blank ballots.
8. When all the precincts in a
county have been completed , the
county auditor will send a pie
' cinct-by-precinct , report to the
clerk of court in Ramsey County
together with all disputed ballots
and disputed materials.
The same procedure will be
used with regard to such paper
ballots as absentee ballots cast in
communities where voting is by
machine , , but recounters are di
rected to accept the machine I o
tals as official.
Under the prescribed procedures
auditors will not "be required to
total the recounted .votes from
their county.
Both Republican and Democrat-

2 Hunters injured
In Kenora Crash
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ARIS IMPORtS

AMERICAN MADE
GRANDOE
( GLACE KID-LAMBSKIN
COTTON—DOESKIN
\
SILK LINED
)
/
WOOL LINED
I
GAY LAUNDERLON
\
KNITS
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¦ from the Da Vinci collection
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the flawless dignity and sculptured
beauty of true Italian styling
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FINEST IMPORTEDMARBLE

Cherry
to a
warm
finish.
Each a table treasure.
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* Flip-Back Top Rack makes loading easy • Rolls
anywhere you need it • Holds 12* place sewings
Buttons let you choose
* 6-C y cle Dial and
cycle * No installation—take it along when you move
* NEMA STANDARD
*
per week down
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lor as little as . |
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payment
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These lovely new Country Spice
Areas «r« practically custom mado
for you. And they took it! In
fabulous Country Spice colors-all
lavishly fringed—with a luxurious.
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Come pick your Country Spice Area
in exactly the color, shape and
tize yo tt need.You have eight thapety
many Bi2e« and IS colors to cho-se
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At last the beautiful odd- shaped
rug you 've always wanted for
a favorite nook... a particular
conversation grouping, or "that
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dries breeze-fresh!
_ ^
„„„ dial
X,
,
.
J.
„any
.
I„
Set one
to dry
• Cof
fabric beautifully!
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• Exclusive Flowing Heat...

and vegetable
• Full-width fruit
Hydrator plus storage in the door.

I- Your choice
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CERTIFICATE
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hieaMresh and quick chills food-

( Christmas Bonus!

This staunchly Democratic textile p| .
city Monday night elected its first
Republican mayor in 67 years.
I
William W. Pomerleau received S|
4,535 ¦votes against 2,1)48 for Mayor
Clement H. Dcschambault in a
surprise upset.
The Democrats retained control
of the City Council.
-'
Deschambatilt was seeking his l|
-f
sixth one-year t erm.
II tft
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• Full-width freezer chest holds
63-lbs. of frozen food.
.
• Sliding Chill Drawer keeps fresh
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l Frigidaire styling
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finest fabrics '
_____________ _«

and make your selection.

KENORA, Ont. m . — Two
hunters from the United States
were injured in the crash Monday
of their single-engine plane in
scrub spruce 40 miles southeast
of Keriora.
The pilot , Ed Callen of Park
Rapids . Minn., was in a Winnipeg
hospital in serious condition . His
, companion . Merle Paul Fay, Superior , Wis., was hospitalized in
Kenora with lesser hurts.
Fay said Callen had flown Dr.
and Mrs. Ben Bennett of Superior
in from Sioux Narrows, Ont., to
hunt and landed them in the bush.
Fay and Callen took off to look
for moose and had just spotted
one for the Bennetts when the accident happen.
A helicopter flew the injured
men to Sioux Narrows and an ambulance brought them to Kenora. U GIFT
Callen was taken immediately by
|
ambulance to Winnipeg.
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Cathedral Guilds
Schools to Stage To Serve Coffee,
Musica l Program Doughnuts Sundays

Sharon Erickson
Cochrane-FC
Plans : Abril' Weddinc.
ETTRICK , Wis, (Special)— Mr.
and Mrs. D. Wayne Erickson announce the engagement of their
daughter, Sharon Marlene, to
"Wayne Parker, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lyle Parker, Owatonna ,
Minn. The weddinc will be April
20, at Living Hope Lutheran
Church in Ettrick.
Miss Erickson is employed at
First National "Bank in Winona.
Mr. Parker is a senior at Winona
State College, majoring in business administration.

Kenneth Will grubs
At Home at-Etfrick.

ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) —
Mrs. Doris Farnam, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Seimer Tranberg,
and Kenneth "Willgrubs, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Willgrubs,
North Bend , were married Saturday at 2:30 p.rn. at Living Hope
Lutheran Church.
The Rev.. Mark M. Ronnuig performed the double-ring ceremony.
Mrs. Ronning sang and played the
wedding marches.
The couple was attended by the
bridegroom 's aunt, Mrs. Walter
Neils, Milwaukee, and the bride's
brother, Alvin Tranberg.
Supper was served and a reception for 125 was held at the
home of the bridegroom 's parents.
The wedding cake was made by
Mrs. lyle Rornmell of Melrose.
Mr. and Mrs. Willgrubs will live
in the bride's home in Ettrick.
He is employed at Camp McCoy.

MR. AND MRS. FREDERICK. OLDENDORF, Rushford , Minn., announce the engagement and coming marriage of their daughter, Miarlys Evonne, to Carl E. Kurth ,
son of Mrs. Ruth Kurth, 461 E. Howard St., and William
J. Kurth Jr., Council Blitffs, Iowa.

Mrs. Jaycees Ente rtain
At St. Anne Hospice
Mrs. Jaycees entertained residents of St. Anne Hospice and
Paul Watkins Memorial Methodist
Home Saturday afternoon at a
Christmas party.
The recreation room at the hospice was gaily decorated with travel posters inscribed with holiday
greetings in corresponding langu-

Former Rushford
Girl Is Married
At Minneapolis

RUSHFORD, Minn.—Mr. a n d
Mrs. Palmer Haugland, Little
Fans, Minn., whose marriage took
place Nov. 20 at the Lutheran
Church of the Master, Minneapolis , will be at home after the
first of the year in China Lake,
Calif.
Mr. Haugland has accepted a
position there as chief . Reference
and Bibliographic branch, Technical information department, Naval
Ordnance Test Station.
Mrs. Haugland, an instructor in
the Eagle Bend, Minn., public
school is the daughter of Mrs.
Guj iMd Jacobson, Rushford. Mr.
Haugland has been employed as
„____
librarian at the Veterans Admin- p
istration Hospital, St. Cloud.
The double-ring ceremony was
performed by the Re-v. G. W. "Williams. Attendants were Miss Margaret Stronis, Minneapolis, maid
of honor ; Charles Hutchinson, Minneapolis, best man; Vernal Benrud and Keith Haugland, Minneapolis, ushers. Nels Jacobson, brother of the bride, gave his sister
in marriage.

Welcome Wagon
Elects Officers

Officers were elected by Welcome Wagon Club Monday.
Mrs. David McClung was elected president; Mrs. Dean Winters,
secretary; Mrs. J o a n Rodney,
treasurer ; Mrs. Ben Hayenga, vice
president.
Mrs. Joyce Beard is a new member. The meeting, was held in the
social parlors of tbe Evangelical
United Brethren Church.
Following the potluck supper,
. cookies were sold, the proceeds
having been designated as a gift
to the Sal-vation Army. There was
also a display of 20 dolls that were
dressed for the same charity.
A Christmas carol sing was led
by Mrs. Robert Nelson.
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MEN'* JEWELRY IN
PHKMNTATION QUALITY

Superbly made with an o"v»rlay
of 14 Knrat wliite or yellow
E"1<I . . . set witfi real ot
simulated stones.
From our selection o-f tho
new Kicmcntz designs.

"At ihe Sign of the
Street Clock"
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SWEATEnS-Crew ncck . V-ncck or xlp
front cardigans and pullovers in orlon,
wool or polyesters.
Sizes 4-20
, 3.9B nnd up
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SHIRTS-Dress, flnimel or knll styles
___HRH___3_L.
Wlth bult0n or Z 'PPer (ront!l • sll l,ovc s
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Billfold! + Soap SeH
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Sock*
Bow
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Shine
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The Center of Fashion In the Center of Town
|
NASH'S - Fourth at Center
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Give her slacks in solid
B&f '
ML/V
» . ^*^8^ color or printed corduJ
'/
royS( gabardines, wools
or wool blend fabrics. Choose from regular
or extra sizes in wide or tapered leg styles.
In the season's newest colors.

, .
Skirt of velveteen with suspenders with broadcloth blouse. Sizes 2 to 4.
2.98
Valu*
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BOXED HANDKERCHIEFS
Beautiful imported Swiss hankies in a smart
gift box .

79c "d 98c »•»
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Luster Snow Cotton Bat!
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Size 16x64. Just the thing to put under your
lrec ns fl flopr cov(Jriing

$L99

Reg. 49c Value
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Soft fur llke flu(fy P'le- PaaLel shades'
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Give her a new winter coat from our large
collection. Special purchase of higher priced
garments. Choose from Orion Acrylic pile lined
coats, sporty tweeds or dress fabrics.
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Lovely cardigan or slip-over styles in a variety Of colors. Sizes 32 to 40.

.

.

Lavishly trimmed with laces and embroidery.
Makes a perfect gift .. .sizes--small, medium
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SWEATERS
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LADIES' NYLON TRICOT V

.
js With regular, pile or zip-out linings are a boys favorite
|
this season I
C1__ (kC and
ID_»3 up
|i Sim 12-20
^

BULKY KNIT

Just a few of many available at discount prices

\
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Biggest Christmas Gift YetJ
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COATS and J/vCKETS — US
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s ,
wool, corduroy, suede, foam rubber and tarpoon cloth. {9HIi9H H|Bj|
/^^«^^p^-----^ --^ yv^P^fcfe.
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I Many have extra warm pile linings . Chooso from plaids , J ^fljmflHSESA 7» f
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HARD MIXER 10'
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I In wide wale corduroy, wools and smart C4Q Q C and A "kWi^-MM k
tarpoon cloth . Warmly lined. Sires 12-20. +*wJ up M ^ ^ ^§^ ^m
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PAN
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Continental style with 2 pockets and metal butJ
| ton trim. Elastic back waist. Sizes 3 to 6.

THIS WEEK
9 A.M. to 9 P.M.
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1 DRESS JACKETS and GOLD COATS
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New run-stop in top and
toe. Proportioned for
perfect fit . In regular or

.
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Universal-29.95 Reg.
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I Santa knows what smart young feUows want for
Cnristnlasl See n s suggestions here in our collection
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gi of boys' wear for school, sport and social occasions,
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¦ ELECTRICAL: ;
APPLIANCES

hundred were present Saturday
Colorful Roses
s*^
n
S>^5s^
evening for the Christmas party S
held at the Whitehall City Hall, by
- Bordered With
/
:
^Z -^«_ .
\
^
Wisconsin Valley Riders.
«
Thin Platinum
/•
< ' ' &£ '&M$A
L
«
A potluck supper was served, a
Outline
/
*
*
\ 1
program presented, and Santa 1
S^ **
Claus distributed gifts. Mrs. Palmer Hanson, Pigeon Falls, accompanied the group in assembly
singing. Trophies were presented
outstanding junior riders, Pat
Allen of Whitehall and Sonya
Erickson, Ettrick.
The Christmas tree was provideb by Dale Allen of Whitehall ,and
gifts were presented the two outstanding riders by Mr. and Mrs,
Tom Little of Eleva.
Mrs. Ben Erickson , Ettrick , is
publicity director.
^^*
Payments
S
g
^~^^.^ *-*
Arranged
(40 pieces )
S
2 ¦¦
JOLLY RAMBLERS
¦
¦
'- 8
LAKE CITY, Minn, (Special) - S
_
"At the Sign, of the Street Clock" ¦
S
The Jolly Rambler Birthday Club S
met Thursday afternoon for a
Christmas party at the home of
Mrs. Percy Walters, rural Lake
City. Euchre was the entertainment with prizes awarded to Mrs.
Carroll Rabe, Mrs. Emery Hoops
and Mrs. Fritz Hoops. Christma.
gifca were exchanged with secret
pals—and names drawn for 196$
' . ."". . . J E W E L E R S
secret pals. The next party will |
s^/ SINCE 1 862
1
be at the home of Mrs. Dale
:
Vosler.
t_ia«_^_^_^_^-_^-^^^^i^-^i^aa_^i_^^^
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"Name Brand"

GALESVILLE, Wis . (Special) The annual ; Christmas party for
directors , and employes of the
Farmers Coop of Galesviile and
Arcadia was held Saturday. The
party was held at Club 93 with
dinner and dancing,

TAYLOR, Wis. (Special)-Helpr
ing Hand Club will meet Friday
at 2 p.m. at the lome of Mrs.
Bessie Smith. Boxes will be filled
to send out for Christmas.

—.
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PR^CHRISTMASCMn

CHR ISTMAS PARTY

HELPING HAND

-

Mg PISCgUiirTS

Guilds of the Cathedral Council
of Catholic Women will serve
doughnuts and coffee in Cathedral
Hall after each Mass on Sundays.
Miss Evangeline Heim donated
the automatic doughnut maker
which makes this project possible.
The Rev. Joseph LaPlante told
the council Monday evening that
the present Pope has been a great
impetus toward use of the Bible.
He recomrriended use of paperback , "Guide to Reading the Rible," to aid frequent scriptural
readings.
Mrs. . Paul Koprowski, president,
announced a Concert Club meeting
Dec. 29 from 3 to 5 p.m. at the
Anthony Fischer home. Mrs. Hubert y/e\T showed slides of her
trip to Europe.

COCHRANE - FOUNTAIN CITY,
Wis. — The music department of
Cochrane - Fountain City schools
will present its annual Christmas
concert Wednesday at 8:15 p.m.
in the high school auditorium.
Vocal groups which will appear
are the mixed chorus, girls glee
club and a girls' sextet. There
will also be some vocal soloists.
Instrumental groups appearing
are the grade scbol band and the
high school concert band. The
music of Beethoven, Mozart , Liszt
and Tsphaikowski -will highlight
this portion of the program.
The public Is incited and no
admission charge is being made.
Vocal music is under the direction of Mrs. Lois Duel and instrumental music is under the .'direction ' of Emil Guenth-er.

S Give a Gift for the Whole Family
I This Ghristmas; Beautify Your
|Dining Table With Fine Bavarian
Wisconsin Valley
I China From Morgan's Open
Riders Hold Party
Stock Imports.
1
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special)- One |

ages. T h e m e was Christmas
Greetings from Everyland."
Awards were g i v e n to Mrs.
Grace MacNamara, 93, oldest woman present and most great-grandchildren, 60; Jacob Erigler, 90,
oldest man ; Mrs. Albert Baboliori,
most grandchildren , 18. Door
prizes went to Miss Esther. Page,
PYank Williams, Harry C. Neilander and Mrs. Mary Johnson.
Entertainment included Miss Sue
Weber and company, guitarist and
singers, Mr. and Mrs. Everett Edstrom and fami ly, instrumentalists,
and Miss Judy Auer and Donald
Haaek, vocal soloists.
College of Saint Teresa sophomore nurses assisted during the
afteijioon and the nurse choraleer.
sang Christmas carols. "William J.
Doerer was master of ceremonies.
Santa distributed gifts .
Mrs. Jaycee general chairman
was Mrs. Charles G. Brown Jr.;
decorations, Mrs. William Tomashek; refreshments, Mrs. Rohert
H. Doerer; prizes and gifts, Mrs.
Donald P. Schneider and Mrs. David Peplinski ; entertainment, Mrs.
Fred W. Naas.
Sister.M. Don Bosco, recreation
director at the hospice, was coordinator.
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Art Fratern ity
Prints Original
Christmas Cards

Public Schools
Musical
Program Set
The program for the annual
Christmas concert to be 'presented
• Wednesday at 8 p. m. by the music
department of Winona P u b l i c
Schools was announced today.
Directors are Milton - ' 'Davenport,
orchestra, John Duel, junior choir,
V and Meryl Nichols, senior choir.
The program concludes with a
pageant of the Christmas story.
Taking part in the pageant are
Janice Fratzke, Diane Troke,
Cheryl Clow, Sharon Groves, Mary
A. Buck, Bernadette Pettersen,
Kathy Hughes, Lois Kutchara, Deana Schr-eiber, Marjorie Beckman;
Braatz , Carl Brandt and Car¦ ¦ Sue'Little
' "•
ol
The program :
-

Chrislnias Selections. .......arr . Davenport
Chrlitmas Overtu re.......arr. Oavenport
S*nlor Hlflti Orche«tr»
Gloria In Excelati
arr. Hoggard
Choirs and orchettra
Now It It ctirlstmaii Time...arr. Poller
Come To The Manser..
, Kounti
Birthday Of A Kino
Neldllnfler
Ding, Dong, Merrily on HlBhi..Barthelson
A Babe Is Born
Bouman
Christmas Was Meant For Children Ades
... ;. arr. W. A. F.
Sing Noel
' Central Junior High Choir
0 Come, O Come, Emmanuel
arr. P. Christiansen
How Far If li To Bethlehem
arr. P. Christiansen
Wake, Awake
Nlcolai-Chrlsllansen
Advent.Moet (_ntr_ r»ct-2nd l
Schreck-O, c. C.
H« It Born
Roger Wagner
Lullaby On Christmas Eve ... F. M. C.
I Wonder As I Wander... arr. J. J. Ntles
0 Wondrous Night
.... . J. F. Wilson
Senior High Choir
Chrlstmas-Tlde
ftosarlo-Bouflon
Choirs and Orchestra

WCTU PARTY

Miss Mabel Jackman will show
pictures of her recent tour of the
Scandinavian countries at the annual Christmas party of the
Women 's Christian Temperance
Union -Friday at 2:15 p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Gertrude Tillman,
VJ 0 Ma _n St. Devotions will be by
Miss Eunice Meyer.

'

'

\

SIGMA TA _ GAMMA QUEEN . . . Miss Kathleen Berg, new
sweetheart of Sigma Tau Gamma at "Winona State College, receives flowers from Harry DeWald , Rochester, N. Y., president
of the fraternity. Miss Berg is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Berg. Announceuent of the selection was made at a
dance at the college.
emy, -.vas graduated from Virginia
Military Institute and is serving in
the United States Air Force at
Glasgow.
PLAINVIEW , Minn. ( Special ) — The wedding will be Dec. 28 at
Church.
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Douglass Community Presbyterian
¦ a .
announce the engagement a n d
coming marriage of their daugh- 400 Children Attend
ter, Anne, to Lt. Paul E. Johnson ,
Movie at Galesviile
son of Mrs. Paul E, Johnson of
Miami, Okia., and the late Mr. GALESVIILE , Wis. ^peciaD ^Approximately
400 youngsters
Johnson.
from
Galesviile
and
surrounding
Miss Douglass who received a area enjoyed a free movie
SaturB.A.. degree from the University day afternoon at Gale Theater ,
of Colorado and MSLS degree guests of Galesviile Businessmen's
from the University : of Southern Association.
Saturday the same group,
California is Base Librarian at joiNext
ned . by more children , will be
Glasgow AFB, Mont. Lt. Johnson waiting on the Square "for Santa
attended Oklahoma Military Acad- Claus. who will distribute treats.

Anne Douglass
to Wed Paul Johnson
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THE BRIDE , given In marriage
by her father, wore a floor-length
gown of "white velvet made with
scoop neckline, long sleeves and
soft impressed pleats that gave
fullness to the chapel length train.
Her silk illusion veil was attached
to a pearl crown.. The bride carried an arm bouquet of yellow
roses."
Brown velvet street 1 en g't-h
dresses with bell skirts were worn
by the maid of honor , Miss Nancy
McKay, Rochester , Minn., a n d
Miss Use Kaufman , Hutchinson ,
Minn., the bridesmaid . They wore
matching brown -velvet crowns
with blusher veils |and pearl earrings, gifts from the bride. They
carried bouquets o£ bronze chrysanthemums. Ellen Jane Kiehne
and Denise Kiehne . sisters off the
bride, as junior bridesmaids wore
tangerine dresses and carried
nosegays of bronze pompons.
The bridegroom was attended by
bis brother, Fred Williams , as
best man and Wayne Marzolf as
groomsman. Gerald Kiehne, brother of the bride, and Wayne Marzolf, were ushers.
A receptioon was held in the
church parlors following the ceremony with Mr. arid Mrs. Reuben
Kiehne as host and hostess. Assisting at the reception were Miss
Judith Kiehne, Miss Clarine Sallo,
Mrs. Percy Steffens and Miss
Nelda Kiehne, Miss Sharon Raibor , Mrs. Charles Carrier , M r s .
Walter Ward, Jr., the Misses Anna
Marie Kiehne, Janeen Klomp, Renee Williams , and Lois Moore,
Mrs. Norman Milne , Mrs. Donald
Willford, Mrs. Luverne Smedsrud ,
Mrs. Gerald Hill , Mrs. Haskil
Kvam and Mrs. Clarence Saner.
The bride was graduated from
Harmony High School and the
bridegroom is a graduate of Mabel
High School.
The couple will make their home
in Preston. Minn.

Hardies Creek
Church Elects

I. TTR ICK, Wis. (Special)-Richard Bibby was elected secretary
of Hardies Creek Lutheran congregation, succeeding Earl Ravnum.
The secretarial post has been
held by a member of the same
family if)0 years, since the church
was organized, Matt Scarseth,
great-grandfather of Ravnum , was
the first secretary . He was succeeded by Ravnum 's grandfather ,
Idius Scarseth , who in turn was
succeeded by Alvin Ravnum , father of Earl. .
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Felt Square*
>
In all colon. Still a vtry good selection.
Glow Glitter Glue
-^ Glitter Glw» • SparkU Gllrttr -^
-k Fancy Sequint ic Simulated Pearl Beads ic Stan
All to beautify your decorations.
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HAROLD Conrad was elected a

trustee io serve with Dewy Baarriseth and Vilas Baardseth . Hollis
Bibby was chosen -vice president;
Kussell Totppen, treasurer, and
Merlin Rindahl, financial secretary.
William Suttie is head usher.
Lloyd Scarseth will serve on the
parsonage committee. Auditors are
Stanley Hoi ter and Winfred Byom.
The Rev. H. P. Walker, Ettrick ,
is president of the congregation.
Delegates to pethany Home for
the Aged in La Crosse are Villas
Baardseth and Joseph Rindahl .
Mrs. Walker is choir director ;
Rence Waller, organist; Mrs. Donald Sacia, Sunday School supftrintendent , and Alfred Byom, custodian.
Brotherhood officers are; Hollis
Bibby, president; Harold Scarseth ,
vice president; Douglas Waller ,
secretary, and Dewy Baaidseth ,
treasurer.
Officers of the LCW: Mrs. Vilas
Suttie, president; Mrs. Donald
Stuhr , vice president; Mrs. Harold
Conrad , secretary, and Mrs. Alvin
J. Ekern , treasurer.

SPECIAL M-SERIES

I

f

City employes whose work permits will be able to work Saturday and take Monday off , the City
Council decided at Its meeting
Monday night.
Acting upon a request by Mayor R. K. Ellings, aldermen moved
to grant the exchange privilege
for Christmas street department
workers and sewer crews. City
Hall employes who work Saturday
until noon will work Monday but
will get most of the afternoon off ,
closing up at 1:30 p.m.
An exception will be the recorder's offficp which Will be open until 5 p.m, Monday. Under ordinance amendment passed Dec. 3,
opening day for filing for city offices will fall on Dec. 24 this year
and the' office will keep regular
business hours to accommodate
propective candidates, said Roy
Wildgrube, city recorder. Filings
close Jan. 7 at 5 p.m., he added.' ,
Mercy will be tempered with
justice the day before Christmas,
since municipal courts will be o perating during their customary
hours, Wildgrube said.
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Some City Employes
To Get Monday OH
For Working Saturday

Geraldine Kiehne
Becomes Bride

Mrs. Stanley Holter , education ,
and Mrs. Goodwin Waller , stewardship; Stewardship committee :
Mrs. Blaine Paulson , Mrs. Allen
Bibby, Mrs. Ansel Holter , and Miss
Alda Rindahl; program: M r s .
Stanley Holter and her co-chairman , Mrs. Gerald Byom; come
Live, 30-1ncli Horses tery
association: Goodwin Waller ,
For Bob Kennedy Family chairman; Lloyd Scarseth, secretary, and Gust Byom , trca-surer.
NEW YOKK tm - Live , 30- Alfred Byom is sexton.
i'.ch-higli horses for Christmas
| are in store for the children of FIREMEN'S DANCE
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special)-TicAtty, Gen. and Wrs. Robert F
Kennedy and of Mrs. Kennedy 's kets for the annual firemen 's dance
brother , George Skakel of Green- to be held Jan. 11 at the Old
Armory are on sale. Music -j. ill
wich, Conn.
Three of the miniature steeds, be by Dave Kennedy and the Ameach weighing about 100 pounds, bassadors . Tickets are available at
arrived by plane at Idlewild Air- Rebhnhn 's Mobil Station , Farmers
Store Co., Sobolta 's Grocery, Kilport Monday from Argentina.
blood lian Furnituro Store, Annex Hotel,
After
undergoing
routine
|
tests al the U .S. Agricultural Central Yard and Fullerton LumQuarantine Station , they will be ber Co. Ticket s will also be sold
at tho door.
shipi;ed tc their owners.
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Winona State College Alpha Upsilon Chapter of Kappa Pi, national honorary art fraternity , held
a potluck supper and Christmas
party Monday evening at the home
of Miss Joan Modjeski.
Members presented, fraternity
adviser, Miss Floretta Murray,
with a gift of appreciation . Entertainers were John Saecker and the
Blue Water lTio, Jerry Johnson,
Paul Blurhentritt and Wayne Larson
T^ie fraternity has painted mosaic Christmas scenes on windows
of Somsen Hall facing Sanborn
Street. Members have made hand
printed Christmas cards and proceeds from sale of these cards
NEW QUEEN . . . Winner
will be used to finance a trip to
of the queen contest at Ss.
.
Chicago art centers. Persons interested in the cards may con- P e t e r & Paul's Catholic
Church here recently was
tact fraternity officers.
Officers are Miss Joan Modjeski, Darlene Schorbahn. daughter
president; Louis J. Czarnowski , of Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Thovice president; Miss Jean L. Cog- ma. She polled 8,660 votes.
dali, treasurer; Miss Maureen Vicky Kampa was runner-up.
Manion , secretary ; Joseph Tridle, . Barbara Rebarchek plaVed
historian-recorder.
The fraternity, which acts as an third .; There were eight candiadvisory group for other campus dates The contest was held
organizations , is planning a clothes as a money raising event for
a new school planned in the
line sale of paintings in spring.
parish.
Darlene was sponsored by
East End Bar. A student at
Independence H i g h School ,
she's active in the FHA , Pep .
ILARMONY, Minn. (Special) - and Photo clubs', and is a
Miss Geraldine Kiehne, daughter student libr arian.
Robert Colby, 860 E. 3rd St. ,
of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Kiehne of
Harmony, became the bride ol Winona , won a steer, as an atBruce Williams of Mabel, Dec . 3 tendance prize.
at Greenfield Lutheran Church.
The Rev. Martin Ford performed the double-ring "ceremony before an altar banked w|th candelabra and baskets of bronze chrysanthemums. Miss tvlarj orie Werts
was soloist and Mrs. Carl P.derson was organist.
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The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hospital
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Winona Funerals

Two-State Deaths

Mrs. William C. Wernz

R.oy Langston

Funeral services for Mrs. "William C. Wernz, 326 W. Wabasha
St., will be held at 10 a.m. Wednesday at Cathedral of the Sacred
Heart, the Rt. Rev. Msgr. Harold
TUESDAY
J. Dittman officiating. Burial will
Admissions
be in St. Mary's Cemetery. .
422
W.
How,
Herman Addleman
¦
Friends may call at Breitlow*
ard st. . - . • ¦
Funeral
from 7-9 p.m. toGeorge Kosidowski, 468 Liberty day. TheHome
Rosary will be recited
st:
John M. Niggle, 1023 W. How- at 8.
ard St.
Mrs. Emma Breitlow
Mrs. Leo Teske, 658 Harriet St.
Schellhas
John H. Glenna, 612H E. Howservices
for Mrs. EmFuneral
ard St. V
Karen L. Krause , 67 Fairfax St. ma Breitlow Schellhas, 267 E. 5th
St., will be Wednesday at 2 p.m.
Frank Wineski , 875 E. Sth St.
Mrs. Gertrude Sobota, 164 Chest- at Fa-wcett Funeral Chapel , the
Rev. Harold Rekstad , First Connut St.
gregational Church, officiating.
Diane Luedtke, Winona Rt. S.
GusUv E. Maas, 131 E. Howard Burial will be in Woodlawn
:¦
Cemetery.
St.
.
James F. Borkowski, 753% W. Friends may call today from 7
to 9 p.m. at the chapel.
Howard St.
Birrhi
Mi. and Mrs. Ronald E. Schultz,
Municipal Court
Utica , Minn., a son.
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Neitzke, Forfeits:
Lewiston, Minn , a son.
Clarence J. Fiedler, 1066 W.
Discharges
King St., $5 on a charge of mak John Wilwerding, RoUingstone, ing an improper turn . He was
Minn.
arrested by poilce at 2iid and
Mrs. David Wagner and baby, Lafayette streets at 11:55 p.m.
114;L. _ E. Wabasha St.
Monday.
Mrs. Joseph Plaisance a n d
Erwhr E. "Wieczorek, Little
.
twins, 410 Liberty St.
Rt. 3, Minn., $10 on a charge
. ". R i c h .a r d Harwood, Chatfield, Fails
of failure to stop for a railroad
Minn.
stop sign. He was arrested by
Mrs. William J. Sullivan , 568 W. police at Sioux Street and the
Lake St.
Milwaukee. Roadroad tracks at
Mrs. Richard Dennis, 1054 W. 9:25 . a.m. Sunday.
Broadway.
Burton L. Saye , Rochester,
Mrs. Mathilda Bottke, 412 W. 4th Minn., $25 on a charge of speed.
St.
ing 52 m.p.h. in a 40 m.p.h. zone.
Mrs. W. Gustav Doty and baby, He Avas arrested by police at
4085 9th St , Goodview.
Gilmore Avenue and' . Vila Street
Robert Styba, 722 E. Sanborn at 7:50 ai.m. Saturday. .
St.
Richard H. Kahle, Utica, Minn.;
John M. Niggle, 1023 W. Howard S15 on a charge of operating a
st:
motor vehicle without a valid
George
Kosidowski, 468 Liberty driver's license. He was arrested
¦
¦
'
St. - . .
by police at 5th and Orrin streets
Mrs. Jerald Barnholtz and baby, at 1:05 a.m. Sunday.
27S High Forest St.

Visiting riourc
Medical and lurglcal
patients: 1 to 4 and 7 to »:M p.m. (no
childre n under 12). .:
Maternity paMerts: J fa 1:30 and 7 to
8:30 p.m. (adult» onlvi.

OTHER BIRTHS

WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)Mr. . . and Mrs . Claude Winberg a
daughter Dec. 10 at Tri-County
Memorial Hospital.
IH_L"WAUXEE, Wis.-Mr. a n d
Mrs. John.:A. Gernes, Milwaukee,
a son Sunday. Gernes is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Carl G. Gernes,
740 39th Ave., GoodView. Mrs.
Gernes is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Drake, Lanesboro.
IMPOUNDED DOGS

No. 1619 — Female, black and
white, no license, fourth day.
No. 1620—Male, black, Labrador pup; first day.
Availabk for good homes:

Two large, young female dogs.

ETTRICK. Wis. (Special) —
Roy Langston , 80, was found dead
Monday morning at his home at
North Bend.
He was born Nov. 24, 1682, at
North Bend , son of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Langston. He never married.
Survivors are: One sister, Mrs.
Mary Goodenough. Chicago, and
two brothers, Lester, La Crosse,
and Thonrias, North Bend.
The funeral service wilL be Friday at 2 p.m. at North Bend
Presbyterian Church, a student
pastor from Dubuque, Iowa, officiating. Burial will be at North
Bend.
A devotional service will be
held Thursday at 8 p.m. at Run nestrand Funeral Home here.
Friends may call at the funeral
_iome after 7 p.m. Thursday and
at the church after 12:30 p.m.
Friday.

Harry G. Tillman

Funeral services for Harry G-.
Tillman, St. Louis, Mo., who died
suddenly Dec. 11. were held on
Friday at Alexander Mortuary
Chapel, St. Louis, Dr. E. Clay
Frye, Trinity Presbyterian Church,
officiating. Burial was in Oak
Grove Cemetery, St. Louis, i
For. the past 25 years Mr. Tillman had been an adjuster for
Underwriters Adjusting Co., St.
Louis.
Survivors are his wife, a sister, Mrs. Edna Hodgins, Winona,
and several nieces and nephews.
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f o r busy bowlers
rugged equip ment
by B/UUMU/lek

t ^

The advanced IMPERIAL ball opens a new standard
in performance. It's the charcoal and White hall with
ROLLING BALANCE , Durajei finish . Dynacore
center,$29,95, To keep you comfortabl e , try the Stag '
shoe with full foam insoles, $11.95. To carry both,
select the Dual-Pak Champion bao, $19.95.

K

BOWLERS GET MORE AT GRAHAM & McGUIRE'S

K

MORE ntl«ntion because we custom drill and fit balls right
here in our shop . . , BETTER fit because of the same
reason , . . FASTER service since we don 't have to send
equi pment out-of-town for service . . . SPKCIAL HEQUESTS quickly and easily handled . . . EASY terms , too.
Sec us now for BOWLING EQUIPMENT GIFTS FOR
CHRISTMAS! We carry the largest stock of bowling
supplies in Southeastern Minnesota. PLEASE NOTE: Select
his or her bowling gift now—we will gift wrap it and custorn drill and fit it after Christmas.
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WEATHER FORECAST . . . There will be
scattered snow showers tonight in the upper Mississippi valley, in the Lakes area and on the
slopes of the Bookies while rain will fall on the

1im^^^^'^^^^'~i§\.
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Elbert O. Moore

HARMONY, Minn. ( Special) —
Funeral services for Elbert O.
Moore will be held at 1p.m. Wednesday at Richland Prairie Presbyterian Church, the Rev. Orrin
Moore, a son, officiating.
The son is pastor of John Hus
Presbyterian Church , Hopkins,
Minn.
Burial will be in the Richland
Prairie Cemetery. Friends may
call at the Peterson-Abraham Funeral Service from 7 to 9 p.m.
today and at the church after
Wednesday noon.
Survivors include his wife,
Clara ; four sons, Vernon, and Leland , Harmony; Elbert Jr., Preston , and Pastor Orrin. Ho.kins;
one daughter . Mrs. Elmer (Mary)
Hanson , Harmony, and five
grandchildren.

Diagonal parking on Washington Street between 3rd and 4th
streets will be eliminated within
the next few weeks, according to
action by the? City Council Monday night.
A resolution moved by Aid.
James Stoltman , and p a s s e d
unanimously, directed the city attorney to prepare an amendment
to the parking ordinance calling
for parallel parkirig west of the
courthouse. T_ie diagonal plan has
been attacked as a traffic hazard.
The parking spaces will not be
metered but will be posted for a
one-hour limit .

WEATHER

• Claims totaling $12 ,000 were
filed by Mr. and Mrs . Alex Hoeler,
1052 E. Wabasha St., were read
and referred to the city attorney.
Mrs. Hoefe r' s claim alleged she
felL on a defective sidewalk on
Ea_ l Wabasha Street Nov, 16 at
9:40 p.m. and sustained sprains ,
bruises and a concussion, Her
glasses were broken , the claim
contends, and an alle g edly permanent injury to her right eye will
prevent her from being gainfully
employed. She asks $iu ,ouo damages.
tier husbuj id' s claim is for $2,00O as compensation for loss of his
wile ' s services following the alleged accident.
• The second and final estimate
of charges for water main installations to Hie Warner k Swasey
factory and Max Conrad Field ,
amounting Lo $11,787.50 . was voted paid by the Council to the
Board of Municipal Works.
• Council ratification was voted
for the reappointm ent of John C.
Bambenek , 578 Ii. 5th St., ns representative of the Diocese of Winona on the Winona Athletic Board ,
Biimbenek bus served on the board
14 years,

OTHER TEMPERATURES
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
High Low Pr.

|Albany, cloudy
22 18 ..
Albuquerque , rain
57 39 .20
i Atlanta , clear
fit 38
Bismarck , cloudy .... 55 27 ..
51 39 ..
cloudy
I Boise,
Boston , clear
30 20 ..
Chicago , cloudy ...... 51
35
67
49
35
10
72
Helena , cloudy
4:i
Honolulu. clear
7il
Kansas City, clear ... 68
|Los Angeles , cloudy .. 70
Memphis, clear
fi.r>
77
" Miami , clear
Milwaukee , cloudy . . . 44
|
Mpls ,, SI. Paul , clear 40
f . New Orleans, clear .. . 6(1
36
» New "York , cloudy
56
Omaha , clear
« Phltad clphin , cloudy . 40
75
Phoenix , rain
|
Portland , Mo„ clear . 2!)
« Portland , Ore. , cloudy 4(1
^
54
g Rapid City, clear
64
St. Louis, clear
fi Salt Luke City , clea r , 2!)
£ San Francisco, rain .. 56
Seattle , cloudy
47
Washington , clear
42
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34
28
29
26
30
-11
48
.15
<;7
35
SO
34
61
26
28
45
32
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17
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FIRE RUNS
Monday

M i l d temper atures prevailed
over the state with the lowest
reading 28 at Alexandria. It was
raining at International Falls and
cloudy at Duluth, F-ochester had
a morning figure of 30 after a
Monday high of 49. The La Crosse
figures for the same time were
28 and 43.
The ' - Minnesota and Wisconsin
h i g h w a y departments reported
many of the roads in , the two
states foggy and wet witb some
scattered slippery spots at 6 a.m.
A dense fog shrouded most areas
of WISCONSIN Monday nEgbt after the state enjoyed a day of
unseasonably warm weather with
temperatures averaging 15 degrees above normal.
Temperatures climbed into the
50s in two cities with Lone Rock
reporting the state high of 51 and
Madison recording a 50-degree
reading.
Other h i g h s around Wisconsin
were Beloit 49; Racine 4t7; Milwaukee 44; Eau Claire 43; Green
Bay 37 and Wausau and Park

Falls 35.

' ¦¦ ; ¦

'

Hales Corners reported 22 for
the lowest temperature in the
state. Madison and Eau Claire had
25 while in the Superioi-Duluth
area the low hit 32.
NO precipitation was

reported

in the state Monday or Monday
night.
Laredo, Tex., hit the national
high of 81, compared with a 1
below reading at Lebanon, N.H.

Council Approves Russ Build Science
Parallel Parking Center in Siberia
NEW YORK (AP ) - Former
William Benton of ConnectiAt Courthouse Sen.
cut back from a trip to the Soviet

Two-Sta te Funerals

W Cleveland, cloudy
J3 Denver , clear
$ Des Moines, clear ....
f\ Detroit , cloudy
$ Fairbanks , cloudy ....
Fort Worth , cloudy ...
|

Pacific coast and in western Texas. It will be
warmer from the Mississippi valley to the Atlantic coast. (AP Photofax Map )

Colder Weather
Returns Tonigh t

An end to the pleasant fall
weather which "has prevailed in
Winona since last week is predicted for Wednesday.
Increasing cloudiness with little
temperature change is the forecast
for tonight but on Wednesday , the
weatherman say's, it will be mostly clo udy with a chance of scattered snow flurries and turning
colder. A low of 22-32 is slated
Ole A. Treangen
for tonight and a high of 35-40
SPRING . GRO"VE, Minn. (Spe- for Wednesday.
cial)—Ole Adolph Treangen, 73,
died at 6 a.m. Monday at Spring COLDER WITH scattered snow
Grove Hospital of a heart attack. flurries is the outlook for ThursHe was born Dec. 15, 1889, in day.
The temperature rose to a mild
Black Hammer Township, son of
the late Gunder and Olava Plad- 48 Monday afternoon , dropped to
sen Treangen , and was a lifelong 28 during the . n ight and was 33 at
area resident. He married Ella noon today. Monday 's high of 48
Opsahl at Our Saviour's Lutheran came within six: degrees of the allMinn., April 10, time high for tie day, 54 in 1923.
Church., Riceford,
Pape r Strike
. . ' ¦,. .
1914.
A year ago today Winona was
In Ita ly
Surviving are : His wife; three locked in- a wintry scene with a
ROME iB— Italian journalists' un- sons, GiLman, Orvel and Roland, high of 30 and a low of 18 and
ions Monday night postponed until Spring Grove; one daughter, Mrs. 12 inches of snow on the ground.
Thursday a second nationwide Orvel (Rosie) Olson; 10 grand- All-time low for Dec. 18 was —20.
children and seven nephews and in 1884. Mean temperature for the
newspaper blackout.
Newspapermen, who returned to nieces. One brother and one sis- past 24 hours Mas 38. Normal for
this day is 20.
work Sunday after a threeday ter have died.
A
funeral
service
will
be
at
2
Mo nday 's mild temperatures and
walkout that closed almost all
newspapers in Italy, had been p.m. Thursday at Our Saviour's the pre-Christmas season brought
scheduled to begin a new, five- Lutheran Church , Riceford, with what merchants called a record
burial in Riceford Cemetery. Of- number of shoppers to the downday strike Tuesday.
But union leaders for 11,000 ficiating will be the Rev. Vernon town 'district.
newsmen said that as a sign of E. Awes. Friends may call at Highways w e r e slippery this
responsibility the walkout -yould EngelL - Roble Funeral Home, morning, due to melting and thawbe postponed until the next bar- Spring Grove, from "Wednesday ing Monday afternoon and evengaining session begins Thursday. afternoon until noon Thursday, ing. Early today a heavy fog
made driving, difficult.
The unions demand a 25 percent at the church from 1 p.m.
boost in wage scales that have a . PalLbearers will be William
basic minimum of $160 a month. Dosser, Clarence and Gerald
Housker, Hahy Loing, James
Ness nnd Henrv Wist° Honoran '
pallbearers will be Tilford and
Carl Housker, Gust Vik, Nelius
Storlie, Arnt Amunrud and Clarence Opsahl.

|Ideal Sports Gifts for I
. Men or Women Bowlers
I
I
«

Goodview Installs;
Clerk Post Open

TUESDAY

3 :37 p.m. — Radio on top of n
dryer caught fire at the Round
The Clock Laundromat , 71) W. 2nd
SI., some smoko damngc; carbon
dioxide, hand pump and smoke
extractor used , Business owned
by John Reszkn nnd building owned by Arthur Kitt.
T;_ J) p.m. — Brush burning in
ficlid between 3rd and 4(h Ntrcets
on Steuben Street; booster line
jftaKwsssiaassa;jant_«_«»»)2ws»£)aais«s^^»_aj_«i3a!Eft_5Wv«v:-«W3£i)( used.

OTHER ITEMS of Council business:.

• APPROVAL wai voted for
the purchase ' by Clio , Veterans
Servico Board of mi electric typewri ter to re place an obsolole model. Total cost was $414 , less $12.50
trade-in all owance', or a net of
$101,50.
• City iMiildin g, electrical and
plumbing mud healing inspectors
will attend un inspection school ot
the University ol Minnesota Jan,
1-1 and 15. Expenses were authorized by vot o of tho Council.
• Landfi ll Information and proposed sites- will be brought to
Council attention BOOH . City Engineer James Baird said In response
to n question by M rs . Mary Masyga, Bitlrcl wns to make im ins pection tour of facilities at K_ C hester unci Austin todny.

union , report s the Soviets are
building a vast new "science city "
deep in Siberia. He calls it "one
of the most extraordinary scientific centers in the world. ""
Writing in the current issue of
the Saturday Evening Pest, Benton said the center, with 16 separate scientific institutes and designed to house 50,000 research
workers, "is a striking symbol of
the Soviet intellectual challenge
to the West,"
He said the center is the first
of several which the Soviet Union
plans to build across Siheria. He
said it could be matched in this
country only if the theoretical research departments of several
universities were combined with
research divisions of several industrial giants.
Benton , publisher of Encyclopaedia Britannica, said he was the
first American to see the new
center in operation.
HORSES DOMT LIKE IT

FRANKFORT . Ky. W> - Kentucky 's two most famous occupations, whisky-making and horsebreeding, are incompatible. Almost every horse loathes the
smell of whiskey.

Relatives of
Man found
Cuban Prisoners
Dead in Home
Await Ransom
At Goodview
MIAMI, Fla. (AP) -, Relatives
of prisoners taken during the Bay
of Pigs invasion waited hopefully
today for. Fidel Castro to say
when and if he will accept food
and medicine ' for their freedom.
A team of negotiators headed
by James B. Donovan , New York
attorney, is (n Miami.
^
to
The team will fly io Havana
make final arranyemen _ when
Cuba approves their Miami-to-Ha¦
vana flight.
• . ' .' .

Two Youths in
Court at Alma
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K with knife sharpener
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"Good Clean Coal"
$18.75 Per Ton

$29.95

Year 's Eve in /New York City. fi Westinghouse
GREEN HOUSE
License • Commissioner Bernard
J. O'Connell snid any ballroom , ^
—
dance hall , cabaret or catering t |
establishment wishing to remain
WEST BEND IMMERSIBLE
open past the 4 a.m. norma I dead- I
line may do so by obtaining a
& : FRYPAN, with cover and
special permit.
_

Worth crossing
H
tracks to

)

| TRYPANS Broiler-Frypan 1
'

K
tt
All Night Dancing
«
ft
Set for New York
U.
NEW YORK 1/1 — They 're going to dance all night afiaij i New g
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FOLCROFT V Pa. (/PI - Last
I riday officials of this Philadelphia suburb put up an 18-foot
Christmas tree.
The next morning the top half W
of the tree was missing.
Sunday mornin g the bottom half
disappeared.
STEAM
Today the borough optimistical- |
ly put vp a new tree.

j

I

A SECTION OF . an ordlnanes

foroidding operation of a pool
table in the village liquor store
was eliminated. This follows a
reminder from the State Department of Public Examiner that the
v'Haige was violating the ordinance by having a coin-operated
pool table in the liquor store.
This reminder was contained in
the -recent formal report that the
state department issued a recent
audit of the, village's books. Much
of ttbe report concerned the liquor store.
Eifectiye Jan. 1, the council
raisied the monthly salaries : of
liqu-or manager Willard Batcher
- ifrom $42 . to $435 — and bartender Alphonse Symicek — from
$355 to $375. There was a 3-2 vote
on the liquor store employes'
raises. Voting for the . raises were
Mayor Rex. A. Johnson , Trustee
M. F. Sweeney and Dr. E. G.
Callahan, clerk. . Opposed : were
Trustee Harris Anderson and Robert E. Bundy .

*
small
^iifeflj
!
i

I

H^^H___r
^^

filling the five council Beats , instead of tho present mayor , clerk
Mid'tliree trustees.
THE COUNCIL decided to advertise for applications from persons wishing to be appointed
clerk. The job may-be full-or partt
time. Applications will be considered at a special meeting at
7:30 ff.m. Jan. 7. Men or women
(they don't have to be village
residents '1 may apply. They should
have accounting training. The
salary has not yet been set.
The four persons who previously
applied for the job of deputy clerk
will be notified of the clerk's opening. ]f a part-time clerk is hired
a deputy may be hired too.
At 7 p.m. Dec. 26, the council
will "hold a special meeting on a
i roposal to regrade village streets
paving sometime in the future.
The council will also consider
whether to buy hose for the sewer
department for flushing sewers.
The council may accept an inforntal bid without advertising if
the cost is under $1,000. Fire
Chie* Joseph Trochta has been
seekane informal bids.

William R. Page!, 49, 835 40th
Ave., Goodview, early this afternoon was found dead in his
home.
Sheriff George Fort, said that
neighbors called the sheriff's office after they failed to see Pagel
since Sunday.
A deputy was sent to the house
at about noon and found Pagel
dead inside.
Dr. R. 35. Tweedy, county coro- The S.S. African Pilot, «Moot
ner, was notified.
freighter designated by the InterThe sheriff said that Pagel was national Red Cross as the vessel
a native of Stevens Point , Wis. : to deliver the : ransom to Cuba,
headed south from Baltimore and
is due at Port Everglades, 30
miles north of Miami, Wednesday.
The Red Cross has assumed sponsorship of the exchange.
If Castro and the negotiators A.L.SO APPROVED for Jan. 1
agree, the ship will be , loaded was a raise for Elmer Obit/ , vilwith food and medicine stockpiled lage maintenance man , whoee dutat Miami . ,
ies have increased v/ith installaALMA, Wis. (Special) — Two Plans call for Pan ' American tion of sewer and water sysyouths appeared on . five charges World Airways jets to fly to Ha-' tems. Pis monthly salary of $325
in police court before Judge Cary vana to pick up the prisoners. The '.ias increased to $400. Arthur HerB. Schlosstein Monday.
ship will be in port or at sea head- riok was h'red as custodian of the
Gary Flury, 20, "Waumandee area ed for Cuba when the planes take recreation "building, nearing completion in village park , and the
youth attending Buffalo County off from Havana.
Normal, pleaded not guilty to fur- Castro has demanded $62' ¦ ¦mil- adjoining skating rink . His hourly
nishing beer to a minor. The lion worth of food and medical salary has not yet been set. It
charge was dismissed. He pleaded supplies or equipment in exchange will be a part-time job. He will
start work soon.
guilty to receiving stolen pr-operThe State Department of Health
ty. On this count he was fined for the prisoners.
$25 and costs, ordered to make The dollar figure is supposed to wOl make final tests of the vilrestitution and placed oh proba- represent Havana prices and in lage's " water Dec. 26. Meanwhile,
the United States is estimated to enly villagers urgently in need of
tion one year.
Francis Weaver , 21, employe of be worth $13 million, at wholesale. water are -getting service.
an Alma construction company,
pleaded guilty to three counts. .On
a charge of furnishing beer to a
minor he paid $50 and costs; accepting stolen property, $25 and
costs, and destruction of property,
$15-and costs.
Weaver was ordered to make
restitution and placed on probation for a year. During that time
he is ordered to be at home by
8 p.m. every day and refrain from
intoxicating liquor six months.
Flury and Weaver were charged
with receiving shotgun shells and B '¦ ¦ '
#
cigarettes from minors.

9
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Two new trustees were instaLled
for three-year terms on the Goodview Village Council Monday
night, effective Jan. t.
They are Mrs; Ray, T. Wendland and Norman Nelson. Mrs.
Wendland was .elected to the post
at the recent Village election. Nelson was elected clerk.: However,
since the villagers adopted Optional Plan A at the election —
a,'plan providing for changes in
village government — Nelson was
appointed trustee Monday. Under
the 'plan) the . clerk's post becomes
appointive and a newly elected
clerk may be appointed a trustee
by the council.
Thus, effective Jan. 1, there will
be four trustees and the mayor
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Slate Highway WORLD TODAY
Traffic Deaths Days head No
A
Rise to 657
——— ¦-..

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Minnesota's traffic fatalities
moved to 65?, still down 53 frorn
a year ago, with deaths of two
meh in separate Monday accidents.
Ray Engeswick, 56, Westbrook
farrner, died two hours after ins
car had collided with one driven
by Herman Fteetsrna, 57, and also
of the Westbrook area , at a Cottonwood County intersection. . . ,
Reetsma was hospitalized but
his injuries were not believed serious. Both men were driving
alone.
Second victim was Thomas F.
Simons, 33, Mound, who died Monday night shortly after his car had
slid out of control on ice-slicked
Highway 10 north of Elk River
and overturned.
A passenger, Walter Ginn , 37,
Minneapolis, suffered only cuts
and bruises. Simons, rushed to a
Minneapolis hospital , died of a
punctured lung.
In . _ non-highway accident , Joh n
P. Mafquardt , 77, was killed when
his tractor tipped as he was doing
some minor logging near his home
at Max, north of Grand Rapids.
Relatives found the victim's
body pinned under the machine
when he failed to return home for
supper. .

More Than 50
Call on BAG

GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special ) The senior citizen of Galesviile
greeted over 50 people who wished
him happy birthday Sunday.
Bert Gipple, known as BAG, entered his 93rd year , celebrating
his 92nd birthday, He received
well wishers Saturday and greeters were stopping by Monday.
When he has time to sort the
birthday from the Christmas
cards , he will have well over l<)0.
Reminiscing went on for a few
hours when his boyhood chum
dropped by to spend the evening.
Gi pple lived in North Bend a few
years as a child. There he met
and played with Charles Ristow,
now 90 years old. Ristow still ii-ves
in North Bend and sells insurance .

Plainview Co-op
Conforms to Law

PLAINVIEW, Minn. (Special)—
The peoples Cooperative Association of Plainview passed . an
amendment to. its by-laws at a
special sto<!kholders meeting.
The meeting was held in the
American
Legion
Community
Building here Friday afternoon.
The amendment was made so
that the association will conform
to the hew tax law .
Axel Peterson, fieldman representative from Midland CooDerative, explained the by-law change.
Board members of the association
are: Ray Mussel!, president; Torrest Lamprecht, vice president:
Lester Christison, secretary; Earl
Zahel, Ray Borgen , Walter McMillin , Alfred Drenckhahn , Ambrose Simon and Ronald Reed.
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WASHINGTON UP) — President
Kennedy, in a sober And coldly
realistic look at the world , paints
no rosy picture about the days
ahead, .
In an hour-long interview with
three reporters on television Monday night:
1. He gave American allies in
Europe an almost brutal rebuke
for not doing their share against
communism.

Fight Over
Skybolt Is
Broadening

WASHINGTON (AP)-The fight
over the Skybolt missile appeared
to be broadening today with a congressional investigation in the offing.
Sen, Richard B. Russell , chairman of the Senate Armed Service
Committee, said the whole matter
of dropping or continuing the proposed missile will be investigated;
—President Kennedy indicated
he will back Secretary of Defense
Robert S. McNama ra's . reported
recommendation that . Skybolt be
dropped.
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4. He expects about as much
tough going with Congress in 1963
as he had in 1962. Ia this year's
election Democrats picked up
four Senate seats, the Republicans two House seats.
5. He indicated none of the optimism which swept over some
people here after Russia's backdown on Cuba. They seemed to
see or sense big changes coming.
The Allied force , iii NATO are
supposed to oe their first line of
defense against a Communist attack. The American allies have
been notoriously deficient in supplying: their share of troops.
But this has generally been softpedaled by the American government, apparently tor ¦ fear of cffending the West Ruropeans. The
United States also has been
shouldering the big bulk of aid
to backward countries.
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Kennedy pointed out the United

States has six divisions in NATO,
"about a fourth of all the divisions on the Western front
They are tbe best equipped. They
can fight tomorrow , which is hot
true of most of the other units.
"So we are doing our fart
there, And we are also providing
the largest naval force in the
world. We are also providing the
nuclear force in the world , and
we are also carrying out the major space program for the free
world, as well as carrying the
whole burden in South Viet
Nam."
He said the United States is
more than doing its part and "we
hope Western Europe will make
a greater effort on its own , both
in developing conventional forces
and in assistance to the underdeveloped world."
This is as blunt ns any president has talked to the Allies in
public. Kennedy sounded , like a
man fed up wiUv listening to excuses. :
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I General Electric, Toastmaster, Sunbeam, Dainty Maid, Hamilton Beach, Mirro- ;
Matic, West Bend and Fostoria.
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2. He threw cold Water on *tiy
summit meeting soon with premier Khrushchev add on any idea
It would do sood if held soon.
3. He told those who think this
country has borne too much of the
world's burden too long: "We
can't lay it down . . . in this
century."

An informant said the four
military chiefs of staff have voted
in favor of continuing Skybolt.
—A Pentagon spokesman said
the controversial missile, is at
least two years behind schedule.
President Kennedy indicated he
favors dropping Skybolt when , in
his radio-television appearance
Monday night, he said:
We put $350 million into Sky?
bolt, No other country has put
anything into the actual manufacture of Skybolt . If we complete it,
the British would have bought a
hundred missiles, we would have
bought a thousand. It would have
cost us . 2.5 billion. "
Britain has been depending on
Skybolt for its main nuclear deterrent , and the matter is expect- Last week Khrushchev made a
ed to come before Kennedy and fairly mild spsech on RussianBrit|sh , Prime Minister Harold American relations . Kennedy reMacmillan at their talks in Nas- ferred to . this speech to say "we
sau.
are better off with Khrushchev
An informant said the Joint than with the (Red) Chinese."
Chiefs of Staff—Air Force GerL But if anyone thought this
Curtis E. LeMay; . Adm. George meant Kennedy SJIW a new era
W. Anderson, chief of naval opera- coming, he quickly provided the
tions; Army Gen. Earle G. Wheel- disillusionment with this single
er, and Marine Gen. David M. sentence: "But Mr. Khrushchev
Shotip—had unanimously approved does not wish us well, unfortungoing ahead with Skybolt and be- ately ."
lieve it can be made operational And he added . '"I don't think
by its late 1964 target date.
we are about to see a whole
. McNamara reportedly is recom- change in Communist policy
mending the missile be dropped "Until we see some breakbecause of serious technical and through in some one area I don't
money problems.
see there is much advantage in
' ¦
Mr. Khrushchev and I meeting,
GOES TO IOWA CITY
even though we have been in
Miss Ethel Fallows, 253 Wash- communication .. . I don 't think
ington St., is in Iowa City, Iowa , there is a need for us to meet
where Mrs. R. D. Fallows is seri- flow. I think he probably feels
ously ill.
the same way ."
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Rosy Picture

By JAMES MARLOW
Associated Press Uivn Analyst
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MAKE TAUSCHE'S YOUR GIFT HEADQUARTERS
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From our heart . . . warm wishes that you
and yours will have the happiest holiday ever.
We will be closed from 5 p.m. December 22 to
9:30 p.m. New Year 's Eve! Join us then . . .
I we'l be open all night. Free coffee for that
I¦ "One for¦ the Road."
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Highway 61 and Orrin Street
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from 4:30 p.m.

Coma to Ray's Tom & Jerry Party Monday
Afternoon, Dec, 24. We will close Christmas
Eve af 6:30 p.m. and remain closed all Christ*
mas Day.
'¦
MAKE NEW YEAR'S EVE
RESERVATIONS NOWl
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WI LLIAMS HOTEL
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Ray Meyer, Innkeeper
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3 hours from this moment your
furnace could be burning gas
with a clean, economical, quiet
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for as little as $6.00 monthly!
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1 MOST COMPLET E STOCK
IN THIS AREA!
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| RADEMACHER'S

Stir Up Comp liments
With Our Fine
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... Not the Insura nce Company's

Phone 4970

I CALLAHAN'S
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LIQUOR STORE

Leonard J. Tscltumpor
|119 Meln Open Frl. to 9 P.M. Sat. to 10 P.M.
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HOME LOAN»
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Modem Beauty Slioppc

476 East Broadway

Phone 2904
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Shampoo and Styling
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• Free Hair Color Consultation
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H. W. Clark - Frod W. Nans
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Elks Minstrel Show In ' 1919. Mr. Biesanz
is shown fourth from the lelt.

I

Above Kresge 's

1

AN OLD TIME MINSTREL SHOW
. . . Here Frank Biesanz takes part in an
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TRANSISTORIZED SIGNET II UNIT
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Phone 6960
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SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

|101 Exdiange Bldg.
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DEAR ABBY ;

AAothe^ ln-Law 's
Dust Is Flying
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DEAR ABBY : I have a different kind of mother-in-law problem. She isn't in my home five minutes when she drags out my
vacuum sweeper, mop and dust cloth. Even when I explain that
I have just j iven the place a thorough cleaning, she .goes right
ahead ;and paills the house apart , moves the furniture and crawls;
under the beds looking for dirt When I invite her for dinner she
comes hours early and takes over the kitchen. I ha-ve had 14
years of horaemaking experience and feel that I do a pretty good
job. How cam I let her know I do not need her help?
MAI>
DEAR MAD: Your mother-in-law obviously hasn't enough
to keep her busy at home and is merely flexing her domestic
muscles at your place. Let her have a good time.
DEAR ABBY: Please set a couprie of teenagers straight as my advice is net wanted.
They go steady and have decided, to spend
from $50 to $100 on each other for Christmas.
They both work. Their wages are small and
what is left weekly is $10 or less. !
MOM
DEAR MOM: I think they are spending
too much on a single gift, but if they have
earned the money, it's their privilege.

'IJUST THOUGHT OF A COUPLE /MOPE THINSS.'*

DEAR ABBY: A 16-year-old neighbor girl
babysat for us last Saturday. She aslced rise
Derorenana u ner Doy friend coula Keep her
Abby
company while she sat, and I didn't see any
reason why he shouldn't. "When we got home (about midnight)
it was pitch dark in. the house and the girl and her visitor appeared very rumpled and disarranged. My husband said that «?e
should not permit this girl to have company again while she
sits for us. How can I refuse her if she asks again , -without implying that 3 don't trust her?
THE LADY ON THE CORNEH
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DEAR CORNER: "Whether she thinks you '.'trust" her
is not as important as making sure that nothing regrettable
happens in your home.
DEAR ABBY: I used to be a -very heavy drinker. I had to
hayer a shot of whisky first thing in the morning so you know
I was not exactly a "social drinker." I met a woman who said
she would marry me if I quit drinking. I joined'A.A. and haven't
had a drop of whisky since New Year's 1961. Now this woman
says she changed her mind and doesn't love me enough to marry
me. I am ready to start drinking again. Do you think she h_as
been fair to me and how can I get her to keep her promise?
SOBER BUT WEAKENING
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DEAE SOBER: Sobriety is your life-saver and t2iis woman
provided it. You owe her a lot, so thank her and say goodbye. Perhaps this- is a test. If you stay sober thj ough this
crisis, she might marry you after all.
DEAR ABBY : For you and that bewildered Mr. Tucker,
who wanted to find out where the expression ; "all tuckered out"
came from : It dates back to the old English dialect. It originated
from "tuefced up"— which means cramped for space. It finally
came to imean "all worn out" or "all tuckered out." I don't
know why you got so tuckered out trying to get this information. '
I got it from the English Department at the. University of Minnesota in less than an hour. "FRESH AS A DAISY" (MINNEAPOLIS)
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By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN

APARTMENT 3-0
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CHRISTMAS

*N0W IF NORTW IS STRA1&HT
AHEAP -THE WEST TO yOUR
LEFT ANP TH E EAST ON
THE RIGHT, WHATjS _
BEHIND Y O U ?'
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By Alex Kotzky '

»

THE

Christmas Club checks in the
¦
mail ' recently. These smart
folks "planned ahead." Their
Christmas worries are over for
1962 . . . and if you act now
yours can be taken care of just
as easily next year.
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By Emlo Bushmillar

NANCY

REX MORGAN, M.D.
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Join Our Christmas
Club Now for '63!

By Dal CurtU
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A small amount deposited here each
we ek will mount to a sizeabl e check
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MEET TONIGHT IN LA CROSSE

PARADISE HITS CLINCHER

Redmen Six
Triumphs 2-1

Logan Good Test for Us,
Says Cotter Coach Nett
By AUGIE KARCHER
Daily News Sports Editor

"Logan should be a good test
/or us. " said Cotter Coach John
Nett today as he prepared to
escort his Ramblers to La
Crosse tonight for their sixth
game of the season and last- of
Ihe pre-holiday schedule.
"If we can do a good job, it
•nay convince us that we can go
some place this season ." said
Nr-tt.

'V .

" ¦¦ ' .

Tonight's contest in the Ranger Gymnasium will match teams
with identical 3-2 records.
Cotter clipped Wabasha St.
' g
Felix 67-46 in its last out m
Friday , while Logan stumbled
to La Crosse Aquinas 54-50.
Cotter holds a 47-46 triumph,
over Aquinas in the second game

of the season , corning from behind in the last quarter. Oddly
enough, the Bluego'ds needed a
spurt in the last three minutes
to beat Logan Friday, outscoring the Rangers 12-5 in that
span.
Nett said he will go with his
same starting five against the
Rangers. Loran Koprowski and
Sam Czaplewski will be at forwards. Bob Judge at center,
and Gene Schultx and Rich
Slarzecki at guards.
Logan is bulwarked by Dick
Koeller,. a talented sophomore,
and Gary Addis. Koeller collected 21 points against Aquinas
and split 10 rebounds with Addis. Jim Lanzel had six rebounds and 10 points .r. I Addis
another 11 points up front.
The Ramblers, who have

shown flashes of great form,
have been hurt by inconsistency
at times. In their last two outings, however, they have overwhelmed opponents with sheer
power for four quarters.
Nett's bench, which may be
the key to his entire season,
gets stronger game-by-game.
Reserves Ituss Fisk and Mike
Jeresek , of late, have been responsible for no. weakening of
the Cotter attack as Kelt rests
regulars.
Cotter after tonight is idle
until Dec. 28 when the Ramblers meet Alma in a holiday
tournament at Cochxane-Fountain City. C-FC plays Independence and the following night
it's Cotter-C-FC and Independence-Alma.

Scots Spurt late
To Down Redmen

on an assist from Paradise. That
came with 9:57 gone in the game.
After a scoreless but penaltymarred second period, John Qstby
of Augsburg beat Redmen goalie
Fritz Kokesh at 3:02 of the third
quarter.
Paradise then rifled a shot from
halfway between the blue line and
the goal which Auggie goalie Rich
Kuehne let get by him.
""We were bushed," said St.
ST. MARY'S scored in the first Mary's coach Max Molock after
period oa Andre Beaulieu's goal the contest. "Much of the time
we were skating three men
against their five."

NORTH ST. PAUL - St. Mary's
cajptured its third straight hockey
triumph and second of the MIAC
season by edging Augsburg 2-1
here Monday night at Aldrich
Arena.
A straight-line shot by Bob
Paradise 34 seconds after Augsburg had tied the score in the
third period proved to be the margin of victory.

McCOkMICK NAMED
REDMEN CAPTAI N

MURRAY OPENS WORKOU TS .'¦ . . Coach
Murray "Warmath, Minnesota (left) goes over
some plans with Denny Murphy, No. 86,. Notre
Dame; Tom Hennessy, No. 23, Holy Cross and

DOMINATE ALL-AFL SELEC TIONS

Fourth Road
Loss 60-48

ST. PAUL (Special) — Arlin
Buyert and Gary Davison racked
up 50 points between them while
an aggressive Macalester man-toman defense held St. Mary 's ta
ju st two baskets and eight points
in the final nine and a half minutes of the game to send the Redmen reeling to their fourth successive road loss 60-48 in an MIAC
test in the Mac fieldhouse here
Monday night.
Buyert , a 6-4 forward and the
team captain , enjoyed a torrid
night in counting 31 points.
THE JUNIOR lefferman tossed

in 11 buckets, most of them from
within three feet of the basket,
and added nine free throws in
11. attempts. Davison also did
most of his work under the bucket
in tallying six field goals. The 6-3
sophomore forward also had a
perfect night from Hie chanty
stripe, connecting on all seven of
his offerings.
The victory was the first MIAC
win for the Scots in two starts
and boosted their season mark to
2-5, while it was St. Mary 's second lopsided loss in as many
MIAC tries and left the Redmen
with an even 4-4 overall slate.

Pat McCarthy, No. 10, Holy Cross In preparation for the North-South Shrine football game in
the Orauige Bowl Dec. 22. (AP Photofax)

Dick McCormick of Hopkins,
Minn., . has been named captain of the St. Mary's College
hockey team.
Coach Max Mofoek announced the appointment.
McCormick is a junior and
plays left wing for the Redmen.
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Cincy Holds
Top Spot for
Third Week
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK m - Dallas and
Houston , the two teams that meet
Sunday at Houston for the American Football League title, placed
a total of 11 men on the first offensive and defensive units of the
All-AFL team selected for The
Associated Press today by a committee of sports writers and broadcasters in the eight league cities.
D a l l a s , the Western Division
champs, put quarterback Len Dawr
son, halfback Abner Haynes and
end Chris Burford on the offensive team and linebackers Sherrill
Headrick and E. J. .Holub and
safety Bob Hunt on the defensive

club.
Houston, Eastern winners for the
third straight year, put flanker
back Charlie tfennigan and tackle
Al Jamison on the offensive team
and end Don Floyd, tackle Ed
Husmann and corner back Tony
Banfield on the defensive unit.
The first team backfield included fullback Cookie Gilchrist of
Buffalo, who set a league i ground
gaining record of 1,096 yards rushing, and Dawson, Haynes and Hen-

nigan. ¦:'

Teaming up with Burford , who
will miss the title .game because
of injuries, was Lionel Taylor of
Denver. Harold Olson of Buffalo

Judge to Rule
On Pender Suit

The Cincinnati Bearcats, ranked
the top basketball team in the Associated Press poll for the third
straight week today, have a tough
week ahead to protect their No.
>
1 rating.
Winner of 24 straight over two NEW YORK (AP)—Boxer Paul of the New York Athletic Commisyears and driving for its third Pender's bid to regain the New sion, which stripped him of the
straight national championship, York version of the world middle- title for failing to defend it in the
Cincinnati tangles with tough Day- weight title was in the hands of a alloted six months.
ton on Thursday and surprisingly Supreme Court Justice today.
In court Monday, ' Pender's atstrong Davison on Saturday. Da- Justice Arthur G. Klein re- torney, George Gallantz said that
"W INS SKI OPENER ... Judy Butler of West Hartford , Conn.,
served
decision
on
a
move
by
vidson has a 4-1 slate, having lost
11 days after Pender regained the
ST. MARY'S won't return to only to Duke, the second ranked Pender, an ex-Marine from Brook- New
races before a backdrop of snowclad pine trees in winning the
York, Massachusetts and
line, Mass., to set aside the action European
KLUington S&i Club- giant slalom, first New England ski race action until Dec. 27 and 28, when team in the poll.
portion of the middlein the
the
Redmen
take
the
court
weight crown this year, the boxer
of the season at Killington, Vt. Miss Butler, a former student Daily Plainsman Holiday TournaCincinnati drew 42 of the 44
signed to fight Gene Fullmer, who
at Colorado University ran the 30-gate course with 400-foot ver- ment in Huron , S.D.
first place votes in the weekly vot- Joe Louis Promotes
was
recognized as champion in
tical drop of 35.1 seconds. CAP Photofax)
For the first three quarters of ing by sports writers and broadthe other states.
Monday 's game, the Christinas casters on the AP panel. Duke got Toys for Tots Benefit
Gallantz said that the fight was
spirit seemed to predominate as the other two.
HOLLYWOOD, Calif. (AP) - canceled by the promoter through
ST. THOMAS VICTOI
each team attempted to give the The Bearcats (6-0)
Bantamweight Jesus Pimentel, no fault of Pender.
game to the other through nu- of a possible 440, had 438 points
wjth Duke (6-0) ll-Vi pounds, scored a ninth roun d The attorney also maintained
merous mechanical errors, bad
drawing 349 points. The rest of knockout over Manuel Tarazon , that Pender, although injured in
passes, forced shots, missed lay- the
top five remained unchanged, 119, in a scheduled 10-rounder at an automobile accident, continued
ups and other coaches' nightto try to get fights with recogOhio .State ; ( 5-0) third with 302 a nightclub here Mondav night.
mares.
nized contenders, and finally
The spirit chan ged abruptly, points, Chicago Loyola (4-0) fourth The fight was a Joe Louis pro- signed on Aug. 20 to fight Jose
with
218
and
Mississippi
State
<5motion.
Many
famous
Hollywood
though, after Al Williams hit a
Torres of New York.
layup and Mike Maloney sank two 0) fifth with 213. Records include stars turned out for the show ,
which was a charity event bene- Assistant Attorney General Irvfree throws to tie the score, 40-40, games through last Saturday .
with 9:52 remaining. The Scots Colorado's Buffaloes (4-0) went fitting the Marine Corps Reserve's ing L. Rollins resisted the applistormed back with eight straight from eighth to sixth place with "Toys For Tots" program.
cation. He maintained that Torres
points, including four by Buyert 126 points, on the strength of an Both fighters are from Mexico. was an "unrated fighter." Rollins
Minnesota college basketball ac- test that night.
said the commission insisted on
tivity slows to a snail's pace the Monday night, Augsburg reeled and two by Davison , before the easy win over Pepperdine. West
suitable contenders.
could register another Virginia (3-D slipped a notch to
rest of this week after nina state off its 7th straight victory, 3rd in Redmen
SORENSON
NAMED
"If not, a fighter ' would pick a
the Minnesota Intercollegiate Con- point some three and a half min- seventh with 196 points, despite a
teams saw action Monday night. ference, by crushing Gustavus utes later, to post a cozy 48-40 one-sided victory over Richmond. PRETTIEST GOLFER
soft touch ," he said.
Only game on tap tonight has Adolphus 68-47.
Pender won his portion of the
lead.
Pacific Lutheran at Minnesota
St. Mary's didn't score a bucket Illinois (3-0) stepped into eighth
CHICAGO (/PI - Carol So- 160-pound title from Sugar Ray
In
a
pair
of
other
MIAC
conplace
from
the
10th
spot
on
the
Duluth, W e d n e s d a y , Lutheran
again until Maloney tipped in a
renson , a 20-year-old blue- Robinson Jan. 27, 1960. and lost
plays at Augsburg for the only con- tests, St. Thomas posied its sec- rebound with 2:07 left and the strength of an overtime triumph eyed blonde from Janesville, it July 1931 , to terry Downes of
ond straight league win by dumpover Iowa State.
Wis., has been named the England. He regained it from
ing Hamline 57-48, while Macal- Scots up 56-43. The final Redmen
Kentucky (3-D moved back into "Most Beautiful Golfer " in Downes on April 7 this year.
play
three-point
fielder
came
on
a
ester whipped St. Mary 's 60-4(1,
Fullmer lost his share of the
by Frank Meekins with 11 seconds the top ten with a 71-60 decision Golf Digest's 9th annual poll
In non-com'erence play, Pacific left.
over Northwestern , good for ninth of the nation 's gol f writers.
crown to Dick Tiger of Nigeria in
Lutheran nipped Concordia 67-66.
place.
Miss Sorenson, whose vital San Francisco Oct. 23.
River Falls, Wis., downed St. WHILE THE Winona crew was
W. L. PH
statistics
are 34-22-34, was
John's 84-66, and Wahpeton mauled missing shots and throwing the 1. Cincinnati (41)
a
0
«3l
chosen ov er four other final2. Duke II)
«
0
34.
Northwestern of Minneapolis 100- ball away, Buyert nnd Davison
ists, She received a prize of
Ohio State
S
0
301
62.
were dividing Macalester's final 3.
4. Chicago Loyola
4
0
318 .
$150 in merchandise credit ,
RUSHFORD , Minn. (Special) — Augsburg
Mississippi Stata
5
o
an
pulled away to a 4U-21 12 points to give the .Scots a com- 5.
within the amateur award
Rushford' s varsity quintet roiled
t. Colorado
4
0
in
and toyed witn Gus- fortable victory margin.
halftlme
bul^e
7. Watt Virginia
.3
1
\u
limits, at the Janesville Counover Ihe Winona High junio r varlooselyThe
first
half
was
a
, . . .]
0
Illinois
71
try Club pro shop of Russ
sity 52-48 h ere Monday, rallying tavus. Dan Anderson led the Atig- played affair , with the teams «.
f. Kentucky
3
1
44
gies with 15, while Ken Abram
Tuvesen.
10.
Seattle
4
0
si
in the fourth quarter.
counted 14 for Gustavus , now 1-2 managing to total only 49 points.
Ride Ruslad scored 14 points and in MIAC play.
The Redmen held a 25-24 lead at
EAST
Pa ul Julsrud 11 to feature the Trolargely due to the ef- SPAHN COMPLETES 22
halftime
Connecticut <4, American U. SI,
St. Thomas ran its MIAC rec- forts of , Williams
tt,
Maine 71.
j an triumph .
Rhode Island
and Tom Hall ,
ord to 2-0 by racing past Hamline
SOUTH
Rushford led 22-21 at the half to a 32-22 halftime lead after the wbo scored 12 of the Redmen's
Virginia Tech 83, Miss. State 43,
North Carolina 68, Kentucky 44,
but Winona held a 39-38 lead going Pipers once led 6-0. Tom Randall' s final 15 points in erasing a 14-10
Georgia Tech SS, Alabama 55.
Mac
lead.
into the final period .
Morehead 81, St. Donaventure 10.
16 points were high Tor the TomTennouoe ri, Citadel it.
John Duel and Pat Boland each mies. Fred Sclunies.ing got 15 for St , Mary's upped its margin to
Auburn 11, Chattanooga 37.
29-26
in
the
first
minute
of
the
had 14 and Jim Kasten 11 for the the Pipers.
Furman la, William a. Mary SI.
second half , but tlio Scots (more
La, Stech <e, MUiUtlppI (4,
Little Winhaawks.
Frank Johnsai topped Concor correctly,
Buyert and Davison)
MIDWEST
dia's losing effort with 21 points
Winona (*B)
Ruthford C31)
Seattle 74, Xavler, Ohio 74.
scoring spree to push
Id ft pf Ip
fg ft pf tp while Craig Miyres g_t 7.5 in St went on a
Wlctilla «, Arli. 5tato »0 (ot),
Macalester out in front 36-31 with
Duel
3 4 3 14 Julirud
3 J J 11
llllnoli N, San Jose Stale ii.
Bound
i a 114 Culhana
n i l Jon n's loss.
Indiana 12, Detroit U.
15:50 remaining.
Kasten
4 a J 11 Olstad
1 1 1 5
Iowa 74, Clemion 44 .
Keller
1 1 1 5 Ruitad
I t lit
Crelghton 57, Ohio U. 55.
DESPITE THE brilliant perEvanaon
1 O 0 « Johnson
4 ft 1 I
Kansas (1, Denver 4).
Haelner
0 O 0 0 Ryan
4 0 0 6 Nat'l Hockey League
formance of Macalester 's two for- CINCINNATI (API—The several nati and Jack Snxiford of San Iowa Stata it, Toledo 51.
72, Miami, Ohio tt.
wards, neither team enjoyed an good reasons Don Drysdale was Francisco were the only others to Nebraska
TOlalt
1MB MB Totall
.1 ft 10 33
No games Monday or today.
Pacific Lutheran 47, Concordia, Minn. (0.
night
from
tlio
field.
exceptional
games,
win
at
least
20
Sanford
WEDNESDAY'S OAMB
WIINONA
13 I IB t—41
Augiberg 68, Ouitavui Adolphus 47,
named winner of tho Cy Young
Boiton it Chlcioo.
RUSHFORD
7 U 14 14-53
Macalester shot an acceptable 40
had 24 victories, Purkcy 23 and St. Thomai 57, Hamline 48.
Wnhpoton 100, Northwestern, Minn. al.
award
as
the
major
league
's
outpercent , canning 21 of 52 shots ,
Jay 21. Purkey had the highest Mlnot
74, Bltmarck 54.
whilo the Redmen posted 32 per- standing pitcher in 1962 are re- won-lost percentage , .1)21 on a Maealoitor to, St, Mary 's, Minn, 41,
River Fillt 84, St. John '*, XUnn. it.
cent on 19 for SB. Particularly flected today in the release of the 2S-5 record.
SOUTHWEST
disastrous to St. Mary 's was the official National League pitching V eteran Warren Spalni of Mil- Ohla. Slate 68,
N.M, Stata 41,
records,
second half , when Redmen gunwaukee failed to win at least 20 &MU It, NorlbWMlorn 75.
Houtlon
75,
Mlnourl
ners fired 31 shots and connected Drysdale, big Los Angeles Dodg- games for the first lime in seven Baylor 75, Tulani 44.41.
for only nine fiel d goals, an aver- er right-hander , led the NL In years. However , the crafty southPAR W BST
five categories: Games won — 25, paw, who picked up 18 victories , Stanford 43. Oregon 44.
age of .290.
Utah
S|,
101,
Diego St, Jl.
strikeouts—232;
innings
pitched— in "02, pitched 22 complet e games Idaho State 78,SanQoniaoa
The Scots also profited aft the
47.
free throw lino , converting ll) of 314; games started—4 1 and total to lead (n this department for the Colo. Slate U. 4», Pepperdine 47.
sixth straight campaign,
26 charity offerings off 22 Red- batsmen faced—1 ,2119 .
The Dodgers' worklmrsc fin- Jack Hamilton of the Philadel man infractions.
ished fourth in earned run aver- phia Phillies was the circuit' s Basketball Clinic
Macalester (40)
It, Mary '* (41)
age with 2.B4. The I3HA title was wild mnn. He led in bnses on For Nine-Year-Olds
to
pay
bills,
For
shopping,
y
<
JL
ffl rf pMp
Ifl M P' tp
by Drysdnle 's tenmmnt e, halls , 107, and wild pitches , 22,
Buyert
11 » 311 PyllawtM
0 0 0 0 won
or
other
needs.
J*
j
Jacobsen
0 0 0 0 Hall
4 0 4 1 lefty Sandy Koufax , wlio compiled Teammate Art Mahaffcy, a 19Kumlamentnls of basketball
0).
Davlion
4
7
McKlan
0 0 3 0 a 2.54 mark. Bob Shaw of
Mil- game winner , permitted the most will lie taught in n series of
?
You can depend" on
J "i g Mim MW[ *4
Knoll
o i i i Buroman
I 1 l 1
Allll
0 0 0 0 Valalka
0 1 0 1 waukee was the runner-up nt 2.00 homers, 36.
clinics for nliio yenr-old boys
1 0 3 1 Rockers
1 1 0 3 and Cincinnati's Bob Purkcy was
. tilt
Bob Friend of Pittsburgh nnd each Thursday night from 6:30
Canltam
I t O i Williams
« 1 4 1?
Boh Gibson of St. Louis, both
to B p.m. starting this week.
4 3 4 li third with 2.1)1.
" Maloney
Totals
31 li lt to FotUy
0 0 0 0
Koufnx yielded 52 earned -una right-handers , set the pace in
Tho program , to bo hold in
^*
Clarkin
1
0
1
4
*
^^^^
CORPORA TION
in 164 innings while winning 14 shutouts with five apiece,
the girls gym , nt Winona High ,
X TT
MaiKIni
I 1 1 I
J
games and losing seven. He wna Pittsburgh had the lowest col- will ho instructed by Mnuvico
v 302 Choate BWp.
\$
Phono 2368 jfc
Totals
I ¥1017 At sidelined for two months with a lective earned run average, ...,.».
<!odscy and is n project of
Open
Saturday*
'til
Chrl»ttnni
Until
1
p.m.
V
MACALESTBR
34 It-M
*
St. Louis was next with 3,&5 und
the Winona Park-Itccroation
M 33-41 finger Injury .
ST. MA RY'S
',
WW •**»%**&&4»*rV0&#1 *f oMf a»lfy *^V^4K.
of
Purkcy and Jooy .lay
Cincin- Los Angeles third 3.01.
Officials M. Mohr and o, Rally.
department.

Augsburg Posts
Seventh Straight

Rushford Tips
Little Winhawks

A TOTAL OF 14 penalties w&n

assessed, including a delay of
game against St. Mary's Bob
Magnuson in the second period,
for making no play of the pu<k
when not being attacked.
Kokesh earned 18 saves in the
contest while the Redmen bombarded Kuehne with 28 shots, 10
in the first period and 13 in the
last.
St; Mary's is now idle, until
Jan. 5 when Augsburg plays at
Terrace Heights.
FIRST PERIOD: Scoring—St. Mar-y 'i,
Beaulieu (Paradise) ,»:S7. Pen . Illef —
Berrlgan (tripping) 4:33; Paradise (slashing ) 8:00; Westby (Interference) 8:00.
SECOND PERIOD: Scoring—None. Penalties—Lee and Mccormick (high sticking) 5:18; W. Johnson (elbowing) 3:20;
Magnuson (delay of game) 5:01; Berrigan
(elbowing) 5:57; Paradise (Interference)
11:18; Berrlqan (Illegal checking) 13:03.
THIRD PERIOD: Scoring — Augsburg,
Ostby (unassisted) 3:02; St. Mary 's,
Paradise (unassisted) ' 3:34. Penalties —
Raymond (Interference ) 3:20; Berrlgan
(high sticking) 3:57; W. Johnson dripping) 5:22; Lee tslashlng) 7:53.
STOPS:
4 4 8—IS
Kokesh (SM)
Kuehne (A) . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 10 1 13—21 ,

got the ether offensive tackel job
with Jamison. Buffalo's Billy Shaw
and San Diego's Ron ,Mix are the
guards. Jim Otto, the dependable
Oakland center, again was named to that post.
Larry Eisenhauer of Boston and
Bud McFadin of Denver teamed
up with Floyd and Husmann for
the "front four" on defense. Larry
Grantham of the New York Titans
joined Headrick and Holub as the
linebackers.
The defensive backs are Fred
Williamson of O a k I a n d, Austin By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Gonsoulin of Denver and Banfield St.; Norbert , one of Wisconsin's
and Hunt.
teams, came close to bagging a
big one Monday night but missed
chances for four points in the Sinai
minutes and was beaten 76-75 by
St. Mary's of California.
River Falls beat St. John's of
Minnesota in the only other grame
Monday night .
The Green Knights had a -42-37
intermission lead but fell behind
in the second half in the face of
Tuesday
a balanced scoring attack by St.
LOCAL SCHOOLS
Mary's. A crowd of 1,200 saw the
Winona Cotter at La Crosse _ogan.«
BI STATE
game in Green Bay's Brown CounHokah at Rollingstone.
'. . ¦ ¦
ty. Arena.;
'Caledonia Loreffo at Lewiston. * '
¦
ROOT RIVER
St. Mary's, behind 11 points by
Caledonia at Canton.
Joe
Lee and eight by Steve Gray,
Spring Grove at Houston.
had opened a 76-71 lead going; into
Peterson at Mabel.
MISSISSIPPI VALLEY
the last minutes. A pair of quick
Mondovi at Osseo. *
baskets pulled the Green Knights
Alma at Durand.*
COULEB
to within a point, but they missed
Melrose at Onalaska,
another field goal and two free
Mlndoro at Trempealeau.
throws before time ran out.
Oale-Etirlek at Holmen.
Bangor at Melrose.
Gray , the game's top scorer,
DUNNST. CROIX
had 19 points. Mike Wisneski and
Plum City at Arkansaw.
Jim Paprocki led St Norbert with
38 each, shooting their best tn the
Wednesday
first half. Paprocki got a dozen
BIG NINE
St. Paul Murray at Mankato.
points and Wisneski 14 befor-e the
•Non-conference games.
intermission .
St. Mary's, 3 and 3 for the season, shot .540 from the floor , hitPro Basketball
ting on 34 of 63 shots, and make
NBA
good on all but three of It free
MONDAY'S RESULTS
Los Angeles 121, Syracuse 114.
throw attempts.
TODAY'S GAMES
St. Norbert is now 4 and 4.
Chicago vs. Detroit at New York.
Cincinnati at New York.
River Falls, playing at home,
St. Louis at San Francisco.
broke away from St. John 's in the
WEDNESDAY'S GAMES
second period. The Johnnies were
Syracuse at Cincinnati.
Chicago at Detroit.
in fron t 34-33 at tlie intermission,
St. Louis at Los Angeles,
and held the lead briefly Ln tlie
ABL
second half before the Falcons
No gamai scheduled Monday.
TODAY'S GAMES
turned to a press and fast break
Philadelphia at Kansas city.
to take a 20-point lead with six
WEDNESDAY'S OAME
Philadelphia' at Kansas City.
minutes remaining.

St. Norbert
Wins 76-75

this Week's i
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Loyola Rolls
At111.8 Clip
In Five Wins

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Loyola of Chicago's racehorse
basketball team is something to
get excited about
In five games, all victories, the
Ramblers have piled up 559 points
for a " 111.8 average. Monday night
Loyola, ranked fourth in the latest Associated Press poll , hit a
season high while clobbering West' era Michigan 123-102,
Fifth-ranked Mississippi State
had its darkest hour of the campaign in Blacksburg, Va., where
Virginia Tech ended State's 19game winning streak in an 82-65
upset. And ninth-ranked Kentucky
was knocked off by North Carolina 68-6« for its second setback
this month on its Lexington, Ky.
court. Virginia Tech was the initial spoiler -80-77 on Dec. l.

DRILL ON DEFENSE

Bruhn Names 44-Man
Squadtfot^S0.B(ml ::

MADISON UP) - The "Wisconsin
football squad concentrated on
defense Monday in a spirited indoor workout with an eye toward
its Rose Bowl game with Southern California on New Year's
Day.
Coach Milt Bruhn said the session "wasn't exactly a scrimmage but they were hitting: each
t)ther pretty hard." He said the
rest of the week would be devoted to the offense and game
plans. He also said the squad
appeared to be in good physical
shape.
Although, the weather was comparatively warm, Bruhn said he
was satisfied with drills in the

Nofidi'a dramatic basket l o r

The traveling squad by posi-

Smith.
FULLBACKS — Ralph Kursk, Marrltt
Norvell, Tom Paiewitz, Jim Purnell.

CIERZAN TAGS 600

Illinois, No. S, trounced San

Jose State 90-64. but the 10thranked Seattle Chieftains just
managed to squeeze past Xavier
of Ohio 76-74,
In other top games, Wichita
handed .Arizona State its first defeat of the season, 92-30, when
Larry Nosich hit a jump shot with
five seconds left In overtime.
Iowa turned back a late Clem, son rally for a 74-64 victory; Southern Methodist beat Northwestern
80-75; Houston defeated Missouri
75-61; Morehead kept its unbeaten
record - intact with .ah 81-80 conquest of St. Bonaventure ; Iowa
State trounced Toledo 69-51; Kansas walloped Denver 68-43;
Nebraska edged Miami of Ohio
72-69; Bradley outclassed Adams
State 82-46; Indiana tripped Detroit 92-84 and Tennessee romped
over The Citadel 73-56;

Memorial Building and "would tions:
ENDS—Ron Cerl»on, Elmart EttrliM,
just as soon keep them there." Ralph
Fanner, Djincan Hoffman, Larry
The Badgers leave Saturday for Howard, Ron Leaf-lad, Pat Rlcntar,
Don
Hendrlckson.
the West Coast and seven more
TACKLES — Lee Bernet, Ron Hinrlcl,
practice sessions.
Jacobanl, Miles McMaster, Ro»er
Bruhn named a 44-man travel- Roger
Plllath. Al Plrilno, Andy WoUlula, Strve
Young.
ing squad. He said tlie only unGUARDS—Mike Grots, Jim Jax, Dion
certain member was guard Dion Ksmpttisnie,
Monk, Ron raar, Jim
Kempthorne, who has been under Sthenic SteveBobunderwood,
Imtit Von
Helmburg.
observation for a week in the
student infirmary because of a CENTER—Km Bowman, Pete Bruhn,
Joa Hackl, Jim McMlllin.
stomach ailment .
QUARTERBACKS—Harold Brandt, Jtttiri
Bruhn said he would take Fabry, Arnle Quiema, Ron VanderKelKempthorne on the trip "if he can en. HALFBACKS — LtHJh Holland.
get out." Otherwise he will be LEFT
Praln, Jim Nettles, Carl Sllvastri.
replaced by William Weisendan- Ron
RIGHT HALFBACKS - Giry Krorur,
ger, sophomore from Freeport, Frederic Relchardt, Ron Smith, Bill

m.

Nine Rack 500
In Pih topplers

One lone 600 total was registered in Winona bowling Monday
night, but in the Pin Toppler's
League at Westgate Bowl, nine
women posted 500 totals .
John Cierzan, bowling for Phillips 66, belted 600 even in the
Monday League at the Winona
Athletic Glub. Dick Galewski shot
a 216 game for Polly Meadows
which totaled 990-2,864.
Marge Moravec and Esther
Pozanc of Watkins Mary King
each smashed 563 in the Pin
Topplets. Betty Englerth had 222555 for Main Tavern which rolled
957-2,703. None of the scores, however, could make the city's Top
Ten. • .
Other 5O0s were: Audrey Gorecki 538, Isabelle Rozek 524,
Delores Wicka 516, Helen Nelson
516, Ireno Gostompi'i 5J 1 and Jerri
Passe 506.
WESTGATE BOWL: Community
— Earl Ford of Schmidt's Beer
socked 545 and Arlie Morcomb of
Rackbarth Feed had 211. Winona
Rambler rushed to 877 and Silver
Dollar Bar totaled 2,775.
Ladies- — Mary Serwa of Silver
Dollar tumbled 488 and Loan Loer
rolled L83 for the Oaks.. Silver
Dollar took team honors with 8782,483. Gxulkowski Beauty and The
Oaks share the loop lead.
WINONA AC: GoGetters —
Carolyn Prenot of Markle Stevenson bagged 169-458 as her mates
rhot an 866 game. Eon Springer
Signs, league leader, fired 2,423ST. MARTIN'S: Ladles — Nancy
Gensmea* toppled 485 for first place
Coca Cola and Elizabeth Johnson
hit 189 for Winona Typewriter.
The Coles totaled 886-2,568.

Wichita on its home court was his
only one of the game against
Arizona State. He entered the contest with two minutes left in regulation time. Dave Stallworth of
the Shockers was the high-point
man with 38.
Elsewhere, Georgia Tech eased
away from a 28-all halftime tie
and edged Alabama 58-55 at Tuscaloosa, Ala., in a Southeastern
Conference game that . doesn't
count in the "standings ; Furman
edged "William and Mary 56-55 ;
Wayne Estes had 32 points as
Utah State outclassed San Diego
State 101-57; Creighton defeated
Ohio University 57-55 at Omaha ;
Baylor downed Tulane 75-66; Auburn defeated Chattanooga 79-37
and Oklahoma State stayed unbeaten with a 68-62 triumph over
New Mexico State.
In the opening round of the Union University basketball tournament at Jackson , Tenn., Union
whipped Mississippi College 88-73
KEGLERS LANES: Satellite—
and Wofford beat Tennessee Martin 66-59.
Charlotte Muras downed 463 for

Sunshine Cafe and Mary Lou
Kulas of Coca Cola had a 182
game. Sunshine Cafe took team
laurels with 852-2,532.
HAL-ROD LANES: City — Bob
Klagge rocketed a 596 for Merchants Bank which totaled 2 ,847.
Jerry Turner of Pepsi Cola hit
a 246 game and Wally's-Fountain
City had a 1,000 even. Errorless
counts were registered by "Walt
Williams 574 and Erv Praxel 506.
VFW — Bill Hohrrieister of Wason's Supper Club clipped 579 and
.hris Wiefenbach of Blanche's
Tavern bumped 234. Bernie's DX
fired 1,070, four short of the top
10, and Blanche's had a 2,888
series.
Park Rec Jr. Girls — Diane
Bambenek rolled 341 for Alley
Cats and Bev Biltgen 177 for H-R
All-Stars which totaled 634-1.263.

Syracuse fights
LA Cage Jinx
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1-ie Syracuse Nationals arc consistently tbe hardest club for the
Los Angeles Lakers to beat, but
in Los Angeles the Nats simply
cannot win.
They bowed to the National
Basketball Association's Western
Division leaders again. Monday
night, 121-114. Syracuse hasn't
won a game in l*os Angeles for
three years.
Yet, away from Los Angeles,
the Nats have won three straight
from the Lakers and they're the
only club that has a series edge
on Los Angeles—3-2.
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On Pro Bowl Squad

LOS ANGELES (APl-The. New
York Giants will have eight flayers on the Eastern Conference
squad that meets tho West here
Jan. 13 tn the National Football
League's annual Pro Bowl game.
The geven head coaches of the
Eastern Conference Monday selected a squad of 32 players for
the 13th annual charity contest.
The Western Conference selections wiEl be made later this
week.
The Cleveland Browns placed
six men on the Eastern squad , the
St. Louis Cardinals' five, Pittsburgh , Dallas and Washington
four each, Bnd Philadelphia one.

Houston Vies for
Third NFL Title

—
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DALLAS, '^ex. (AP(-Tlia top
team In offense and tho leading
team In defense will play for tho
American Football League championship when Houston meets Dallas at Houston Sunday .
Final statistics of tho regular
season showed today that Houston was the No, 1 offensive unit
with 4,971 yards—an averaga of
855 yards per game.
Dallas was second in offense
with a 347 yards average and
Houston wns second In defense,
giving up an average of 29..
Oakland won only ono game out
of 14 but set a record In pass defense. Tlie Raiders surrendered
only 2,006 aerial yards for the
season.
' ¦
The Los Angeles Angels havo
;-ct to produce a .300 hitter. They
have baeii In tho American League
two seasons.

(Contimwd from Pag* On*)

CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special)—
Baby girl Olafson, daughter of Mr .
and Mrs. Mervin Olafson, Caledonia Rt. 2, was snuggly unaware
of the gifts showered on her by
Caledonia merchants today, "but
some day she'll know she . was
the first baby born in the new
'Community Hospital here.
She arrived at 5:52 a.m., less
than 24 hours after the new $750,000 building was occupied.
THE OLD hospital, now vacant,

•was a 21-bed unit, and was f ull
when moving preparations got under way at 7 a.m. Monday. All
41 hospital employes were called
into service for the move. Patients
had bams and breakfast in the old
building. The exodus began at 10
a.m.-; by 1L:45 a,n _ ., thie noon
meal was being served to patients
in their bright new quarters.
The new 37-bed unit is , connected with the old hospital by corridor and elevator—the new building is one story, the old, two
floors.
The new hospital has admitted
four patients since being occupied
Monday.
Dedication of the hospital will
be postponed until next summer
and more pleasant weather, according to Administrator C. S.
Stertehjerri. At that time, visitors
also may have an opportunity to
visit the new nursing home, converted from the old hospital. The
connecting addition and planned
renovation will increase the capacity of: the nursing home to 35-40
bed's.

home of Toronto financier E. P.
Taylor, in the luxurious Lyford
Cay development. Macmillan is
staying next door at the home of
Mrs. W. R. G. Holt.
The two ludtrt will delve deeply into problems that threaten to
cause serious quarrels within the
Western alliance, and into assessments of the present cold war
situation and the widening split
between the two Communist
i&mps led by the Soviet Union
and Red China.
Their discussions will cover the
Skybolt controversy, the strategy
to be followed in the wake of the
October crisis over Cuba, the
Moscow-Peking split which deepened from Soviet Premier Khrushchev's backdown over Cuba and
Red China's border attack on India, and the future British-American military assistance program
to India.

condition that French President
Charles de Gaulle and Kennedy
agree to equal three-power control over a multilateral NATO
deterrent.
On leaving Britain Macmillan
declared he had no doubt he and
the President would find a way
around their difficulties " in the
spirit of agreement which we
have always had with the American people."
Most Pentagon experts think
technical difficulties have so delayed the Skybolt that it will not
be ready until 1966 or later , at
least two years behind schedule,
and by then or soon after Minuteman and Polaris missiles will

supply the nuclear punch instead
of manned bombers.
In comparing notes on the fn<
dia-China border warfare and in
considering relative contributions
to assistance for the Indians, the
two leaders will ha .e at their
elbows on Thursday some of their
chief assistants who have handled the problem.
These include U.S. Assistant
Secretary of State W. Averell
Harriman and British Commonwealth Relations Secretary Duncan Sandys, who took leading
roles in getting India and Pakistan to agree to negotiations on
patching their Kashmir feud .

GLEAMING HOLIDAY GIFT ORIGINAL FROM

Ths Cuban crisis, which brought

the world to the brink of nuclear
war, sharpened American pressure on Britain and France to
abandon their independent nuclear deterrent forces and concentrate instead on increasing
their conventional forces.
The United States has informed
Britain it intends to scrap the
Skybolt 'bomber-borne missile, in
vUw of five test failures and ay
estimated eventual cost of $2.5
billion to develop it.
This has raised objections in

Congress and protests from the
British that it would scrap their
nuclear deterrent as well. Britain
planned to equip the missiles with
its own nuclear warheads and
put them aboard its subsonic
bombers.
The London Daily Mail reported Macmillan will ask Kennedy
f( r a "stay of execution " of the
Skybolt decision for at least three
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months.

This delay would enable Britain still to claim she is a nuclear
power as she faces the six-nation
European Common Market in the
hard • bargaining still coming up
over her admission to the trading

WORK ON the nursing home

must be postponed several weeks
for completion of the plan by
Smiley & Associates, Minneapolis
architects, and approval by the
state Board of Health.
Despite cold weather, snow and
slippery roads, an estimated 1,600
attended open house at the new
Caledonia. Community Hospital
Dec. 8 and 9.

bl0C .. :

London's

Daily

Sketch

JIM BEAM A favorite enjoyed Jthe world over. Genuine
old-fashioned Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey (86
proof). Paintings of thoroughbred horses and festive holi- .
.ay trimmings, topped with a bright red bow, enhance
the warm hearthside scene on the package.

said

Macmillan Will propose putting
Britain's nuclear weapon stockpile under NATO control on the
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KENNEDY

New Caledonia
Hospital Nursery
Quickly Occupied
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Social Security Tax
Goes Up January 1
A. J. D'Amour, social security
district manager , has available for
employers and the public copies
of a printed explanation of the social security tax increase schedul*
ed for Jan. 1, 1963.
The explanation is available
upon request to the Winona social
security district office , a n d
D'Amour noted that a number of
employers already have ordered

Some Highway
Samples O.K.,
Others Faulty

ST, PAUL (AP) — The Minnesota Highway Department announced today that some core
samples taken from disputed Interstate Highway 35 passed with
"flying colors " hut th at other
sub-standard
samples showed
work. . '
Commissioner James Marshall
said that detailed strength, tests
.were made of six of 22 cores taken
from the southwest ramp at the
junction of Interstate 35 and Minnesota 23.

copies to enclose with employes'
pay checks on the first pay day
in January.
STARTING WITH that first pay

in January, D'Amour said , the
worker's social security deduction
will be increased by one-half of
one percent on the first $4,800 of
annual wages. With this increase,
the amount of the social security
tax -will be 3% percent for an employ*, with a matching amount
contributed by the employer.
The social security law, as originally enacted in 1935, called for a
beginning tax rate of 1 percent for
employe and for employer on the
first $3,000 of annual earnings ,
with gradual increases until the
top rate of 3 percent was reached
in 1949.
These tax rates , it was estimated, would be required to finance
the retirement benefits of $10 to
$85 per month , the only type of
benefits provided under the original law. But the scheduled increases were not- permitted lo go
into effect and the tax rate did not
even rise to Vk percent until 1950.

KHANY improvements have been
made in the original law, D'Amour
said. Benefits have been added
for the dependents and survivors
of workers and also for disabled
workers and their families. Also,
benefits have been increased several times. Under the present law,
"All of these cores were found benefits to workers 65 and over
to be satisfactory and met all test range from $40 to $127 a month.
requirements and . refuted allega- A retired couple may collect as
tions that they would he defective much as $187.50 per month. Fambecause of the concrete being ily payments range up to a maxpoured on a 'frozen subgrade ,'" imum of $254 per month.
Marsh all's statement to the press Under the law as it now stands,
said.
there will be two more increases
"All but three of the 22 cores in the social security tax rate, one
appeared to meet requirements, in 1966 and the last in 1968. Ea.ch
with the three rej ections being due increase will amount to one-half
to honeycombing of the concrete of 1 percent, so that beginning in
and the reinf orcing steel mesh 1968, an employed worker will be
placed too low in the concrete paying 4 .i percent of his annual
when it was poured."
earnings toward his social security- protection.
The difference between the originally planned top tax rate of 3
percent and the top. 4% percent
rate that will go into effect in
1968, will go partly to pay for the
additional protection and higher
benefits, D'Amour said. It will also
help make up for the money not
callected because the tax increases
scheduled for the 1940s were postLADYSMITH, Wis. _B — Two poned.
men arrested in a car officers
D'Amour said employers and the
said contained nitroglycerine blast- public may obtain copies of "An
ing caps, burglary tools and guns Explanation of Your Social Securwere arraigned in Rusk County ity Contribution" by visiting, phonCourt Monday night on an assort- ing, or writing the social security
ment of charges .
.: : ..: ¦ district office at 356 E. Sariiia St.
Benjamin Thomas, 59, St. Paul ,
Employers may also wish to reMinn., and Raymond A. Drew, 33,
of Hudson were ordered held un- quest copies of the neW social seder bond of $10,000 each. A pre- curity employe tax table for the
liminary hearing will be held Dec. convenience of their payroll of27 on charges of burglary, theft, fices.

I Men Arrested,
Burglar Tools
Found in Car

possession of burglary tools and
pointing a firearm at another .
Authorities said they would be
moved from the Rusk County Jail
to the Barron County Jail today.
The local jail is restricted to
overnight confinement.
The pair was arrested at a
road block near Rice Lake Monday.

Plan to Drop
Some Wisconsin
Assessors Tabled

MADISON, Wis. WV-The Wisconsin Legislative Council voted unanimously Monday in tabling a
proposal to eliminate tax assessors in towns of less than 10,000
population and give their duties to
a county assessor.
The proposal had been recommended by the group 's Taxation
Committee on a contention that
empl oyment of full-time qualified
assessors at the county level would
contribute toward uniform property tax assessments in the stale.
Opposition was raised by Ben

Honneman , executive secretary of
the Wisconsin Towns Association,
who Insisted that such legislation
should be permissive rather than
mandatory.
Also sidetracked was a measure
designed to establish state respon sibility for lqnd it buys and removes from local (ax rolls. Council m e m b e r s felt amendments
migh t make the legislation acccpLnble. The Taxation Committee
recommended paymen t by the
state for negotiated services rendered by local communities . Included wns tuition for pupils living on state-owned land and payments for water and sewer services provided in the acquired area.

Two Duluth
Fishermen Save
Sinking Truck
DULUTH, Minn. (AP) - Two
Duluth fishermen had just baited
their hooks and tossed them into
Rice Lake, about 10 miles north
of here, when they heard an ominous crack.
They looked up to discover- the
pickup truck in which they had
driven out onto the lake starting
to sink through the cracked ice.
Kenneth Strerar and Bruce Doran had provided for just such a
contingency by rigging a wooden
framework below the truck' s body.
While the trestle-like appendage
kept the truck's sinking to a slow
pace, they marshalled a crew of
fellow fishermen.
These grabbed limbs, planks and
other buoyant material while Stretar and Doran attached a tow
rope, started dragging the vehicle
to shore, and .away from its threatened 20-foot deep watery grrave.
It worked, until the truck was
about 100 feet from shore, when
it finally sank through more thin
ice.
But the water there was only
two feet deep and , with the help
of volunteers, they got the truck
^n fely ashore.
Now they 're awaiting a prolonged freeze before trying another angling jaunt , with the truck ,
tha t is.

tow Bids on
Badger Road
Work Received

MADISON , Wis. UV-Low bids
totaling $5,356,707 for road projects
in eight Wisconsin counties were
received by the State Highway
Commission today .
Bids will be reviewed and confirmed before contracts are signed.. . '
Major jobs provide three separate projects for general construction on Highway 24 in Milwaukee and Waukesha counties ,
general construction and structures on nearly four miles of Interstate 94 east of Madison and
work on. Interstate 90-94 in Juneau County for development of ari
interchange near New Lisbon and
the Valley Line overpass.

Peril Faced,
Reason Ruled,
Kennedy Savs

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Kennedy says "peril was
faced and reason ruled" in 1962,
making tbe nation "just a little
bit more confident of peace on
earth, good will to men" this
Christmas season.
With this declaration; the President lighted the nation al Christmas tree, a 72-foot beauty from
Colorado, in the park behind the
White House grounds 1 Monday
night.
Alluding to the danger of nuclear war that pressed close during the Cuban crisis, Kennedy
said "the year of 1962 was a year
of peril, but the peril was faced
and reason ruled. "
But , he said , there is much to
be done "and we still need to ask
God to bless everyone."
Then he pressed a button that
enveloped the
towering blue
spruce in the blaze of 4,000 colored lights. Lighting of the tree,
which came from the San Isabel
National Forest near Salida , Colo,
began the 13th annual "Pageant
of Peace."
Besides the tree the pageant includes a life-size Nativity scene,
a roaring yule log fire, 53 smaller
Christmas trees representing the
50 states, Guam, Puerto Rico and
the District of Columbia, and eight
reindeer from the National zoo.

areas thnt of/er services, There
are many places where services
are not rendered but where land
is taken off the tax roll , and those
places wouldn 't get a nickel ."
Among measures the council approved for introduction in the 1963
Lc(.islnture was one to provide
state tuition payments for children
whose parent s reside on slatc-ovned lands o t h e r than military
camps, veterans hospitals , charitable or penal institutions. An estimated ISO children would be affected , and the tuition charge
would be about $450 yearly.

HOLLYWOOD (AP) — Thomas
Mitchell , an actor's actor, honored by his colleagues with the
highest awards of stage, screen
and television, is dead of cancer
at 70.
He succumbed Monday, the
deadly disease s I
second victim in )
two days among I
the famous names \
of Hollywood. The \
other was Charles <
Laughton , 63, who
died Saturday.
They appeared
once together in
a movie — "The
Hunchback of Notre D a m e" in .
'
1939.
The bushy-browMitchells
ed Mitchell , who had the face of
an Irish leprechaun and the soul of
a devilish poet , was most famous
for his role of Scarlett O'Hara 's
father in "Gone With The Wind."
That same year Mitchell also
^
played
the boozy frontier doctor
in "Stagecoach , " a picture many
critics believe the finest Western
ever made.
Ira the Academy Award s that
year—1939—Mitchell was mainly
in competition with himself. His
"Stagecoach"
performance in
won him the Oscar for best , supporting actor.
In 1952 he won television 's Emmy for best dramatic performance and In 1953 he got the legitimate theater 's Tony for his role
in the Broadway musical "Hazel
Flagg."

The public mostly know Mitchell as an actor during his '50-year
career in show business. He also
was known ns a quiet genius of
theater in his early career. As a
playwright he had several hit
plays on ilroadway and was much
in demand as a play doctor.
He was also a successful director and producer on Broadway. Ho came to Hollywood in
1935 with a three-way contract as
WASHINGTON (AP)-Secretary writer, director and actor.

Teething Ring
STU'ITGAF.r, Ark. ufl-Joc Knrkur reported the theft of i .oofl
tec tli from hia dental laboratory
In Stuttgart.
Noting 11 similar burglary ol
4,000 teeth at Augusta, Gri.. recently, Knrkur said: "I think it*«
a teething ring, "

of Commerce Luther II. -lodges
said today the nation 's production
is now at a record , pace, but a
prompt tax cut is needed to Increase it still further.
Hodges told n news con ference
that the Gross National Product—
the total of go»ds and services
FIIERIIOLD, N.J. (AP)-Gabrlproduced—is exceeding the $5C0
billion a year rate in the last el rtiduird Trifari, bloody-eyed
quarter of 19fi2 for the first time from gashes he said lie tore into
his face, was held here today afin history.

N.J. Man Slays
Four in Family

He estimated actual tota l output
for the year at $554 billion—a new
high and an Increase of 7 per cent
over 19f>).
The secretary predicted that
Gross National Product w ill keep
going up next year nt rate s which
compare favorably with the rise
In the current quarter.
"While the increase In economic
iK'tivlly is encouraging," Ifo dges
said , "the pace is not sntisfaclory, "
A tax cut is needed , lie aaid.
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ter a confession that he bludgeoned his father , mother , brother
and sister to death,
Trifuri , 26, wns jailed without
charges pending an examination
by doctors.
'Hie alleged confession late Monday night came after tho four bodies were found bludgeoned with a
crowbar at tho 'i'rifnri chicken
form.
I 'hc victims weve Maxim and
Mfurla Trifaii , the parents , both
n twit 60; Maxim Jr„ 2fl, and Olga,
36.

Motors, Select Want Ads
Start Here

Issues Cut Loss,
Trading Light

BLIND ADS UNCALLED FORE 1, X 7,
D-99.

Parionals

'

7

ZIPPERS BROKE! Sleeves worn I Tsemllnes uneven I Stop and set WARREN
BET5INGER, Tailor, 66V. W. 3rd,
MEMO TO SMITTY—we don't know them
alt by name,' but thanks for stopping.
Will you relay this message for us?
Hope yoo had fun. RAY MEYER, INNKEEPER. - WILLIAMS HOTEL.

Building Trades
NO f t C E

Thlt newspaper will ba responsible for
only o n e Incorrect Insertion of any
classified advertisement published in
the Want Ad section. Check your ad
and call 3321 If a correction
must be
¦
• .
made. . . ' . ¦ ' ., ¦¦. ¦

13

COMMERCIAL
FLOOR
CLEANIMG-for
stores, all business buildings. We can
them
up
and
keep
them clean for
clean .
YOU Call HALL-MAFNER, 920 W. Sfh.
"
Tel. 4276.
:
.

Money to Loan

40

NEED MONEY? Whatever your, specific
need may be you'll have the funds for
It when you borrow fr.im MINN. LOAN
8. THRJFT. IM Walnut. Tel. 8-2976 and
your money can be ready when you
stop by,

1
LOANS ^S

PLAIN NOTE-AUTO-FURNITURH
170 E. 3rd St.
Tel. 2915
Hn. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.. Sat. 9 am to noon.

Wanted to Borrow

41

NEW YORK ( AP ) - ImproveWANTED TO BORROW
Business Services
14
ment among the motors and selected issues cut many early loss$5,000
BEAT THE . SPRINGTIME repair lam. We
can repair that boat NOW! It will cost
es and produced an ' irregular
1st
Mortgage
you less. WARRIOR MFG, 5035 6th St.
price pattern on the stock market
Tel.. B-3866. Expert work.
on 200 acre farm
early this afternoon.
SNOW AND SOOT are Mom's worst enenear Winona, Minn.
4 mles. Let us fight your battle on your
The upturn liacked enthusiasm Lost and Found
rugs, carpeting. Expert cleaning servWrite
E-10 Daily Neyv-s
Fast work. WINONA RUG CLEANChi MSPP . m Phil Pet
49% and trading remained relatively BEAGLE DOG—purebred. Lost around ice.
ING,
116
W.
3rd.
Tel.
3722.
54V_ light, as it has been for the last Dodge. Anyone knowing the whereabouts
Chi & NW 12% Pillsbury
Dog», Pets, Supplies
42
contact
Leonard
Wleczorek.
Tel. Moving, Trucking, Storage 1
9
141V_ three sessions.
Chrysler
73Va Polaroid
8-MU 7-4034, Fountain Clty.- Wls. Reward.
GOLDEN RETRIEVE R
PUPPIES-AKC
_
Prices opened lower but minus LOST-? fox h(wndt Donal_ W, Burt, St. WINTER MOVING Isn't so bad wtten you registered, 7 weeks eld. Tel. Ml 7-3434.
Cities Svc 53V4 Pure Oil
36
let us do II. Expert packing, fast servLester Martin, Rt. 1, Plum City, Wis.
Comw Ed 44Vi RCA
56% signs began to disappear soon aft- Charles, Minn. Tel. 197J.
ice. WINONA DELIVERY & TRANSCHRISTMAS PUPS-half Pekingese, red
Cons Coal 35 Rep Steel 34Vfe er Commerce Secretary Luther Personals
FERRIN W, 4th. Tel, 3112.
1
brown color.
Tamarack,
; ¦ ¦ Roy's
¦Store;
•
• •
Cont Can 44^ Rex Drug 29V4 Hodges reported national producBERNIE'S TRANSFER (formerly Parks) ' wis. . ..
- - ..
.
,
V
.
-Call
us,
gives
fast,
careful
moving
service.
7
tion
moving
at
a
record
clip
and
baking
rush
LAST MINUTE shopping and
Cont Oil 54% Rey Tob
39/a
REGISTERED
BOSTON
BULL
terrier,
215 Mankato. Tel. 8-244B.
give
much
time
for
.fixing
meals.
won't
50" . Sears Roe 77 predicted it would continue up- Gat but when you're so buy, at WJTHS
male pup. Bud Hlldefcrand, Altura, Minn,
Deere
Plumbing, Roofing
21 1st farm N. of Whitewater State Park.
•RESTAURANT, 126 E, 3rd.
Douglas
.__
27% Shell Oil
35V6 ward just as fast next year.
¦
Mo phone.
Dow Chem 56% Sinclair V 33& Chrysler and General Motors HAVE YOU THOUGHT OF "HEY" CUL- GIVE YOUR GARBAGE the "illerrt treat- KITTEN—free for good home. Wtilte male,
glf»
with
an
ln-S1nk-Erator—the
origsolve,
that
probment"
MAN,"
to
LIGAN
du Pont 235 Socony
57& experienced some demand and lem.
11 weeks, housebroken. Claude Kraft,
inator of garbage disposers. The only one
CULLIGAN, Tel. 3600.
Stockton, Minn.: Tel. Lewiston 2823.
East Kod 107V4 Sp Rand
12 advanced. AT&T, erased an early
that can be completely serviced locally.
WEIGHT safely, easily and e»
Sold at
Ford Mot 45V. St Brands 66% small loss and posted a gain.in LOSE
Horses, Cattle, Stock
43
nomlcally wllti Dex-A-Dlet tablets. Only
.
98c. Ford Hopkins.
Gen E3_c 76% St Oil Cal 607/» increased activity.
FRAN K O'LAUGHLIN PUREBRED DUROC boars and gllti vac
PLUMBING & HEATING
Gen Foods 77% St Oil Ind 47V£ •IBM , up W20 at the opening, ARE YOU A PROBLEA/l DRINKEft?-Man
cinated for cholera and eryslpelaa. Clifor woman, your drinking creates numerTel. 3703
-07 E. 3rd
ford Hoff,
Lanesboro,
Minn.
(Pllol
GenMUls 30% St Oil NJ 58 gave up a point of that gain and ous
¦
problems. : If you need end wanl
Mound).
.
Gen Mot 57% Swift & Co 36 .4 then jumped ahead by 3 at one help, contact Alcoholics . Anonymous, Pio- ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
RUSHFORD
LIVESTOCK
COMMISSION
neer Group, Box 122, Winona, Minn,
For clogged sewers and drains.
Gen Tel
22% Texaco
59V_ time.
auction every Wed. afternoon* Livestock
Tel. 9509 or 6436
1 year guarantee
ON TIME for your holiday dates—lei
Goodrich 42% Texas Ins 60V- Utility, oil and drug sections all BEFrank
bought dally. Tel. Rushford 864-9149 colput your watch In perfect time
¦• ¦ * - • • ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦'
CALL SYL KUKOWSKI
" lect; . .
. - . -¦ . . .
Goodyear 33 Un Pac
32s,4 showed a majority : of: small, plus keeping order. Bring It to RAINBOW
BOAR PIG — young, meat type. »30.
JEWELERS, next to PO on 4th.
Gould Bat 37V. Un Air Lin 32V . signs.
JERRY'S PLUMBING
Wanted, tire- chains, 11x28. Henry Lach.
GtNo Ry 41% U S Rub 40% At noon the Associated Press Don't be a MANY STOP SHOPPER, 827 E. 4th
Tel, 9391
er, Rt. 2, Winona, Minn. Tel. 60-2237,
BROS.
TOYLAND
your
ROBB
make
Greyhound 31% U s Steel 43% average of 60 stocks was off .3 at Christmas shopping headquarters this Help Wanted—Female
HERD OF 15 cows, mostly ,all to freshen
26
soon. Will sell (or cash or on milk asHomestk 43% West Un
253y. 2.0 with industrials down .5, rails year. 586 E. 4th. Tel. 40O7.
MATURE ' EXPERIENCED waitress for ¦ slgnment. Write or Inquire E-14 Dally
IB Mach 3-.V4 Westg El 3l sA up .1 and utilities off .2.
'
parties and service club.. Apply to Hos- . News,
Int Harv 4W_ 'Wlworth
tess. Hotel Winona.
63V _ The Dow Jones industrial averPOLAND CHINA BOARS—purebred. Rog1962)
Dee.
(Flrst Pub. Tuesday,
*,
er Boynton, Lewiston, Minn. Tel. 3792.
Int Paper 27 Yng S «& T 81hi age at noon was off .62 at 644.87.
NOTICE OF LIEN FORECLOSURE
"R PIGS—«, 8 to 9 week_ old. KenFEEDE
the
propGeneral
Office
Work
NOTICE
that
This indicator was off nearly 2 PLEASE TAKE
Tel,
neth Averbeck, Cochrane,
Wis.
be
sold
shall
hereinafter
described
erty
GRAIN
an hour . earlier. -¦;
24B-239S.
at public auction at 9:30 a.m., Wednesday,
in
downtown
office,
may
be HOLSTEIN COW-second calf close spring,
Aircrafts and airlines were gen- December 26, 1962, at 66 West 2r_«_ Streel
er, calfhood vaccinated,- also sprlnglnj
CHICAGO (AP) - , No wheat, erally small fractions lower. So In the warehouse building of the under- married or single, typing reheifers. Lester Rustad, Rushford, Minn.
W. A. Hodglris Transfer & Storage
corn , oats or soybean sales .
•
were the chemicals and rubbers. signed
.
Winona
Winona,
. ,
Tel. 864-9220. .
Inc..
IrT
the
City
of
:
Co..
quired. Permanent position.
Soytean oil 8V_ b-%a.
for
American Stock Exchange pric- County, Minnesota, to satisfy the Lien and
104 HEREFORD BROOD Cows-Frl., Dec.
4th
Barley: malting choice 1.25- es were mixed in light trading. transporting said properly from
21. Will be pregnancy tested, plus our
Pleasant working conditions.
Buchanan Street, Wtnona, Minnesota, to
regular run of livestock . Lanesboro Sales
1.33n; feed 88-1.05n.
Bond prices were irregular in the warehouse address above referred fo
Commission. Lanesboro, ¦ Minn. Tel. H07• ¦•
and for storing the same since the 26th
Write
E-U
; .
fairly
2192.
active
early
dealings.
,- : .
. .. ¦ .
MINNEAPOLIS (M - Wheat reday of December, 1961, and that the
HOLSTEIN HETFERS—2, 14 months old,:
which will be due on the- dale of
Daily News,
ceipts Monday 115; year ago 238, *NE*W YORK (AP) - Canadian amount
Norbert Zlegler, 4Vj¦ miles N.W. of Cen<
sale above mentioned Is the sum of
: '
- '¦ . .- - ' .-'
trading basis unchanged; prices, dollar .930312; previous day .93. the
terville. W is.
.¦
M98.00, exclusive of the expense- ot this
V_ lower; Cash spring wheat basis
sale.
50
to
.0
feeder
pigs,
.
SOW—with
8
little
Help Wanted—Male
27 pigs, Wanted Hereford cows. Norval
That the property to be sold Is generally
No. 1 dark northern 2.31V .-2.36V4; WINONA MARKETS described
as follows:
Johnson, Utica, Minn. (Pilot Mound)
SINGLE — experienced man on modem
Spring wheat one cent premium
Approximately 400 cases of i-4 bottles
Tel. 141W3 St. Charles.
:
.
, -.
dairy farm. Good home and good wages.
Reported by
available
for
each of different sizes,
Russell : Church, Minnesota city.
each lb over 58-61 lbs; Spring
lT-Tube Carton
Swift & Company
bottling Zip beverage, charged water
TERRAMYCIN
wheat one cent discount each V. Buying hours are from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m:
and other carbonated beverages under COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATION servicefor
man wanted. Write Box 150, l_a Crosse,
through Friday.
the trade names ot Zip and Dream, tolb under 58 lbs ; Protein premiums Monday
wis; .
These quotations apply as ot noon today,
gether with the cases In which said
MASTITIS
11 to- 17 per cent 2.31V4-2.75V..
All livestock arriving after closing time
bottles are conta ined.
¦
IMMEDIATE OPENING for married man,
with • . '¦ .:
No. l hard - Montana winter . will be properly Scared for, weighed and That all of said property Is located In 22 to 49, to service route In Winona
priced
the
followino
morning:
warehouse
building
at
,
the
basement
of
the
area.
Sales
experience
helpful
but
nol
.
FREE OIL CAN
2.24V _ -2.6iy_.
HOGS
this address above referred to.
necessary as -we . train our men. For
Only S6.39
Minn. - S.D. No. 1 hard winter The hog market Is iteady with yes- That the sale of said property will be a lob wjth an outlook for Hie future
terday 's close.
plus high average earnings, Tel. Housconducted by the Sheriff In and for Winona
2.17V4-2.59V4,
TED
MAIER
DRUGS
Strictly meat type additional 20-40 cents*
Minnesota, at the time above
ton TW6-3628 or write Box 724, HousANIMAL HEALTH CENTER
No . l hard amber durum 2.58- fat.hogs discounted 20-40 cenls per hun- County,
ton, for personal interview .
specified.
That sold property belongs to the Wi2.65; discounts, amber 3-5; durum dredweight.
Wanted—Livestock
46
Good hogs, barrows and gilts—
Company, a corporation,
Corn No 2 yellow 1.10.
Oats No 2 white 63V.-69V4 ; No
3 white 61V.-67; No 2 heavy white
68-73; No 3 heavy white 67-68%.
Barley, bright color 94-1.24;
straw color 94-1.24; stained 94-1.22;
feed 83-94.
Rye No 2 1.2B.-1.24%.
Flax No 1 3.01.
Soybeans No 1 yellow 2.40.

Thomas Mitchell,
PRO DUCE
( AP) — ( USDA) ¦?An Acfor's Actor- LiveCHICAGO
poultry: wholesale buying
prices unchanged to Vi lower ;
roasters 23V.-24, mostly 24; speDies of Cancer white
cial fed white rock fryers 19-19V_ ;
rock fryers 18; hen turkeys

U.S. Production
At Record Pace,
Minocqiia , objected to the play, Hodges Reports
unyin g "it only takes care of:
Assemblyman Paul Alfontl, R-

1 P.M. New York
Stock Prices

averaging 16-18 lbs 31-32V..

CHICAGO <AP)--Chicago Mercantile Exchange: butter steady ;
wholesale b u y i n g prices unchanged; 93 score AA 57% ; 92 A
57% ; 90 B 57; 89 C 56; cars 90 B
57%; 89 C 57*V_.
Eggs unsettled; wholesale buying prices* unchanged; 70 per cent
or letter grade A white 37; mixed 37V. ; mediums 31V4 : standards
34; dirties 29; checks 28.
NEW YORK (AP) _ (USDA) —
Wholesale egg offerings more than
ample; demand quiet today.
Wholesale selling prices based
on exchange and other vol ume
sales. )
New York spot quotations:
Mixed, colors: extras (47 lbs .
min.) 38-39; extras mediums (40
lbs. average) 31-32; smalls (35 lbs.
average) 28-29; standards 35-36V. ;
checks 30-31 ;
Whites: extra s (47 lbs. min. ) 3839W ; extras medium (40 lbs. average) 31-32; top quality (47 lbs.
min.) 44-47; mediums (41 lbs . average) 32-34 ; smalls (36 lbs. average ) 29-30; peewees 24-25.
Irowns; extras (47 lbs. min.)
42i,4-44; top quality (47 lbs. min.)
43-45; mediums (41 lbs, average )
33-35; smalls (36 lbs. aveage ) 2930-; peewees 24-25,
Butter offerings adequate to ample.
Cheese _. t e ad y; prices unchanged.
CHICAGO (AP) — (USDA) Potatoes arrivals 48; on track
228; total U.S. shipments 427;
supplies moderate; demand slow ,
especially for round reds; market
dull; carlot track sales: Idaho
russets 3.7O-4.05; Washington russets 3.B5; Minnesota North Dakota
Rod River Valley round reds 2,102 .25.

LIVESTOCK

CHICAGO
CHICAGO bit — (USDA ) — MOQ « f .
0O0 bulchori itendy lo weak; 1 J 190-510
Ib butch«ri 17.3S-17.50i *A heed mostly
I . promising Moh yield of lean cut
around SIS ItJi 17.731 mixed 1-3 190-310
lbs 14.75-17.15; 3J0.J40 lbs 16,00-16.75i 3-3
HO-VO lbs 15.S0-16.35 l 370-290 lbs 15.J515. 50; mined 1-3 320-400 Ib jowa 13.2514 ,50) 400 JOO Ibl 13.SO-13.50; 2-3 500-6)5
Itos I2.00.1S.JO,
Colli* 4,000; calv«i 10O) tlmiohter steeri
steady
to weak; choice 1,100-1,400 Ib
slaughter iteera 28,00-30.00; tew choke
5*00-1,100 lbs 27 ,25-29,00; good 25.00-37.00 ;
few itandnrd 22.25-34.0O; tew head mixed
choice »nd. prime 1,000 Ib heller s 29.00;
few loads choice 850-1,025 lbs 37.50-28.SO;
Oood 24.50-2r.0O; u|||||y and commercial
cows 13.75-16.00; canners and cutlers ID.30-14,00; utility and commercial bulls
18,50-21.00; good and Choice 600-900 Ib
feeding steers 23.50-37.35; load medium
•400 Ib titer calves 3J75,
Sheep 1,004; doublt deck choice and
prime 11} Ib fed Western wooled lambs
30.50; tew lots choice end prime W-I0J
lb natives 70.00; oood and choice 17 .0019.00; .cull and utility 12.00-U,S0) cull la
Mood wooled slaughter under 150 lbs 6,007,00.
SOUTH $T. PAUL
SOUTH IT, PAUL, Minn. U K - (USDA)
— Cattle 6.000; calves 7,300; slaughter
steers and heller trade moderately active, mostly steady; cows opened about
steady, bulls unchanged; load average
choice 11)7 Ib ileeri 29.35; bulK choice
37.50-2e.50i good 36.0O _ 7.JS; shipment high
-choice end
prime hellers 29,00; bulk
<liolce 37.5O-3J O0; utility end commercial
<owt I3.50-1S.5O ; canner and cutter 11.5013.50; utility bulls 18,30-10.00; canner and

160-180
14.50-15.50
ISO-ZOO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .15.50-75.75
200-220
15.75
220-240
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.45-15.75
,..- 14.40-15.45
240-270
270-30O
...... 14.00-M.4t>
.....;. 13.25-14.00
300-330
Good «ows—
13.75-14.DO
270-300
13.50-13.75
300-330
13.2M3.50
330-360
13.00-13.25
36MCO
400-450
12.50-13.00
450-500
. . . . . . . . : . . 12.00-12.50
Sfaqs—
......10.00
. 450-down
450-up
.... - 9.OO-16.0O
CALVES
The veal market It steady.
Top choice
.:. 29.00
Choice . . . :
26.OO-2S.0O
20.00-25.00
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
,
.
:
.
.
Good
Commercial to good ....... , 17.00-19.00
Utility
.... . 15.00-16.00
Boners and culls
14.00-down
CATTLE
The cattle market Is steady.
DrvfPd steers and yearlingsExtreme top
37.75
Choice to prime
25.00-26.75
Good to choice
23.25-25.25
Cornm. to good
16.00-21.00
16.00-down
: Utility
Drv frd heifen—
•
...27.00
Extreme " top
24.75-25,75
Choice to prime
Good to choice
23.50-25.00
Comm. to good
16.00-20.00
15.00-down
Utility
Cows14.50
Extreme top
12.50-13,50
Commercial
11.50-12.75
Utility
Canners and cutlers
12.00dowr»
BirllsBologna
15.00-17.00
Commercial
.,
14.50-15.50
Light thin
14.50-down

Froedtert Malt Corporation

Hours: 8 a.m to < p.m.; closed Saturdays
Submit sample before loading.
$1.05
No. 1 barleyM
No. 2 barley
10
No. 3 barley :
No. 4 barley . . . . . .
.05
Grade
Grago
Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade

Winona Egg Market
A
A
A
A
B
C

(|umbo)
(large)
(medium)
(small)

36
31
14
14
24
24

Bay State Milling Company
Elevator "A" Grain Prlcei
Hours: 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
(Closed Saturdays)
No. 1 northern spring wheat
12.23
Mo. 2 northern spring wheat . . . . . . 2 . 2 1
_ .17
No. 3 northern spring wheat
No. 4 northern spring wheat
2.13
,..2,09
No. 1 hard winter whoot
No. 2 hard winter wheat
2.07
No. 3 hard winter wheat
2.03
7 ,99
No. 4 hard winter wheat
1 ,16
No, 1 rye
No. 2 rye
1,14
cutter 15.00-18-00 ; vealers and slaughter
calves mostly steady; high choice end
prime
vealers
32.0O-34.OO)
good
and
choice 27.00-31.00 ; good and choice calves
23.00-26.00 j feeders iteady; load choice
997 Ib steers 26.00.
Hogs 12,000; active; barrows, gills and
sows fully 35 hloher; 15 head No, 1 around
210 lbs, lean, 17.25; bulk mixed 1-3 180240 Ib barrows and gilts I5.75-I6.2J; 2<0370 lbs 15.25-.16.00l 1-3 270-400 Ib tows
13.50-14.50; 2-3 400-500
lbs
12.75-13.75;
cholco 120-160 lb feeder pigs 15.50-I6.O0.
Sheep 4,500, fairly actlwc; choice and
prime slaughter lambs 50 higher; lower
grade lambs, other classes steady; choice
and prime 110 lbs down wooled slaughter
lambs 19.00-20.00; good and choice 17,00l?,0O; few utility ewes 7.50; cull lo good
5.50-7.00; choice and tancy wooled feeder
lambs 17.50-1B.3O .
(First Pub, Tuesday, Dec, 4, 19023
State ol Minnesota ) is.
County ot Winon a
) In Probate Court
No. 15,022
In Re Estate ot
Jack . . Dulok, tlio known ¦
!
Jack Felix Oultk, Decedent,
Order lor Hearing on Final Account
and. Pelltlon (or Dhlrlbutlon,
The representative of the above named
estate havlno filed hit final account and
petition
tor
settlement
and allowance
thereof and for distribution to Ihe perioni
ttiereunto entitled ;
IT IS ORDERED, Thnt Ihe hearing
thereof be had on December 27, 1962 , at
10:45 o'clock A.M., before this Court In
tin probate court room In tha court house
In Winona, Minnesota, and thai notice
hereof bo given by publication of this
order In Ihe Winona Dally Newt and by
mailed notice as- provided by law,
Dated November 30, 1962.
B. O. LIBERA,
Probata Judge.
(Probate Court Seal)
Warlln A, Beafly,
Attorney lor Petitioner.

nona Beverage
which carried on business at -0O0 East
4th Street, Winona, Minnesota, and discontinued operations, on October 1, 1961.
Dated : December 3, 1962.
W. A. HODGINS
TRANSFER & STORAGE CO.. INC.,
Lleri Holder
By: RUTH M. NANKIVIL,
Its President.
(First Pub. Tuesday, Dec, 4- 1962)

Factory Worke rs Wanted

MARRIED MEN, with good work record],
looking for outside work. No strikes or
layoffs, 5V5-day week . $98.50 per week
during training. Send applications to E-l
Dally News.

Train for PRINTI NG
¦& Hand Composition
Linecasting and Pres swork

Top prices for all livestock
GREMELSBACH STOCK YARDS
Lewiston, Minn.
Dally Hog Market
.
Tei., 4lfl on springing cows-helferj .

48

Farm Implements

SET OF Peerless
KHss-Kross
trader
chains, good condition, size 10x24, reasonable. Ralph Pickart, Garvin Heights,
Winona, Minn; Tel. 8-T291.
:

State of Minnesota > ss.
FOR CLAY BARN Equipment see, OAK
County of Winona > In Probate- Court
RIDGE SALES 8. SERVICE, Mlnnelska,
Wo. 15,347
Minn. Tel. Altura 7884. .
In the Matter of the Guardianship of
"
FARM WAGON^coirn picker, sheller, treeCecelia Hoffmann, Ward.
tor, 25 bushels corn, etc. Tel. 2347 for
The guardian of the above panned Ward,
details;
Bank of
viz.: The Merchants National
~~
~
Winona, Minnesota, having made and filed
HOMELITE CHATN SLAWT"
.
,
together
In thia Cowl Its final account
Be cure and see the new C-i
that said
wilh Its petition representing
S149.95
guardianship has terminated and praying
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
that said account be examined, ad lusted
Tel. 54J5
2nd & John.'on
and allowed by this Court, and that said
PATZ SILO UNLOADERS
guardian be discharged;
We have all sizes for Immediate deIT IS ORDERED, That said petition be
livery 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20 ft. silos.
heard and said account examined and ad- Help—Male or Female
28
Let us Install one for you before tha
lusted by this Court, at the Probate Court
Holidays and make your chores easier.
the
City
of
In
Room. In the Court House
MAN OR WOMAN to do approximately
Ray Speltz & Sons, Lewiston, Minn.
Winona, County of Winona, State of Minne30 hours bookkeeping in spare time
Tel.
2953.
sota, on the 27th day of December, 1962,
each month. Must work at our local
at 10:45 o'clock A.M.; and that this order
office and carry full responsibility of
be served by publication thereof In the
payroll and books. Apply Dec. 19 or 20.
Winona Dally News according to law.
Winona Interviewing Service, Inc. Tel.
Dated November 30, 1962.
9420.
E. D. LIBERA,
Probate Judge.
Situations Wanted—Female 29
¦¦ '
(Court Seal)
. t
Martin A. Beatty,
BABYSITTING
AND
light
housework
Attorney for Petitioner,
wanted by experienced 23-year-old girl.
Room, board and wage. Working mother preferred. Write Deanne Hendrlck(First Pub. Tuesday, Dee. 11, 1962)
son, Cochrane, Wis., In care of Wlllard
C O U N T Y NOTIC C
Denlion,
PROPOSALS SOLICITED
Sealed proposals will be received by Situations Wanted—Male
30
the County Auditor of Winona County, Minnesota, at his office In the Courthouse EIGHT CAWENTER work, cement work
and odd lobs. Tel. -93B9-, Nick Lorang, 9
In the City of Winona, Minnesota, up to
and Including ihe hour of 10?«0 o'clock,
Lenox.
A.M., Wednesday, January 9th, 1963, for
37
the publication of the Annual Financial Business Opportunities
Statement, commonly called the Auditor 's
~
" "
Statement, for Ihe year 1962, In one Issue BHN BdsTNESS for yourself7l4_ So ta k . s
this, complete with stock and equipment.
ol a newspaper located In said County
of Winona but at a place outside said City
Reasonable rent on building with basement . Good location, right on 3rd street.
ol Winona, Minnesota.
As evidence of good faith, arid that the
For details see or call.
bidder to whom the contract Is awarded
will enter Into a formal contract and
374 W. Mark
Tel. 4925
furnish a bond, each bid must be accompanied by a certified check payable
to the County of Winona, Minnesota, for
Ihe sum of Fllty Dollars ($50.00),
The County Board reserves -the right to
relect any or all bids presented.
Dated at Winona, Minnesota,
this 7th day of December, T963.
RICHARD SCHOONGVER,
County Auditor.

Write

GRAPHIC ARTS
Technical School
for Catalog.

Approved for Veteran Training
1104 Currie Avenue, Minneapolis ¦

For

¦,

Sales & Service

on
John -Deere Machinery, New
Tdea equipment, McCulloch
chain saws, Mayrath elevators,
Oregon chain and

USED
FARM MACHINERY
- SEE -

DURAND

IMPLEMENT CO., INC.
Du:and, Wisconsin

W. STAHR

(First Pub. Tuesday, Dec.

11, 1962)

COUNTY NOTICE
PROPOSALS SOLICIT EO
Sealed proposals will be received by the
County Auditor of Winona County, Minnesota, at his office In the Courthouse In
the City of Winona, Minnesota, up to and
Includlng the hour ol 10:00 o'clock, A.M.,
Wednesday, January 9lh, 1943, for tho
following deslonated printing ' for Ihe Courtly of Winona (or the year 1963,
(1) The publication of the official
proceedings of the County Board.
(2) The publication ol the official
proceedings of the County Board
of Equalization or Its substitute.
(3) The publication ol the Annual
Statement,
commonly
Financial
called the
Auditor 's
Statement,
for the year 1962.
(4) The publication of all miscellaneous notices ordered by the
County Board .
(5) The publication as required by
law of the delinquent tnx list of
Winona County/ Minnesota, tho
same being the delinqu ent list for
Ihe tax of 1961.
The bids may b« i for the -whole of the
foregoing or any part of any combination
thereof.
As evidence of good faith, end that the
bidder to whom the conlract It awarded
will enter Into a lormal contract and furnlsh a bond, each bid mus.t be accompanied by a certified check payable to
Ihe County ot Winona , Minnesota , lor Fifty
Dollar)! (J50.00).
The County Board reserves the right
to relect any or all the bids presented.
Dated at Wlnonn, Mlnnesot-a ,
this 7th day of December, 1963.
RICHARD SCHOOI .OVER,
County Auditor.
(1st Pub, Tuesday,

Dec.

4, 1963)

State of Mlnnesola ) u
County ot Winona
) In Pribele Court
No. 15,384
In Ra Estate ol
Cecelia Hollmsn, also known as
Cecelia R. Moltmann, Decedent
Order for Hearing on Final Account
and Petition for Distribution.
The representative of the above named
estote havlno filed her llnal account and
petition
for
settlement «<\_ allowance
thereof and lor distribution to the persons thereunto entitled;
Clit Put). Monday, Dec, 17, 19(7)
IT IS ORDERED, Thnt
tha hearing
I will not be responsible lor any debts thereof be had on December 37, 1967, at
10:45 o'clock A.M., before 1hl» Court In
contracted by anyone oth«r Itinn myeelf .
Ihe probate court room In the court house
In Winona, Minnesota, and that notice
Subscribed and sworn to
hereof be given by publication ol this order In the Winona Dally News and by
before me this nth day
mailed notice ns provided by law,
«;( Oecember . 1963 ,
Dated December 3. 1962.
WILMER L, LARSON
6. D. LIBERA,
'
Probate Judge
C, G, JOHNSON, Notary Public
(Probate Court Seal)
Winona, Winona County. Mlnneiola
Murlln A. Beetly
My Commission Expires April 2, 1PM.
Attorney for Petitioner

YOUR KEY

Winona Franchise Now
Being Offered for Nationally Franchisee!

May Be the LUCKY one

Violet Spray
Car Wash

FREE KNIPCO HEATER

7 Cc
/ *J

To Win Our

•k Exclusive patented lowc o s t concept guarantees
mass customer appeal and
repeat business.

Contest Extended to
December 22

$• Minimum personnel needed.
ir Protected territory without
competition.

B*c sure and try your Key
before it's too late!

t . To 50% return on investment,
¦ft Q u o t e "U.S. News and
"World Report" 25 million
more cars coming. By 1972
there will be 25 million
more motor vehicles in tlio
U.S. than there are today.
f¦a Expanding market assures
future security in protected
territory.
Franchise includes location
research , all equipment , supplies, sign s, promotion , training, etc.
WIRE - PHONE ¦WRITE

D. JO. Co.

Tel. 4832

NEW SPREADERS
ON HAND

New Idea - New Holland Minnesota

USED SPREADERS

Schultz PTO spreader , used
less than one year,
McCormick Dccring UoB PTO
spreader. Others.

SPECIAL

on Minnesota Wagons
this week.
USED TRACTOR
Several good used
small models ,

F. A. Krause Co.
"Breezy Acres''

58-80745 (Area Code 319)
P.O. Box 534
Dubuque . Iowa
Insurance

FEITEN IMPL. CO.

113 Washington

38

• AUTO INSURANCE
No increase in rates.
Low at $4.10.
For liability for 3 months .
SWEENEY'S
Tel. 710(1 or 11-2453
5)22 W. 5th , Winona

Money to Loan
40
Loans — Insurance —•
* xtcal Estato
FRANK WEST AGENCY
171 Latayttte St.
Tat. 3140
(Next lo Telephone Office)

On Highway 61 — Closed
Sal. Afternoons Until Spring

Hay, Grain, Feed

50

HAY—1500 bale*, made witlmui Vain'. Also",
375 baloi of straw, T«l, B-332 1,

Articles for Sale

~

557

MODEL
AIRPLANE-Iwln
om
(nalno,
brand now, 14.50. Illonde end tables,
it. Tel. 4461 alter 4:«5 p.m.
'"'
MOVIE CAMEHA--e "m.m„" F 1.9 " |enn,
carrylno ca»e and te|ophoto lens . Rimer
•Inole 6, 22 pistol with holster. Cheap,
Tel. 3803.
:"
" "
FREEZERS »W to «59. Used relrlnerators S75. Usod TV' s 150. FRANK I ILLA
t, SONS, 741 E, fllh,
~
""
"
METAL COUNTER wllh pl«i- trail ci|„.
play, 27x72 In. C, Paul Venabloi, inc .,
no Main.

3 Prizes Each Wee^
Rooms With Meals

af\l
rrfc.3CN
i
Ir
I
Glk
¦

85

Tuesday, December 18 1961

ROOM AND BOARD—for college or woTkIng men. Garage space available. Central
location. Inquire Box E-13, Daily News.

Rooms Without Meals

¦II
W

. ,.'J;bin' j

¦ ¦
FREE! $15 in-VMferchandiise" - . Certificates ' '¦ '
GIVEN AWAY EACH WEEK
FOR THREE BEST CHUCKLE SENTENCES

lst-$10.00

3rd~$2,00

2nd-$3.00

—FOLLOW
1. Read ft» Gift Advertisements and
select one phrase from four or
mere advertisements: Combine the
lines Into one humorous sentence.
2. Name rh. advertisers where lines
ll °%?rXeT?
T^
%
V£THIS
V
FROM
FEATURE are eligible.
». For the best "Chuckle Sentences "
each weelc, we will award three

THESE S/MPLE RULES—

orljei—Trade Certificates redeemable
only at any of the advertisers using
this "Pick A Present" feature,
:

¦ ':

&4JJ^^c '.^'
pr^v- "EKJrt
S luring the .^(esL Those recelv»d after that time Will be |ud«ed In
following week. Prizes will be malled to winners. Decision of ludges Is

final. Uses postcard tor your entry
vvinon.
address- cnuait
Chuckle tonieii,
Contest, Wlnone
«na_ . aaar^.
an
Dally J. Sunday News, Winona, Minn.
CHUCKLE EXAMPLE: "The husky
,ad "n look "lm
Miere '
"
'
fan on your Rembler-the family 's
word for a personalized flshlnn rod."

FOR MEN—fcedroomi, 1st floor, private
bath and entrance. Tel. 4859.
SLEEPING ROOM-for gentleman. Close
to downtown and eating places. 174 E.
5th. T«l. 95-2.

Apartments, Flair

90

5TH W. 557—3-room apt., appliances, heat
and hot wa ter furnished. On bus line.
Tel. 8-3374 after _ J p.m. ___
~
UPSTAI RS APARTME NT In residential
area, but near downtown. Living room
mahogany-panelled. Kitchen, two bedrooms, bath with sh ower . Air-conditioned. Refrigerator, stove and kitchen table set furnished—otherwise unfurnished. Heating furnished, Tel. 2336, Trust
Depf., or after 5, Tel. 9258.
EAST"!LOCATION—4 roorn"llrst~floor apt.,
on bus line. Tel: 2705.
4TH W. 21»—3 bedrooms, full bath, kitchen, combination living and dining room,
screen porch, garage, oil heat, private
entrance, no utilities furnished. $85.
Tel. 3348.
DOWNTOWN APARTAAENT-wlth kitchenette end bath, 2nd floor over Slebrecht's. See Oscar Norton, same address, or¦ Steve ¦Morgan, Morgan 's Jewel¦ • -

ry.

.

¦ '" . •
-

- ' ST Household Article .

57 Articles for Safe

SALVATION ARMY Family Service Store . END TABLES—2, coffee table, blondi pr.
fable temps; Olds trombone; girl's Ice
_ 10c sale, all next week. 501 W. ith, .
GiR_ ?s^Cl:iwTNN BIWCTE-M In,,. Ilk* sketes, size 4. Tel. 8-2271 alter 4 o.m.
ne-w. Del.ux* Rempel spring horse. 520 OK USED *f*TONITU-lESTORE
'
E. Sarnl t.
173 E. 3rd St.
We Buy
We Sell
CHRISTMAS EXTRAS-Complete stock of
Furniture—Antiques—Tools
Crtrlsfmsi cards and gift paper. Beauand
other
used
Items
tifully boxed Pangburn Candles for that
¦
Tel. 84701
special person. Also a selection of
wines and liquors. GOLTZ DRUGS, 274
' ' '. . ¦
E. 3rd.
. '. ¦ " : , .
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL — Sterling silver,
All sizes.
8 place setting, Chantllly pattern. $125.
BOUGHS
In excellent condition. Tel. 2194 before
1:30 p.m.
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC stove, 40",
Jet. W. 5th & Orrin St.
like new, fully automatic, deluxe model.
Tel. 9356,
.
v
Tel. 2959
KEEP WIND AND SNOW OUT with a
Open Evenings
self-storing . combination aluminum doer,
complete. Only $35 at ROBB BROS. Coal, Wood, Other Fuel
63
STORE, 576 E. 4th. Tel. 4007.
STARTING Tites. thru Sat. this week. 1 BIRCH fireplace wood, dry oak block
wood, oak slab wood. EAST END COAL
to S p.m., sala of new and Used mls& CEMENT PRODUCTS CO., 901 E.
. cellaneous Items, crochet work, antiques.
¦ Nice for gifts. 1114 w. Broadway,
-th, Tel. 3389.
SLAB WOOD
SECTIONAL PLYWOOD TABLE-5xlO, for
Good quality green slab wood.
electric train or ping ¦ pong table. Tet.
¦
¦
¦
¦
'
'
'
'
'
DAVE BRUNKOW & SON
.
'
A9m. :
Trempealeau, Wit
HAWMOND solovox ; Vi' h.p. compressor
For Your Greatest Heating
18 tray cuber; '/i h.p. compressor with
Bargains Burn
4-52x60 freezer plates; 5 month old Dalmatlon dog and doghouse; 8 qt. presCOMMAM)ER COAL
Tavern,
Rt.
2,
sure canner. Midway
a slies — Lump, Stove, Stoker
Fountain City .
girls
ear
coat,
COsRNET-musle stand,
PETROLEUM COKE
white plastic fall coat, size 10. Also,
No Ash — No Smoke
petite Magenta winter coat, size 7. Call
~
Tel, 7315 after 4 p.m,
RUBY GLO STOKER
BEFORE YOU REPLACE that old wafer
Boosts itoker Performance .
heater, see the A. 0. Smith Permaglas
heaters — gas or electric models In the
MOBILHEAT FUEL OIL
proper size for you.

CHRISTMAS TREES
John Kozlowski

SANITARY

PLUMBING _ HEATING .
Tel. 2737
IM B. 3rd St.

FARMERS

Lease your bulk tanks from
MDGEWAY
CREAMERY CO.
Authorized Sunset Dealer.
Top prices for milk.

CHRISTMAS
TREES
•fr Wreaths -fr Roping
•fr Boughs
HUFF & BELLEV IEW

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid at
TED MAIER DRUGS
Christmas
Lighting Sets
For Every Purpose.

# Twinkling Sets.
j¦!r Midget Sets.
•^ Indoor and Outdoor Seta,
T*r Colorful Decorations
of all kinds,

•

Winona Electric
Construction Co.

Tel, 5802

119 W. 3rd

RELAX!
SAVE STEPS!
STAY WA RM!
Install A
Be rry Automatic
GARAG E DOOR
OPENE R
It opens , closes door , lights
up garage from inside your
car. Gives nighttime , bnd
weather protection. Can Ixt
hooked up to every car in
the family.

Instal led i 30 Minutes

KENDELL
LUMBER CO.

573 E. 4th

Tel. 0-36G7

Cleans as It Burns

East End Coal &
Cement Products Co.

67 Houses for Rent

Hordt's Music Store

TH E. 3rd

Winona

Winona 's Finest Electronic Repair
for All Mdkes

Don Ehmann TV Service

980 W. Fifth
Tel. «3M
Authorized Dealer for
AOMIRAL-MUNTZ-ZENITH

Refrigerato rs

72

Ed's Refrigeration & Supply
Commercial and Domestic
555 E. 4th
Tel. 5S32

Stoves, Furnaces, Parts

75

COMBINATION WOOD and oas range.
In oood condition, $35. James Orowes,
921 E. 8th
Fountain City, Tel, 8MU7-3B85.
"Where You Get More Heat
At Lower Cost"
HEATINGI HEATINGI - The largest selection of gas or oil heating equipment In
Furniture, Rugs, Linoleum 64 town.
Expert service ond installation.
RANGE OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. 5th
DAVENPORT AND CHAIR—In excellent
St. Tel. 7479. Adoloh Mlctialowskl.
condition, 195. Inquire «7 Kansas.
s
WALNUT BEDROOM SET—double bed,
chest of drawers with mirror and closed cabinet wltti drawers. A Utile bit
old-fashioned, but first qua lit/. Priced
reasonable. Tel. 9350.
_•
CHRISTMAS GIFTS SUGGESTIONS
$3 95
Table Lamps
'
$4.95
Smokers
$4. 95
Hassocks
.. ,..$13.95
Student Desks
$4.95
Desk Lamps
J3.95
Plata Glass Mirrors
Jfep or Cockfaff Tables
tSSS
Tree Lamps
$4.95
Pole Lamps
S9.95
$i(.95
Boudoir Lamps, pr
Platform Rockers
$27. 95
Step Stools
$12.95
BORZYSKOWSKI FURINITURE
302 Mankato Ave.
Open evenings,

NEED
A NEW
GAS RANGE?

HOLIDAY SPECIAL
3-Pc Tabl e Group.
2 step, rectangular or round
cocktail table. High pressure
plastic tops, Walnut , Mahogany.

trroup $24

1—Fumed Oak Dresser , .$ 7,!>0
5.00
1—Library Table
1— Occusion.nl Table . . . . :i,50
3—Metal Full-Size Beds, with
Springs. $7.50, $8 and $8.50
1—Full-size Coil Spring . 5.00
1—Monarch Conl-Waod Collage Range , like new. 50.00
1—Moore's 4-burner TableTop, Center-Oven Gna
Range, with pnntry
, $15.00
sides

Tel, 590O

Good Thlngi to Eat

Priced from

Typewriters

~
NEAR N10DINE—on alT'weatrier road. B5
acres, 65 tillable. 9 room house with
hot and cold running water, 30x50' basement barn with stanchions and pens,
machine shed, garage, hog house, double
' corn cribs, hen Itouse, milk house, and
granary. S p r i n g possession. MINN.
SERVICE , 158 WalLAND _ AUCTION
¦. ' '
nut.
__ ______

HouiM for Sale

99

77

8t

Are you Interested In building vp a
rental Income for yourself? Let us show
you this parcel containing n duplex , n
single) family homo nnd expansion possibilities for fou r additional apartments.
Can be purchased on torms wilh at
little as $3,000 down

Budget Home

Compact small home Includlno llvlno
room, kitchen and three bedrooms.
Good slied lot. Total price $4,900. Move
right In,
. AFTER HOURS CALL:
Daves Knopp 8-2809
W. L, (Wlb] Helier 0-2181
John Hondrlckson 7441
Laura Flsk 2110

I
I

SEL
OVE R
Tel, 2348
*•>
u

110 Exchange BIdg.

mmmmiz mmimmmmmm

W. STAHR

famous braaklast lood , naHa ". (Swiss
tural vltamlnsi and minerals etc. Northern Field Seed Co., 11) li. >d.

Sam Weisman & Sons

4JO W. Ird

INCORPORATED

Til, IM7

FRANK W EST AGENCY
175 Latayotte
Crel, JJ4D or 4400 evenings,

, ^^<;i^;.' <6o . ':

Locally owned sedan—Standard transmission—Low miles
M95.0U

7

Estate
99 Wanted—Real
~
~
~

Houses for Sale

Bedutifully Plonned

A Reol Find

In highly desirable close-In neighborhood. Large living room with fireplace,
bedroom, bath, dining room and generous kitchen downs-tain. 4 bedrooms,
plus, with bath upstairs. Porch across
the front. Could be used as ont family
home or two very attractive apartments. $14,000.

Ask to See This

Pleasant . . bedroom home, located on
pretty lot In west section. Two ot the
bedrooms are on the 1st floor, two on
the second. Generous closet space, oil
heat, 2-car garage, 413.500.

Income For You

Three apt. building, west. 1st floor has
2 bedrooms, living room with fireplace,
kitchen and bath . Two smaller apartments upstairs. Might also be used as
5-bedroom home.
RESIDENCE PHONES:
E. J. Hartert . . . 3W3
Mary Lauer ; . . 4523
Jerry Berthe . . ' . 8-2377
Philip A. Baumeftn . . . 9540

601 Main St.

102

v. v _ ~.v! ;..'

JM560 CENTE R ST.
ARE YOU READY,
WILLING AND ABLE?

"'

_s7'CASH PRICES
^iinrTAY^rGH
FOR YOUR C IT Y PR OP E RTY

"HANK"JEZ EWSKI ,-

CHEVROLET— 19J5 tractor ond 1M4 Kentucky 26 It. stock trailer, closed top,
A-1 shape. Charles Skorna, 4Vi miles
M. of Lanesboro on Rt. 250. Tel. Lanesboro HO 7-2165,
______
_
¦ _ ho-?c
PICKUP
STUDEBAKER
%-ton.
'
S1
Ti T/ 1
unusuallv good running
*. *-'' w
A
1-owner
miles,
truck, 68,000 honest
truck, reasonable price.

S^les & Service
164 W. Snd
Op»n Mondays, Fridays* Tlj 9 ji.m.

SHOP VENABLES
LOT NOW !
t - 32 Good
\
Used Cars
\
\ I/ to choose from.

VENABLES

75 W. 2nd

For Only

$1995

A COUPE ?

1956 CHR -.SLER
transmission,

power
coupe, automatic
stearin., power brakes, radio, heater,
brought In by original local owner. You
don't see these ollen, so hurry If you
want a coupe.

ONLY $695

NYSTROM'S
Imperial-Chrysler
Plymouth - "Valiant

Sales & Service
164 w. 2nd
Open (Mondays, Frlaays, 'Til 9 p.m .
™'
">t> 1 r»VM— - B P'ONTIAC STARCHIEF
M <~- HARDTOP,
1\ I / V T
. S* ¦ *"' "
2-tone Arctic white ond
'
oreen, rnatchlno rjrecn vinyl and nylon
Interior, power steering , brakes and
windows, power anler»na, tinted glass,
factory air conditioning Goodyear nylon tires, local low-mlloaoe, l-own«r
car, You must sea and drive this one
to appreciate It.

WALZ|

Buick-Oldsmobile-GMC

Box of 72

10-Pound

Full PriceDelivered Winona

109

Your Choice Of

HAM - TURKEY - ORANGES
With Each

NEW & USED CAR SOLD
From Now Thru Sat., Dec. 29
Several Good Buys Offered En This Snle:

•60 RAMBLE R Classic , 4-dr.,
2-ton o echo green and crcmc ,
automatic transmission, $1595

Rambler American

Winon a, Minnesota
Tel. 3391

FREE! FREE! FREE!

T»1 RAMBLER Classic CrossCountry 4-dr, station wagon ,
bcautifu brown ond ecru ,
chrome enrrier , radio, auto ^
malic transmission, reclining
scats, very , very clean. . lf>9!>

You Can Buy a New
1963 4-Door

ARCHER-DANIELS
MIDLAND CO.

I_ OOKDIG~F6R

'5fi RAMBLER 4-dr. wnRon ,
standard transmission , rcclln,„„
„ „e_n» U
„ rod
„„ J with
,„ui. ,„v,»„
ins s
w itp
|
*0i)S
^
t°P
'5(i B, ,ICK S ,ecia, • 2'dr rfl "
"
'
dlo, htcnter , whitevvnlls , blue
Jp**45
and viiito

Executive 's Car

•62 RAMBLER AMBASSADOR 4-dr,. driven only 3,713
miles, \Ml, automatic transmission , power steering, power
brakes, whitewalls, reclining seats, jjreen and white . List
$2495
price J31 .5, special price

WINONA RAMBLER

|
Used Car Lot 3rd and Mnnknto
Tel. «-3649

k

Tel. 8-2711

DID YOU
KNOW ?

with front mounted loader 72*
snow a_id material bucket.

OODGE DART — I960, V-8, automatic
transmission, J-dr. hardtop, winterized,
or Winona
S1.550. Tel. Lewlslon 3B5J
¦ ¦
..
3093,
- . ' '
OLDSMOBILE—1955, Holiday, power steering and power brakes. $250. 473 E. 6th.
¦
Tel. 3961.
FORD—1934 7 door station wagon , radio,
2 new tires, straight shift, clean. J24J,
Tel. 8-1615. Red Top Trailer Court, Space;
10.
;
'60 DODGE MATADOR 4-dr. wagon, full
power, good looking. $1,795. Lake Motors. 155 E. 2nd, Tel. 5949.
~
CORVETTE 19»r"posltractlon,. 4 speed,
fuel ln|ectlon. Will consider trade. Lowell Ladsten, Canton, Minn.

HELP!!
HEL P!!

OUT lot is loaded with 50 cars
and trucks, and we must sell
15 cars this week!!! Choose
from the biggest and best
selection of thoroughly reconditioned cars in Southeastern
Minnesota.

2 and 4-dr. Wagons—Sedans —Hardtops—Convertibles.
CHEVYS
FORDS
PLYMOUTHS DODGES
MERCURYS FALCONS
CORVAIRS
No reasonable offer refused.
Our salesmen aria instructed
to submit all offers. Up to 36
months to pay — no payments
until February.
All Cars Carry
One Full Year
Guaranteed Warranty
No cash needed. We'll refund
in CASH if your trade is worth
more than normal , down payment.

Ssitlf^ci^^

Open Mondays, Fridays Till 9 P.M
New Cars
iEEP SALES, PARTS and service for
Winona, Buffalo and Southern Wabasha
Counties. Your tranchlsed JEEP Dealerl
F. A. KRAUSE CO., So. on Hwy. 14-41.

Open Monday-Friday
Evenings for Your
Mobile Homes, Trailers 1
1
1
Shopping Gonvenience MOBILE HOMES-NEW 50i<76rTw_ Vbed-

V /
V
v

WALZ

Used Car*

109

Imperial-Chrysler
Plymouth - Valiant

Trucks, Tractors, Trailers &08
TRUCK BODIES BUILT to your specific.tlons. Expert work. BERG'S TRAILER,
3950 W. 4tr» St. Tel. 4933,
~
PICKUP cXMPERS--com ple1» with, or
without pickup. Also Campllner Travel
Trailers, sleeps I 1 burner gas stove,
tc« box, 11 gal. water supply. J875.
LARSEN CAMPER SALES, 2V . mlltl
M.W. ot Eyota, Minn, on Hwy. 42.
10 TON—4 wheel trailer. Nels Johnson
Construction Co. «77 Main St. Winona,
Minn,

ONLY $495

NYSTROM'S

(Winona 's Only Real Eslate Buyer )
P.O. Bon 34i
Tel.'OM and 70?3

Open Mon. and Frl. Evenings

Otli nnd Mankato
Tel, lt-2647

4-dr. locally-owned car, 2-1one, upholstery like new, automatic transmission,

Minneapolis Moline
R T . Industrial Tractor

IP I*f r S-l
^ra__
-^_ 1LT
I" ni
II" i" l«

6-Lb. Canned

lUSf"lNn ___lY^L-_ ANr
1956 PLYMOUTH

Open Mon. and Frl- Evenings

__________—„

„
L ^:

Ve"^
^U 38 years in Winona
Lincoln—Mercury—Falcon-^-Comet .
Open Mon. i, Frl. Eve. A Sat. p.m.

Buick-Oldsmobile-GMC

T_l. 2S4»

Wanted—R«il Estate

____

102

WANT TO CASH r'ent fa . nv or buy "with
small down payment. Give acres tillable, price ol rent or fa rm In first letter . Write E-15 Dally News.

. Three-four . bedroom home . wilh . large
carpeted IWino. and dining room, " fireplace With pyrex glass doors, familysize kitchen, 3 bedrooms arid barh on
1st floor . Deluxe lower levels with 2
bedrooms, one pine-panelled, and bath.
Oil heat. Double garage .

61 Ford V-8

Galaxle 500 Ford or Sedarv—Fordomttlc
— Radio — Ottier Extras — Very low
mlleaoe. . Here's real value for the
money W»
;. . ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... $2195.00
¦¦
Advertise Our Prices
' _^» •
^^

DANCF.© ' ,

» PAD> WUO 'S A BBTT&X
w
M? ; OP MOM ? "

AFTER HOURS
CALL 8-1833

110 Exchange BIdg.

I

~
~
POPCORN-White Daby "R IcoTouaranle-d,
WABASHA E. -- 50O block . YoiTwIII «|_ .
WANTFD' sCR 'AI'TiroN _ METAL
B lbs. for 11, delivered. Tel. 9037.
predate Ihe extra room and pleasant
Tel. 30O4 for pickup.
HIGHEST PRICfHS PAID
atmosphere ot Ihls well kept 3-brrtroonn
APPLES—C'o'rtlon . s,' Ho'ralsons," * Mclntosh,
M «. W IRON AND METAL CO.
home. Full basement, furnace heat, nice
Supply limited, F. A, Krause, Brieiy
Stetlon
across
5pur
Gas
207
W,
2nd,
lot esnd garage. Near schools and church.
Acres. Winona, Minn,
~
This; Is a lot ot home (or only 19,500. See:
~
™
SCRArr"lRON «, rAfiTAL
APPLES— HaraUons, Fire Slde PraTrTe Wr^lSlTL_R
CO, pays highest prices for scrap Iron,
Spy, Reasonable prices. Pickwick Ormetals, hides, wool and r*w tur .
chard. PlekvylcK, Elmer Walters, La374 W. Mark
Tel. 6925
Tei, MT
S3J W. 2nd,
moille, Minn.
*
Closed Saturdays
GOODVIEW — " -4715 i&lh. Like "new. "4 bed*,
'
^
^
. ECON AMO MUSCOVY ducks, live,
'eST PRICES PAID
rooms, deluxe kitchen, carpeted living
rTrOlt
,35c lb. Erlck Gllow, Rl. 3, Winona,
room, corner lot, low tnxej, 11,500 down
tor scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides, raw
Minn.
pny«iient. Balance like rent .
furs nnd wool I
~,

HEALTH r?66bS^H»'lnr* '((ilcrs, ' F<mir-

¦'

West Broadway

u

Washing, Ironing Machines 79
MAVTAG AND FRIOIDAIRE - Fast, export service. Complete stock of perls.
H__chOBto t _Co. Tel, 7671.

Model 180 Sedan with gas engine. Here
Is your opportunity to obteln a premium Import af moderate cos-t ... -1395.00

. i- n
ER
OV
II SEL*"
J
Tel. 2349
1B0B

Income Property?

Tel. 4210

'58 Mercedes Benz

READY AND WILLING to
sell at a fair market price,
but not ABLE to appraise your
_ome accurately.
READY AND WILLING to
show your home to serious,
qualiifed buyers, but are not
ABLE to find them.
READY AND WILLING to
compare your home with others that have sold , but not
ABLE to do so effectively.
READ Y AND WILLING to
cooperate with a worthy buyer
on the financing, but not ABLE
to determine the best method.
We are READY, WILLING
AND ABLE to take over all
Hie responsibilities of selling
•your home. 3 or 4 bedroom
homes, anywhere in the city
or in Goodview , are especially
In demand now. List your
home with us.

HOMEM- . KERS BARGAINS — Goodview
Beautiful modern 3 bedroom
Road.
house, extra large lot, new garage,
$8,975. Centerville , Wis., 3 room cottage,
large lot, 1 block from store, only $1,450.
Rent -terms. Want to pick oranges Instead of shoveling snow ! Here Is your
chance, Beautifu l modern Florida home,
all electric all lurnlshed . 110,950. See
Shank , HOMEMAKERS EXCHANGE, 552
_ E. 3rd,
EYOTA, MINN.—6 rooms, new gas fur.
nace, double garage, lot 90x140. Bath
and laundry on ground floor, water
solfenor and heat. Very reasonable. Tet,
545-2266.
_
TWO H OUSES-ln lit'lca. Both wilh gar.
ages. Albert Neumann Real Estate, St.
Charles, Minn. Tel. 40.
~
~ -~
D. 2 OR 3 B E'DROOM ~^i>use In west
cenlrn I Ibcotlon. Tiled bath and new
bedroom In rear. Walking distance of
price $9,100. ABTS
downtown. Full
AGENCY , INC.. Realtors , 159 Walnut
St. Tel. 4242 or alter hours: E. R,
Clay 8-2737, BUI Pagel 4501, E. A. Abts
3104, Bill Zlebell 4854.

New throe-bedroom rambler wilh family room olt kitchen, gas heat, sodded
big yard, Continental kitchen cabinets,
vanity In bath. Low down payment,
thirty-year financing.

TYPEWRITERS and adding machines tor
sole or rent. Reasonable rates, fre« dellvery . See in tor all your of/Ice supplies,
desks, files or of lice chairs. Lund Typewriter Co. Tel. 5231.
~
A l./vsflNO GIFT ln lt_ durability and
tho satisfaction and pleasure It will
continue to give Ihru the years, A
Smith Corona portable ELECTRIC typewriter, All automatic features , comes
In assorted colors, Try one, you'll buy
one . $169.50. WINONA TYPEWR ITER
_ S E_RV11CIE,_lM _ E,_ 3rd,

65 Wantod to Buy

98

Immediate
Occupancy

$89.50

217 E. 3rd

WILL SACRIF-CE!
NEED SPACE!

05

Four-bedroom Dutch colonial with both
and a half, good slied lot and garage,
oak woodwork and hardwood floors. A
substantial home for a moderate cost.

GAIL-ROSS
APPLIANCE

FURNITURE MART
Easl 3rd and Fr anklin

™™ ~

All sizes , 20, 24 , 30, 36,
and 40 inch.

See Them Now At

BURKE' S

713 Wilson

We have the largest selection of gas ranges ia
town for Natural or
Bottled Gas.

Farms, Land for Sale

'62 Mercury V-8

' Monterey 44oor Sedan—Has everything
—Never cracked—Driven only 8,000
miles—$5995.00. Liberal el lowsnce for
your old ear.

'

~
CARPETS clean easier with the Blue 6 ROOM HOUSE—r ea'son7l~eTT-l. i.l~7~"
Lustre electric shampooer, only $1 per
4 room house
<tay. H. Choate & Co. .
Centrally located
Tel. 8-1637
Machinery and Tools
69
COMPLETELY MODERN — 2-bedroom
home, like new. 9 miles S. of Winona
SHOFSMITH — with accelsorles. Jolnfer,
on Hgwy. 61. 160. TEL. 9612,
lathe chisels and accessories, mlrsr
gauge, mortise attachment, disc and NEW 3~iiEDROOM homes"-Immediate ocdrum sanders. 3 years old. Excellent
cupancy, W5> per roonth. Also a few larcondition. Schabacker Bros., Fountain
ger homes with family rooms and some
City. Tel. 8-MU 7-4976.
with fireplaces, $99 per month. Tel.
2349 during business hours 1_
SNOW BLOWING machines for any lob
—Toro, Homko 8. Bobcat. See them at CENTRAL*" SCHOOL. DISTRICT — 3 bedWINONA FIRE * POWER CO. SI E.
rooms, 2 ' -baths, recreation room, oil
2nd, lei. SOtS.
heat, garage. Available Jan. 1. $125 per
month. Tel. 2118 for appointment.
Radios, Television
Tl NEW 3-BEDROOM homes. Immediate occupancy, $69 per month. Also a few
PORTABLE TV SET-J years old, 11
larger homes with family rooms and
Inch screen. Like new. SSO. Tel. 5750.
some -with fireplaces, $99 per month.
Tel. 2349 during business hours.
EXPERT WORK on all TV and radio repair. All makes. WINONA FIRE 8.
Wanted ro Rant
96
; POWER CO., 54 E. 2nd St. . Tel.;' J0«.
FOR BETTER RADIO TV SERVICE" WANTED—by gentleman, 1 room, private
Bre:a's TV Service
bath, equipped for light housekeeping.
¦
'
o3 W. BelleWew
Tel. 7474.
Write E-12 Dally News.
USED TELEVISION SETS—consoles and TWO CAR GARAGE—wanted, anywhere
portables.
The »l_e and style you want
In city, would like to heat It If pos¦
.af .
sible, Tel. 7337 after 5.

109 Used Cars

BUICK—1958 Super, power -steering end
brakes, good tlrii. S40O, Tel. 9063.
57 CHEVROLET BEL AIR convertible.
V-B with power-Dllde, radio, heater, power steering, beautiful blue finish wl1h
new white top. Here'* one ffiat . it llhe
ntw . ln every respect. A n ice Christmas
gift for anyone. It's this week'* special
at Don's Auto Sales, 11* Walnut, Tel.
M-79.

86

EXCELLENT LOCATION - 2 bedrooms
plus utility room. Heat and hot soft
water, garage furnished. Available Jan .
1. Tel. 7705,
~
GROUND FLO0R-3 rooms, prlvate bath,
heat and water furnished. $80. 478 E.
Broadway. Tel._ 3W6. or 6960.
CHRISTMAS CASH hard to come by right TAG THIS ONE for the home—walnut or j ADD TO the Intimate beauty of your.home
now"? You can shop and "charge" at our
limed oak desk, matching chelr, desk
with the Indirect Irrldestence of a pole WALNUT 327-lower apt., living room,
dining room, 2 bedrooms, den, kitchen
blotter, fen set, ell lor $39.95. Ideal tor
store. Gift Ideas? Electric blankets, tabl*
lamp Irom Ihe varied stock at LAWRENZ
with nook, 2 baths. $110. Brantly Chapradios, vacuum cleaners, bikes, trlkes,
Dad, Mom or student. Shop trie friendly
FURNITURE, 173 E. 3rd.
. .
¦
laundry
store, GAMBLE'S, 166 Center. ' •
stereos, stoves,
appliances .
_ pell. _ Tel . 8-2735_ or_ 2838. : .
"
"
SANTA'S
LAST
LOAD
brought
these—sparkFIRESTONE STORES, 200 W. 3rd. _
SPECIAL THIS WEEK - Hatbox electric ' ¦. ling Elco Identification bracelets for FOURTH \w7 527Vi—3 room apt. and bath.
All modern, not heated, space heater
hair dryer, only J10.95. A favorite among
ONE-STOP SHOPPING for you-a gift for
Father, Son, Mom and Sis. The new popfurnished. Available Dec. 15. Tel. 2915
everyone on the list. No need to rush,
the gals. B t l ELECTRIC, tSS E. 3rd. | ular chain, link bracelet, adlustable. Shiny
or 6067.
browse -round. Friendly help with sug- CORDUROY MAKES lovely," gay "
white or yellow gold. S4.95 at RAINBOW
~
holiday
"~
gestions, and v!e wrap each gift with our
' . . . JEWELERS, next to post office on 4th. WINON A stT~7T^rri*>dern basemen'r 3
dresses,
school
outfits.
We
have
40
beauroom apt., pattly__furnlshed. Tel. 6796,
distinctive "Cone" wrapping. R. D,
tiful solid colors In 36". to 45" widths. 8fc
CONE'S, on_ E. 2nd. •
per yd . Nice for decorator pillows, too. 1 DON'T G-IVE US the cold shoulder—we Apartments; Furnished
91
CINDERELLA SHOPPE, 214 Mankato. j have a tiot Item you can give. Insulated
SWEET AND CUDDLESOME-for tlriy' tota,
underwear, all sizes, complete outfit for CENTRALLY LOCATED^.!!"rno-ern furfor the teen-ager'j room—fur kitten dolls.
Redeem your gift certificates here.
nlshed apt., heat, water and hot water
I $9.95. Wra p It In red for extra "warmth. "
They sleep, they cuddle, they shampoo.
SKATING and Christmas go tiahdMin I At BAAABENEK'S, 429 Mankato.
furnished. Private bath and entrance.
$2.00 and up. Hundreds of other gills at ICE
hand. Trade 'n shop at our Ice Skate ExImmediate possession. Tel. 7776, ask for
TED MAIER DRUGSchange. Figure and hockey skates, $4.95 SHOPPING DAYS are growing less but the
Syd Johnstone.
~~
up
at
stock
of
leisure
hour
cralts
is
still
KOLTER'S
comBicycle
Store,
400
GLISTEN AND GLITTER for Mom or your
plete at the PAIMT DEPOT. Palnt-by- CENTRAL APTS.-27. Center, 2 rooms
Mankato.
hostess—they'll love glassware by Biswith
kitchenette
and
private
bath. Adults.
numbor, Pebblette, Mosaic Tile kits for
choff . In beautiful decorator pieces. All SHE'LL USE IT every day-tote bag for
S65. Tel. 5017 or 6790.
every member of your family. Buy sevhandcrafted. Of select pottery by Franher pins and rollers, cosmetic bags for
eral today
NEWLY DECORATED 3 rooms, private
koma. At SHUMSKI'S, downtown. 10?S
travel, overnfght stays. Colorful satin
bath. 1 room, kltclienette, private bath.
and more off on toys.
with rubberized lining. Pradlcal price, REFLECT the Happiness of the Holiday
255 E. Mh. Tel. 9287 or 2277.
too, at Jl and $2. Cosmellc Depf.,
Season In a lovely plate glass mirror
BE A SPORT—give the sportsman on your
FOR MEW—light housekeeping rooms, 1st
CHOATE'S.
from
LAWRENZ
FURNITURE,
173
E.
list a. 'break . ..., ' , hundreds ot Items he'd
floor, private
bath and entrance. TeL
¦
3rd: (Will gift wrap )
like for his favorite recreation, be 11 WARM GREETINGS tor the man on the
'4859.
.
. .'
hunting, fishing, boating, electronics. Stop
farm—a Heat Hooser for his tractor. A HEAR "JINGLE BELLS" and get help IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY-^ , ower apt.,
In, we 'll help you shop for him. MARINE
gift that , lasts, Is useful. Other suggeswith gift suggestions by dialing 2000 on
fully furnished, private bath, entrance,
MART It ELECTRONIC CENTER, 1JM«7
tions, too, at Breejy Acres, F. A.
your telephone. Useful, colorful, truly a
porch, heat and hot ¦ water. Adults. 53
W. 2nd.
¦ ¦-'
KRAUSE CO., east on new Highway 61,
"bell-ringer. "
W. King .
___
QUIET, ATTRACTIVE 3 room furnished
•t*«WSJ!«5!W»55«St^3^3^S«^7S
apt. , on bus route, near WSC. Heat and
hot water furnished. Rent $68. Tel. 3836
for appointment.

ArMcles for Sala

Used Cars

WINONA DAILY NEWS r9

Equipped with standard transmission , Weather-Eye heater,
undercoatlng, special 11 g h t
group. See it at

WINO NA RAMBLER
9th & Mankato
Tel. 8-3*47
Used Car Lot—3rd and Mankato
Tel. 8-3649

rooms, - luxurious bathroom, deluxe .kitchen. Under $4,000, payments $43.38 month.
Used homes at very low prices. RED
TOP MOBILE HOMES, HWY. 61, Wlnona.
""
AW"BVLEnTo^
-^19667"2 beclrooms, 10x35.
Excellent condition. Reasonable. Tel.
2850 Lewiston or contact Gerald Todd,
Stockton, . Minn.
-

Auction Sales
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, City and state licensed
and bended. J52 Liberty St. (Corner
E, 3th and Liberty). Tel. 4980.

^~~
Minnesota
Land & Auction Sales

Everett J. Kohner
158 Walnut
8-3710, afte r hours 7814
DEC. 19-Wed . 12730. •' !_ mile H. E. of
Whitehall on Hwy. 53, then 2 miles N.
on County Trunk D, then 4 miles N.E.
on County Trunk O. Ralph Olson, owner;
W. .A. Zeck, auctioneer; Northern
I nv.
.;¦ ¦
Co.,. clerk.
;
DEC. 20—Thurs; 12:30 p.m. 8 miles E.
of Ettrick - Ralph Patterson, owner; Ak
vln Kohner, auctioneer; Northern Inv,
Co., clerk.
DEC. JO—Thurs.. 12 noon, 5 miles S. ol
Auj usta on Hswy. 27, then 2 miles W.,
then I mile S., then U mile W. Charles
Bailey proporty, owner; Helke and Randal), auctioneers; Gateway Credit, lnc.#
clerk,
DECr~22-Sat. 11 a.m. .l_ ~niiies VV. ol Wlnone, <Vj miles S.W. of Lewlslon. Francis Mart, owner; Kohner & Schroeder,
auctioneer; Minn. Land & Auction Serv*
clerk,
TELEPHONE VOUR WANT ADS
TO THE WINONA DAILY NEWS
DIAL 3322 FOR AN AD TAKER

"*$

II Because of an Allergy, owner is forced to quit farming and
i will sell all personal property at auction.

|

FRANCIS MART

]

1
J

|

1 AUCTION S
i| 18 miles west off Winona , 4V4 miles southwest of Lewiston , or
0 VA miles southeast of Vtica. Watch for arrow off Highway 14
ll between Lewiston and Utica.

^
j
|
;!|

|
| Starting promptly at 11:00 A.M.

%

|Saturday t December 22 J
Lunch on grounds.

45 HOLSTEIIN CATTLE (24 COWS ) - 3 cows, close
1
1 springers; 8 cows, fresh in past 60 days; 4 cows, due to
i
| freshen in February ; 4 cows, due in March ; 2 cows, milking
|i good and due in April ; 3 cow s, milking good and due in
i May; 3 springing heifers, due in Jan.; 1 springing heifer ,
|t due ia Feb.; l heifer , due to freshen in March; 4 heifers , 6-8
if months old; 5 heifer calves; 3 bull calves; purebred bull , 2
|? years old , out o>f the Richter herd and Carnation Breeding.
| DAIRY EQUIPMENT — 2 Surge seamless milker buckets :
|;| 2 Surge seamed milker buckets; 20 gallon Surge hot water
pi heater.
i
PEED — 4,000 bales of hay; 400 bales of straw ,
FARM FOR SALE AT PRIVATE OFFERING _ 180 acres
1
with
ISO acres of good heavy tillable soil ; modern house and
H
M other necessary buildings; crushed rock road with school bus ,
MO
H mall route, and milk route past farm. This farm has nn
p acre com base In A.S.C. program. Good terms available , For
If furtheT information contact owner , auctioneer, or clerk of snle.
TRUCK — 1953 Ford Hi ton truck and box , 4 speed dual
1
H axle, overhauled.
TRACTORS AND MACHINERY - 1958 Allls Chalmers D17
I
l| tractor with wide and narrow front end and pulley, run less
I thnn 2,500 hours ; 1036 Allis Chalmers WC tractor with cultif ) vn'or and lift ; 11M9 Allis Chalmers Model C tractor and cultij
| vntor ; Allis Chalmers hydraulic ram; 19fi0 Allls Chalmers D17
fej 2-row mounted corn ploker; 1951 Allis Chalmers Model fin
j
| | combine with motor, back end spout , pickup attac hment and
m flnx rolls; 1960 Allls Chalmers loader nnd snow scoop; 1057
II Allis Chalmers heavy duty power mower; 1A57 Allis Chalmers
scml-wountcd 4-bottom tractor plow; Allls Chalmers 9-ft . field
|
|
§ cultivator ; New Idea 4-^ieel spreader on rubber; New Idea
n 2-whecl sprcnd«r on ruhber; John Deere No. 490 4-row corn
|planter, power check or hill drop, with 140 rods of check wire ;
j
| J.D, 15-ft . disc . John Deere (Big 4> 5-ft. mower; New Holland
ii No. RO liny baler; 7-row" used sprayer with boom and pump;
over
I GI 4-row weeder; GI 3J)-ft, elevator; Slanhoist drive
p wagon hoist wi lh fi h.p. "Wisconsin engine; 4-section steel drat; :
Minneapolis Mollne 11-ft . tandem disc ; Oliver 3-tiottom l\ndex
|
|
l
| tractor plow on rubber; 2 rubber tired wnjj ons with flare
IT1 boxes; 1 ruhber tired wagon; 2 flat beds: John Doere 10-ft nil
:?] steel grain drill; Minnesota 4-bar side delivery rnke.
MISCELLANEOUS — Moo re 10-inch linmmcnnill; 5t>ft
II
$ iiamrnermill belt ; 5 rolls of cribbing; two 4-ft . scrapers : 3
I Farm Master electric incubators , coo nnd 100 egg sizes; 30O
I chick sl'/e electric starter hnttcry; 110 gal. gas barrel and
i stand; rubber tired wheelbarrow ; 13 by 24 nnd.lt by 24 trnetor
chains; 2 rotary hog feeders; steel hog trough ; mlsc, tool s
^ nnd scnnll itemis,
$
y
TI-UMS: Cash or finance "with VA down nnd the balance
|i| in monthly installments,
Alvin Kolmcr and Orvlllo Schroeder , Auctioneers
|
|] Minnesota Land nnd Auction Service-, Everett J. Kolmcr , Clerk
!
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By Roy Crane

BUZ SAWYER
Tuesday, December 18, 1962
By Chester Gould

DICK TRACY

B6ETIE BAILEY
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THE FLINTSTONES
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By Hanna-Barbero

By Mort Walker

_

RIP KIRBY

.

By John Prenrice and Fred Dickenson

By Chic Young

BLONDIE

111 ABNERl

By Milton Canniff

STEVE CANYON
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6 Dry Cleaning Order
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These gay doggies
will warm the
heart of every
little girl and
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Luxuriously soft and toasty warm
are our robes for Christmas! Choose
hers of quilted cotton , quilled nylon
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| They 're well
«
made of top
| qualit y materials
••• wi th gay
£
5
satin ribbons and
|movable eyes.
S
Get as man .V as
t
you w ish.. ,
\
but don 't delay
I
... offer is in
§
our supply lasts,
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